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Announcing the world’s most advanced
new family of computers.
The NCR Century Series.
Never before so much performance
at so low a cost.
NCR introduces the Century
Series. This new computer
family will change all your
old ideas about computer
costs and capabilities. New
technological innovations
make possible outstanding
price/performance. Ultra
fast 800 nanosecond thin
film, short rod memory.
Monolithic integrated cir
cuitry. High-speed dual
spindle disc units. Memory
sizes from 16,384 to 524,288
eight-bit characters.
Expandability! All Century
computers have it. You can

add more disc units with 108
or 180 kc transfer rates and
eight-million character capa
cities. Card Random Access
Memory (CRAM) units each
with a capacity of 125 million
characters. Magnetic tape
units with transfer rates up
to 240 kc. 3000 LPM
printers. MICR sorter/
readers. OCR readers.
Punched card and tape
equipment. Remote on-line
devices.
Sophisticated operating soft
ware. NEAT/3, COBOL, Fort
ran. Real-time processing

and multi-programming. And
best of all, true upward com
patibility. No reprogram
ming as you move upward in
size. What does it all mean
to you? Tremendous cost and
time-saving, to name just two
benefits. To learn at least
ten others, contact an NCR
man. He’ll give you the story
of the Century. Or, write to
us at NCR, Box 2626, G.P.O.,
Sydney 2001.

NCR
THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. PTY. LTD.
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Blueprint for efficiency
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lake the carbon out of
your stationery
•

HAVE SMUDGEPROOF COPIES TO HANDLE.

•

HAVE CLEAN, EASY-TO-READ FILE DUMPS.

•

HAVE SECURITY FOR YOUR CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS
BY ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR CARBON DISPOSAL.

•

HAVE BUILT-IN COPYING POWER FOR THAT
ADDITIONAL USE AFTER LEAVING THE PRINT-OUT.

•

ASK YOUR PRINTER TO USE NCR PAPER FOR YOUR
MULTIPART STATIONERY.

•

NCR PAPER OFTEN COSTS A LITTLE MORE TO BUY,
A LOT LESS TO USE. FIRMS APPLYING COST
ACCOUNTING FIND NCR SAVES THEM UP TO 50%
OF TOTAL FORMS COST. WHY? EFFICIENCY.

M t The Wiggins Teape Australia Group
Phone; SYDNEY, 51 0331 • MELBOURNE, 329 6277 • ADELAIDE, 51 4531 • PERTH, 21 9418 • BRISBANE, 4 4471.
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How
to ‘talk’
to a
computer
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KIENZLE
ACCOUNTING MACHINE
& PUNCHED TAPE UNIT
★ Prints Invoices for Customer and Records.
★ Performs all accounting calculations.

WH ★

Punches tape for feeding computer.
All in one integrated operation.

The Kienzle Model 600 SL1 punch tape unit has been designed to feed
computers with ordering, billing, invoicing and other volume accounting
operations information. There is a considerable saving in process time
—posting and statements can be immediately checked. The unit will
handle 5 to 8 channel tape. Selective “punch” and “non-punch” opera
tion will allow only relevant data to be presented. Tape output is
interchangeable to suit any computer system.
If you own a computer or have access to one—or believe you may buy
one in the future—consult Stott & Underwood about the ways valuable
computer time can be utilized to the maximum.

STOTT_
& UNDERWOOD LIMITED

254 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY. 27 1182
MELBOURNE, 32 4371 • BRISBANE. 31 1845 • ADELAIDE, 8 4994
GEELONG, 91271 • CANBERRA, 4 6669 • LISMORE, 3926
WOLLONGONG, 2 3586 • NEWCASTLE, 2 2358 • TOWNSVILLE, 5370
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FACOM
a name to remember
in computers
& data processing equipment

FUJITSU takes pride in being the only Japanese
company to have succeeded in developing and man
ufacturing electronic computers and peripheral
equipment with its own technology—the versatile
FACOM series. No matter what range of operation
they are called on to perform, they are unmatched
in the field for the most favorable “cost/perform
ance ratio.”
The FACOM 231 won high praise when it was
exhibited at the ’64^’65 World’s Fair on the re
commendation of the Japanese government. Also,
FACOM 230-20 was selected by the government to
represent Japanese computers at Montreal’s Expo

67. And a FACOM 230-50 serves as the central pro
cessor in the data communication system at Labour
Market Centre of Japan’s Labour Ministry. In ad
dition, many FACOM systems have been exported
to such countries as Bulgaria, France, the Philip
pines, South Korea, U.S.A., and U.S.S.R.
For further information on the world-recognized
FACOM series or on the latest advances in other
fields of electronics and communications, contact
Syonosuke Issobe, FUJITSU Sydney Liaison Office,
26 Malvern Avenue, MANLY, (Phone: 97-5754), or
write to the address below.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Gomunications & Electronics
Tokyo, Japan
MAIN PRODUCTS: □ Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Telephone Sets □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronic Equipment □ Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment
U Remote Control & Telemetering Equipment □ Electronic Computers & Peripheral Equipment (FACOM) □ Automatic Control Equipment (FANUC) □ Electric Indicators □ Electronic Components S Semi-conductor Devices
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AUSTRALIAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT,
LUCAS HEIGHTS NEAR SYDNEY

MATHEMATICIAN
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Figures are child’s play
at e
We can do a week’s work of data processing in
a matter of minutes at EDP. And with 100%
accuracy. Imagine what EDP can do for you!
Whatever your requirements, you can safely hand
the iob to us. As the first company in Australia
to establish an independent computer service
centre with a skilled staff, we are used to work
ing for every conceivable line of business —
particularly accounting.
Do you run a large business? Then we can save
you untold time and money. If your business is
somewhat smaller, pool the computer cost with
other firms. Absolute security is guaranteed, of
course.
High-speed computers work around the clock, so
EDP are available to assist you and your clients
at all times.
EDP staff are specialists. EDP equipment is the
very latest. EDP service is second to none —
reliable, fast and accurate. Use our space-age
methods for your next data processing job, large
or small. Phone or write—and take advantage
of us.
AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.

150 Albert Road, South Melbourne — 69-5116.
22 Bridge Street, Sydney — 27-3705.
170 North Terrace, Adelaide — 51 -6968.

IV

Applications are invited from mathematicians for posi
tions within the Computer Utilisation and Research
Group at the Commission’s Research Establishment.
The duties of this group are to undertake research into
and to devise methods for improving computer utilisa
tion, to keep abreast of the latest computing develop
ments in the field of Atomic Energy and to assist Com
mission staff in the adoption of new or advanced tech
niques relating to computing. The Commission cur
rently has a large IBM 360 model 50-H computer
system.
Applicants must have a Ph.D. in Mathematics or
Physics (or post-graduate research experience of
equivalent standard and duration) supported by satis
factory evidence of research ability. Salary, dependent
upon qualifications and experience, will be within the
following ranges:—
RESEARCH SCIENTIST ........................... $5250-$6622
SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST ............. $6892-$7974
(Female rates are $428 p.a. less than male rates quoted
Application forms and further information may be
obtained by ’phoning the Recruitment Officer on
531-0111 or writing to the Director, A.A.E.C., Research
Establishment, Private Mail Bag, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W.
2232. Please quote position R76.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
invites applications
for the position of
LECTURER/SENIOR LECTURER
IN THE BASSER COMPUTING DEPARTMENT
Applicants should be capable of lecturing on topics in logical
design and computer architecture at a level appropriate to an
Honours degree, and it is desirable that they should also have
some knowledge of other aspects of Computer Science and of
modern practice in the design and construction of digital circuitry.
The Department is equipped with an English Electric KDF 9, an
older machine (SILLIAC), and a CDC.1700, which have been inter
connected to operate under computer control as a network with a
number of remote consoles. A PDFS with display facilities, and an
IBM.7040/1401 are also being connected so that they will par
ticipate in the facilities of the network.
The Department conducts a post-graduate Diploma, and offers a
course in the third year of a B.Sc. sequence and an Honours
year.
In addition to participating in the Department’s undergraduate
and post-graduate programme of teaching and research, the suc
cessful applicant will be encouraged to engage in research
activity of his own choosing.
Salary: Lecturer $5,400-x270-$7,00 per annum; Senior Lecturer
$7,600-x230-$8,750 per annum.
Information concerning superannuation, housing scheme, sab
batical leave, etc., and method of application is obtainable from
the Registrar, University of Sydney, Sydney, N.S.W. 2006.
H. McCREDIE, REGISTRAR.
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WANG 370 Computer Series
The 370 System provides maximum effi
ciency for direct calculations at the Keyboard.
The response to an operation is immediate
and direct. The 370 as a system is a complete
desk top computer.
(a) PROGRAMMING is made even more
flexible by being able to make de
cisions, to branch, loop, and do sub
routines.
(b) STORAGE capacity can be progres
sively raised from 4 to 64 registers
with random access from the key
board or through program control.
(c) SIMPLICITY of card programming is
retained, by placing the 80-step tab
card(s) in the card reader(s), for as
many as 480 steps. Two readers are
suitable for most programs when used
with data storages.
(d) A teletypewriter with full format control
provides automatic “printout” of data,
plus automatic input of data or un
limited program.
SYSTEM IS MODULAR — USERS SELECT
THEIR OWN BUILDING BLOCKS TO FIT
VARYING NEEDS!

True building block modules of the 370
Series offer each class of users the freedom
to make up their own desk-top device with
just the right amount of computing power and
versatility. The modules are available and the
entire System can be purchased for less cost

+

2.7
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than renting a larger System, which frequent
ly provides less calculating flexibility or
efficiency.
Only a compact 370 keyboard and the card
reader(s) rest on the user’s desk.
The programmable 370 System provides
“simplified” electronic computing, data print
out, and data processing. 370 applications
are in business, education, engineering, fin
ance, government, industry, mathematics,
medicine, science, and statistics.
For further Information contact

ASTRQNIC IMPORTS
(A Division of Electronic Industries)
MELBOURNE
489-1911
SYDNEY
31-6721

ADELAIDE
23-4022
HOBART.
2-2711 *

PERTH
28-311
BRISBANE
2-0271

Thinking Of LEASING ?
Before making any decision contact:-

COMMERCIAL LEASES Pty. Ltd.
622 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE

The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968

Tel.: 51-5203.

Telegrams: “Commleases”

V

’Burnie’ Computex-five
A new paper quality
developed for
clearer continuous stationery
copies.
A new high density
paper specially for
use in computer
output printer units
in continuous
stationery form.
Gives clearer copies
in all output
printers.
Available in white,
canary, pink, blue,
green.
Associated Pulp and
Paper Mills Limited
Melbourne Sydney Brisbane
Adelaide Perth
Vi
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CSIRO
DIVISION OF BUILDING RESEARCH

RESEARCH
SCIENTIST
CIVIL ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

GENERAL:
The Organization's Division of Building Research is primarily
responsible for long-term research on building and associated
engineering. Particular attention is given to studies of build
ing materials, structures and design, thermal environment,
architectural acoustics, tropical building and operations research.

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
CHAIR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
The University invites applications for the position of Professor of
Computer Science who, on appointment, will become head of a
new Department of Computer Science.
The Computer Centre and associated teaching and research work is
currently administered by the Department of Electrical Engineering.
In addition to the normal activities of administration and organi
sation of teaching and research, the appointee will be required to
take full responsibility for operation of the Computer Centre which
serves over fifty University Departments and about forty non-University organisations. There is at present a Committee advising on
major policy affecting the service bureau functions.
The present facility is a GE 225 computer system. A PDP 10 dualprocessor, time-sharing system with remote terminals will be in
stalled in mid-1968 and will augment the GE 225 system. Details
of both systems are available.
Postgraduate diplomas have been established in Automatic Com
puting and Information Processing.
It is particularly desired to
strengthen teaching at undergraduate level, leading to the establish
ment of major subjects in Computer Science.
Present staff establishment is one senior lecturer (Officer-in-Charge),
five lecturers, five demonstrators (programmers) and twelve nonacadamic personnel.
Grants for research equipment and personnel are normally avail
able from University funds. Special grants from the Australian
Research Grants Committee may be sought by academic staff.
The salary for a Professor is $12,000 per annum.
The University provides Superannuation similar to F.S.S.U., Hous
ing Assistance, Study Leave and Travel Grants.
Additional information and application forms will be supplied
upon request to the Registrar, University of Queensland, St. Lucia,
4067.
C. J. CONNELL,
Registrar.

DUTIES:
The Division hopes to devote a significant effort to research in
the important new area of Civil Engineering Systems and
Engineering Economic Systems. The development and applica
tion of mathematical programming, information science, and
systems techniques to the optimal planning and design of civil
engineering and urban projects is in mind. Prime objectives
will be the development of new techniques and their applica
tion to projects of importance to national development.

QUALIFICATIONS:
A Ph.D. degree, or postgraduate research experience of equiva
lent standard and duration, supported by satisfactory evidence
of research ability in one or more of the areas of mathemati
cal programming, civil engineering, systems, engineering
economics, information science, logical design, or cybernetics.

SALARY:
Depending upon qualifications and experience, the appointment
will be made within the salary range of Research Scientist,
$5,250-56,622 P.a., or Senior Research Scientist, $6,892-$7,974
p.a. In the case of an applicant having a background of
extensive and appropriate research leadership, appointment in
the range of Principal Research Scientist, $8,242-$9,490 p.a.,
will be considered. Salary rates for women are $428 p.a. less
than the corresponding rates for men.
Applications, quoting reference number 390/389, and stating full
name, place, date and year of birth, nationality, marital status,
present employment, details of qualifications and experience,
together with the names of not more than four persons
acquainted with the applicant’s academic and professional
standing, should reach:

The Chief,
Division of Building Research, CSIRO,
Graham Road,
HIGHETT, VIC., 3190,

your computer
Leasing is made to order for the computer
field. It’s the use of computers, not necessarily
their ownership, that produces results.
All the accepted advantages of leasing apply.
The choice of equipment is up to you.
It could pay you to check our lease plan
quotations.
We are experienced in the field of leasing.
Talk it over. If leasing is not for you, you will
have lost nothing.

General
Ijredits
LEASING DIVISION
Melbourne: 277 William St. Phone 60 0241
Sydney: 283 Clarence St. Phone 29 3041
Adelaide: 41 Pirie St. Phone 8 7383
Brisbane: 633 Ann St. Phone 5 3971
GC233
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD AUSTRALIAN
COMPUTER CONFERENCE, CANBERRA, 1966
Demy 4to, p.p. xlviii + 530, perfect binding, 213 illustrations. Price $A7.50

This volume consists of the text of the papers
delivered at the third Australian Computer Con
ference, held in Canberra 16th-20th May, 1966,
plus discussion by the delegates who attended.

Management and Operations Research, Data
Transmission Acquisition, Mathematical Program
ming and Optimisation.
Among the local and overseas lecturers were:
Professor J. M. Bennett, University of Sydney,
Dr. G. N. Lance, C.S.I.R.O. Canberra, Dr. N. V.
Findler, University of Kentucky, U.S.A., Dr. J.
M. M. Pinkerton, English Electric, U.K.

The proceedings included 28 technical sessions
and symposia plus five invited papers.
Topics discussed included—Numerial Methods,

Copies available from the publishers:

Australian Trade Publications Pty. Ltd.
28 Chippen Street, Chippendale, N.S.W. 2008, Australia

a

SERVICE BUREAU

Telephone: 69-1722

SOLUTION TO YOUR PROBLEMS?* •

. . . THINK ABOUT IT . . . AND WHILE YOU ARE THINKING . . . THINK ABOUT

DCS

(Provided of course SERVICE and RELIABILITY are keynotes of your requirements)
IF YOUR PROBLEM IS

• INVOICING
• SALES ANALYSIS
• DEBTORS OR CREDITORS’ ACCOUNTING

DCS

• INVENTORY CONTROL
• COSTING ® SHARE REGISTRY

HAS THE PROFESSIONALLY
QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED
PERSONNEL TO DEFINE AND
IMPLEMENT YOUR OWN SPECIALISED
SYSTEM ON THE MOST MODERN
COMPUTER AVAILABLE TODAY.

• LABOUR ACCOUNTING
• PRODUCTION CONTROL

DCS
v'
/
J

,/
/

-

Range of Services includes:
Systems Design and Analysis
Computer Application Processing
Block Time Usage — System /360
80 Col Card Punching and Ver.
Unit Record and P.T. Processing

It costs you nothing to have the feasibility of your application examined by DCS specialists.
Phone or tvrite

DATACARD COMPUTER SERVICES PTY. LTD.
211-2322

400 SUSSEX STREET, SYDNEY

211-2322

“DATA PROCESSING IS OVR BUSINESS”.................

viii
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A new addition to Shoalhaven’s range of outstanding Automation Papers

SHOALHAVEN COMPUTER PAPER TAPE

SPECIALLY DEVELOPED IN AUSTRALIA FOR HIGH-SPEED
OPERATION AND PHOTO-ELECTRIC READERS.
Other automation papers in Shoalhaven’s range:

SORTASPEED PAPER

— for large volume cheque sorting and other Automation applications

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY GRADES
— for single and multi-part sets

TELEGRAPHIC TAPE PAPER
— for low to medium speed mechanical readers and punchers
For further information ask your supplier or contact direct:

X SHOALHAVEN

PAPER MILL SALES PTY. LTD.

123 Euston Road, Alexandria, N.S.W. Phone: 51 0331 LI 5-9 Boundary Road, North Melbourne, Vic. Phone: 3296277
SP277
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EAI 580 LITTLE GENIUS
The 580 was born out of the need for high performance analog computation, as well
as the requirement for a hybrid-oriented desk-top analog computer. It has all of
the features a digital computer user needs to add analog and hybrid capabilities to
his facility. It is the ideal computer for government, industry and education—offering
simplicity of operation, full research capability, low cost, and the capability to fulfil
expansion requirements.
The new computer, the fifth desk-top analog computer to be introduced by EAI
since 1959, offers many of the features offered in larger analog/hybrid systems. It
provides maximum capability for systems in the desk-top class.
Programming ease is enhanced by the simplified colour-coded analog programme
panel, and extensive use of bottle plugs. The programmer needs to learn the basic
pattern of only one of the eight nearly identical fields on the panel.
The entire computer — 32in. high x 51 in. wide x 29in. deep and weighs less than
600lbs. when fully expanded. It sets easily on any normal laboratory bench or desk
and can be conveniently transported from one area of need to another. It operates
from any 240 VAC outlet, and requires less than 500 watts when fully expanded. No
special environmental controls are needed.
• Pharmaceutical Studies

Process Control Simulation

• Operational Research Problems
• Instruction in Information Processing Computer Design

• Aerospace Simulations

• Data Reduction

•Dynamic Economic Problems — to name only a few

• Why not contact us now?
months of frustration.

A few moments on the telephone may save a few

EAI Electronic Associates Pty. Ltd., 26 Albany St., St. Leonards, SYDNEY. 43-7522
EAI Electronic Associates Pty. Ltd., 34 Queen St., MELBOURNE. 3000.

S

26-1329
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Improve Your
Printout
with
Caribonum

VV; *'•
* L*V^

RibbonsManufactured with the new VITOIM ink formula

VITOIM INKING

produces sharper, clearer impressions
gives the ribbon longer life
is absorbed fully into the body of the fabric
leaving the surface "dry" and improving even
ness of weardown
suitable for standard output and for subsequent
processing by Litho, Dyeline and Photocopy
systems, also for O.C.R.
available in SILK and NYLON Ribbons made
from fabrics which have been especially selected
to stand up to the pounding of the hammers and
to eliminate fraying

CARIBONUM RIBBONS with VITON INK improve your printout and give you value for money

For further details contact

CARIBONUM AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
Sales Branches:

22 Mount Street,
North Sydney, N.S.W.
929-6744

196 Williams Road
Toorak, Vic.
24-1355
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15 Gouger Street
Adelaide, S.A.
51-6143

Head Office:
Keys Road
Moorabbin, Vic.
95-6655
xi

... ifs the
second look
that counts

A decision about your future E.D.P. requirements
should not be taken lightly. Amongst the many
things which must be considered are training and
familiarization of your staff, their need for experi
ence in implementing the E.D.P. system aligned to
your business, the initial systems development
work and programming, py Whilst you’re taking
this second look, Control Data Service Bureau

in E.D.P...

can execute your immediate needs and, at the
same time, introduce your staff to basic computer
techniques.

that “depth look!’ into

'{y To help in this initial stage Control Data has an

extensive library of standard programmes of such

your Company’s

E.D.P. operations as payroll, invoicing, sales an
alysis and many other routine operations, py You

future needs in
Computer Services,
... and who is better
able to advise than

do not need a Computer in your office whilst
you're taking this second look — you use ours and
treat it as your own. py We have just installed a
big system based on a CDC.3300 Computer. This
system has a wide range of peripherals including
disk storage drives, alpha numeric optical reader
and graph plotter, py No matter how small your
primary objective may be, talk it over with Control
Data Service Bureau, py Make an appointment

CONTROL DATA

with our Service Bureau Manager to see this BIG
system.

AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED
598 ST. KILDA RD., MELBOURNE, 3004. PHONE; 51 1321,

CD7
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Letters To The Editor
The Editor:
«
Dear Sir,
In his article “On Intelligence, Intelligent Automata
and Robots”, Mr. D. L. Overheu puts forward some
tentative definitions and ideas which, when followed
through to a conclusion, lead him to a dilemma. He
avoids the dilemma by proposing a new definition of
intelligence which is then adopted for the purpose of
the rest of the article. The definitions of deductive
and inductive reasoning are not, however, consistent
with those generally accepted by logicians. The
defining characteristic of deduction is that the con
clusion follows necessarily from the premise or
premises. There is no need for deductive reasoning
to move from the general to the particular and it
need not be concerned with what is “known” (Cohen
and Nagel, 1934). Similarly, inductive reasoning need
not move from the particular to the general, as Copi
(1961) shows in discussing arguments by analogy:
nor can inductive inferences result in “proof”, since
this term refers to conclusions which follow necessarily
from the premises, i.e. deductive conclusions. It is
suggested, then, that part of the solution to the
dilemma is to be found in the adoption of conven
tional definitions of deduction and induction.
The author goes to some trouble to show that
deductive reasoning should not be regarded as intelli
gent behaviour, since “algorithmic processes are a
part of deductive reasoning” and “by admitting
algorithms into any definition of ‘intelligence’ we
allow many processes to be so described which are
clearly not what we would call ‘intelligent behaviour’ ”
(p.32). However, by excluding algorithms from the
definition of intelligence, we disallow many processes
which clearly do exemplify intelligent behaviour:
chess-playing is a case in point. This difficulty can
be resolved by focusing attention, not on the formal
properties of problems, but on the strategy employed
in solving them. A blind, brute-force examination of
every possibility is usually wasteful, inefficient, and
hence unintelligent. It is the heuristic, or insightful
approach to the problem rather than uninsightful
trial-and-error which differentiates the intelligent
response from the unintelligent response. A combina
tion of both strategies can be used by men or machines,
of course.
In proposing his own definition of intelligence, the
author employs a “real” definition of the form “The
essence of X is Y”. There are serious objections to
the use of “real” definitions as Robinson (4951) and
Suppes (1957) point out, and one also notes a
tendency for the concept to be reified. Furthermore,
the author takes no account of the contributions of
modern linguistic analysts such as Wittgenstein and
Ryle in the clarification of concepts like “intelligence”
as. they are used in ordinary speech. As Miles (1957)
points out, the assumption that there is just one thing
in the world which intelligence is underlies the mis
taken idea that there is only one “correct” definition
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of intelligence. It is now realised that this concept is
both polymorphous and open, and that it is perhaps
better thought of as a family of concepts. The same
point crops up in psychological theory: as Armer
(I960) remarks, the concept of an n-dimensional con
tinuum has replaced the over-simplified intelligence
quotient (or IQ) as a more accurate representation of
the facts. Psychologists and linguistic analysts, then,
have independently reached the conclusion that
intelligence is a multi-dimensional concept. Thus,
although individual actions or thought-processes may
be described as intelligent, we ordinarily withhold this
epithet from agents as distinct from their acts unless
they are capable of performing a variety of intelli
gent actions. Selfridge and Neisser (1960) make much
the same point early in their article. When computers
are able to perform a wide variety of actions which
are accepted as intelligent, we can expect that com
puters themselves will begin to be spoken of as intelli
gent entities in their own right. This is why Turing’s
imitation game remains the best criterion: it recog
nises that any intelligent entity worthy of the name
needs to be able to prove itself over a wide range
of entities. In view of this, any attempt to formulate
a fully adequate definition of intelligence seems
destined to fail, and any argument based on such an
attempt with suffer accordingly.
J. D. Tucker
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The Editor:
Dear Sir,
Mr. J. D. Tucker’s letter is an excellent example of
the problem facing us in Computer Science. He
accuses me of using pragmatic principles from a sub
jective intentional viewpoint, when I have only used
some concepts in syntax and semantics or, at most,
some in pragmatics from an extensional viewpoint.
It is a prevalent problem for us in Computer Science.
People trained in other disciplines attempting to apply
their own basis of knowledge to our subject often find
themselves in difficulty.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968
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The term “proof” describes a syntactic concept.
Your correspondent confuses my use of it with the
semantic concept of “validity” and with subjective in
tentional views. The necessity of conclusions following
from premises in deduction is also a syntactic concept,
although for semantic reasons we sometimes demand
that there should be some relevance in it. We begin
from axiom schemata, and proceed by inferential
steps to a particular instance of an axiom called a
theorem. The term “proof” names this type of
syntactic construction in deductive systems. As a
syntactic concept, and with proper qualifications, it
might describe a similar, though opposite, syntactic
construction in inductive systems. From a subjective
intentional viewpoint, one would avoid this double
use of the term but not for the reasons put forward
by your correspondent.
He does not seem to understand what constitutes
an algorithm. As any Computer Scientist knows, the
so-called “British museum” algorithm is just as much
an algorithm as the most elegant procedures for
effectively calculating any function. The question of
efficiency is irrelevant, until one becomes concerned
with mechanical pragmatics. One might as well say
that a Turing machine is useless as a basis for com
putability theory because it is inefficient.
This is the heart of the problem. Compare, for
example,. Wang’s very elegant algorithmic proof pro
cedure for the proposition calculus with the Newell
et al. heuristic method which fails to prove more than
38 of the 52 theorems in this calculus in “Principia
Mathematica”. Unless your correspondent can suggest
a classification for both algorithmic and heuristic
methods as between intelligent and unintelligent
activities, he has no case to argue. Otherwise, if
algorithms are evidence for intelligent activity then,
on the basis of computability theory, the “British
museum” type must also be included. In any case,
on his argument, machines are already more intelli
gent than people.
My definitions of deductive and inductive reasoning
are only hypotheses, and my definitions of intelligence
only postulates a name for the non-algorithmic selec
tion of strategies. It says nothing about the “essence”
of anything, and his curious comments are largely
lost. It was to avoid the type of pragmatic ambiguity
of which he writes that I specifically kept to the
syntactic and semantic levels. The question of how
intelligence is measured is irrelevant. It is not much
use to tell me that a room is so many square feet
in area when I seek a calculator which will tell me
the area whatever units of measure are employed for
its sides. My paper was not concerned with measure
ment but with mechanisation and mechanisability.
Had your correspondent analysed the “pure” Com
puter Science aspects of my paper as much as he did
the rest, he would have discovered that it is extremely
difficult to mechanise even the low order concepts I
used, let alone the high flown ideas put forward by
some modern-day psychologists. We must begin at
the beginning so that we will know what we have
built, and not thrash around in the higher flown
reaches achieving only interesting examples.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968

I must commend your correspondent, though, for
adhering to a common fallacy. Someone other than
Computer Scientists will decide what definitions Com
puter Scientists should accept, and they had better
leave matters of intelligence alone. If, given two black
boxes which are subjected to the same input stimuli,
I see similar output responses, I will (like any scientist)
call them equivalent for that input and output what
ever their internal structures may be, and this is all
my paper implies. If all human activity is intelligent,
as your correspondent implies, then he would need to
at least accept that some machines are even now
equivalent to some human beings, and he has created
his own dilemma. I do not believe this to be the
case, for I think we still have a long way to go.
Your correspondent does me too much credit to
imagine that I wrote in a philosophical vein, and I
fear that his heavy work with references has been
wasted. He would not have erred in this way, perhaps,
if he had realised that my paper was about an aspect
of Computer Science, though lightened, I hope, by
some side comments on the subjective intention of
some terms.
D. L. Overheu
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The Editor:
Dear Sir,
r"
I read with considerable interest Sanderson’s (1967)
article on a “Theory of Programming Languages”. It is
not often that one is able to find an author who has such
a clear understanding of the intention of the terms syntax
and semantics. To say that “the semantics of a language
is a rule or set of rules which specify the function defined
by every program in the language” is in the best tradition
of computability theory and a far cry from the loose use
of this term by so many other authors. It is then quite
natural that the syntax of a language should be expressed
as the set of programs generated from a given grammar
which give a non-null computation, even though syntax
appears to have a slightly different intention in logic.
The author also deserves credit for at least paying
some recognition to the role of pragmatics in a theory of
programming languages, although admitting that the
problem of finding a suitable definition within his theory
is extremely difficult. The difficulty is well exemplified by
the author’s own remarks that one of the types of ‘errors’
which can appear to cause a program to define a null
function (a semantic concept in his paper) but which, in
some circumstances, is amenable to detection syntacti
cally, has the form ‘A: go to A\ It seems that, in general,
logicians regard such expressions as semantic ambiguities.
However Gorn (1962) has given a concise argument for
regarding this as a pragmatic ambiguity. He believes that
a machine must interpret the expression in two senses;
one in the command sense as an imperative statement and
the other in the control sense requiring the statement
‘go to A’ to be got from location A. As Gorn sees it,
the switching back and forth between these two valid
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interpretations causes the pragmatic ambiguity. Strictly
speaking, ‘A: go to A’ does not compute a null function,
nor is L (p * d) (in the author’s notation) in this case
really undefined because L, p and d are all defined and the
machine does exactly what it is askedj to do.
The way out of this dilemma might be to define a prag
matics within the author’s theory and this might be done
through use of Martin’s (1959) primitives of ‘acceptance’
and ‘time slab’ suitably modified for the occasion. If X
is a variable ranging over some given finite class of
machines, p is a variable ranging over expressions of the
object-language, and t a variable ranging over appro
priate slabs of time, then ‘X Acpt p, t’ may be read ‘the
machine Xaccepts the programp at time In conformity
with automata theory we also agree that ‘X Acpt p, f is
true if and only if program p halts after a finite number of
steps. Three sets can now be defined:
(i) /j (L) = {X\X Acpt p, t}
i.e. the set of machines
accepting p at time t
(ii) y (L) = {p | X Acpt p, t}
i.e. the set of programs
accepted by a machine
at time t
(iii) r(L) = {t | X Acpt p, t}
i.e. the set of time slabs
during which machine
X accepts program p.
If we now use the pragmatic rule ‘if X Acpt p, t then p e
<3 (L)’ we have a link with Sanderson’s theory. The set
y (L) might be called the ‘pragmatic domain’ of a language
and clearly we must have:
y(L)C<5(L)
since expressions like ‘A: go to A’ are in 8 (L) but not in
y (L). Again, since /3 (L) is the set of users, we might call
it the ‘pragmatic range’ of the language. This set is not

the inverse of y (L) unless the same pragmatic rule is
applied to p, since it is possible for a machine to accept
p without necessarily defining a function.
Finally, the set r (L) and the concept of time slabs
might allow the concept of processors to be introduced
(in the sense of sequential or parallel computation under
language function L) without the need to define L in
terms of the processor. Thus, if 'tx B td holds when slab
t1 is wholly before slab /2, this is sufficient (together with
the usual logical connectives) to define ‘A overlaps td,
‘A is a temporal part of t%\ and ‘t is a moment’, or other
suitable time relations. These might be used with the
second pragmatic rule ‘if p e 8 (L) then X accepts p
during t if and only if X accepts p at each moment of t’
to classify processors and languages accepted by proces
sors under given conditions.
Since the author might well agree with me, however,
that most programmers believe (L), y (Ld), and r (L) are,
for all practical purposes/nearly always empty sets, he
may feel the effort of pursuing a definition of pragmatics
within his very interesting theoretical development is
even more difficult than he suggests in his paper.
D. L. Overheu
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1969. The Conference is being sponsored and organised
by the Australian Computer Society.
Scope of papers—Papers should be original and
should concern the practice or theory of the applica
tion or design of computer or information processing
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the use of computers in the Commercial world,
Industry, Government, Technology and Research. All
phases in establishing and the use of computer systems
are within the scope of the conference including
systems design, programming, performance, control,
management, measurement of effectiveness and the vast
range of applications for which computer systems are
being or can be used. Papers dealing with the effects
of computers on the community, on organisations or
on the individual may be included, also those of a
survey, tutorial or interdisciplinary nature.
The organisers particularly wish to encourage papers
on Commercial, Industrial and Management topics.
Assistance in the drafting of these or other papers,
guidance or recommendations on topics and any further
information is readily available from the Conference
Program Committee Chairman.
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Cl- C.S.I.R.O.,
Computing Science Building,
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The Economic Impact Of
Computer-Based Technological Change
By Barry W. Smith*
This paper attempts a critical assessment of some of the widely varying views expressed
in the last decade or so on the economic effects of technological development, especially
development based on the computer. While the more extreme radical views (such as
Wiener’s) would seem to be wrong in predicting long-term technological unemployment,
the conservative viewpoint expressed by Australian Government spokesmen and others is
unduly optimistic about the short-term structural effects of innovation. The major needs
to minimise the disruption resulting from technological change are seen to lie mainly in
education and co-operative planning, together with a willingness by society to change both
its attitudes and its institutions. Finally, an attempt is made to forecast some possible
socio-economic changes which may result from the computer and other modern technologies.

“The premature prophet shares the precise fate of
the crackpot”—J. K. Galbraith, The Affluent Society.
“1 do not apologise for extrapolating beyond our
present certain knowledge. In our kind of world, those
who are closest to important new technical innova
tions have a responsibility to provide reasoned interpre
tations of these innovations and their significance.”
—Herbert A. Simon, The Shape of Automation.
“How does one choose among experts? The easiest
and commonest way is to accept an expert who con
firms one’s present beliefs and prior prejudices. In
the area of computers and automation, there is little
difficulty in finding such an expert, no matter what
the beliefs or prejudices.”
—Herbert A. Simon, Ibid.
“The hall mark of the conventional wisdom is
acceptability.”
—J. K. Galbraith, loc. cit.
Introduction
For more than a decade much concern has been
expressed about the possible effects on society and the
economy of the widespread introduction of computers
in commerce, industry and government and of the
growing use of “automation”.
The computer is undoubtedly a highly significant
invention and one that represents a tremendous
potential extension of human intelligence. Some
advances in science and technology would have been
impossible without the power, speed and accuracy of
the digital computer, aerospace technology providing
the most obvious examples. It is a truism that the
world has been significantly affected by changes in
communications, but whereas modern jet transport has
improved the speed of human transport by a little over
a hundredfold and modern newspaper presses have
improved on human transcription by a factor of per
haps a million, today’s electronic computer has speeded
calculation and comparison by a factor of 107 to 10s

(Forsythe, 1967, 3). This represents a very considerable
amplification of human powers, quite apart from the
possible outcome of work in artificial intelligence.
Professor Herbert Simon (1965, xi) contrasts the
views of technological radicalism and technological
conservatism. The radical says that “ ‘Computers will
be able to do anything a man can do’,” the conserva
tive that “ ‘Computers can do only what you program
them to do’.” Of course the extreme radical view
point is wrong and foolish, and of course the conserva
tive is right. Unfortunately it too often seems that
each is making essentially an emotional, response, and
neither the conservative nor the radical seems to see
the point of what the other is saying. What the con
servative says is often true, but much that he says—
that the computer can do only what it is programmed
to—is necessarily true (at least of a computer immune
from breakdown), and what is true by necessity may
give little insight into the real world. On the other
hand what the radical perceives dimly and exaggerates,
the conservative ignores.
Some observers liken the development of computer
technology to the Industrial Revolution, and it is not
surprising that labour, management and government
have at times been apprehensive of the social and
economic implications. As long ago as 1955 the
Congress of the United States held hearings on Auto
mation, while more recently President Johnson estab
lished a National Commission on Technology,
Automation and Economic Progress, selecting its
membership from management, labour and the uni
versities, and this Commission has now reported
(United States, 1966).
In Australia, the previous government of New South
Wales commissioned Mr. Justice Richards to prepare
a detailed report on “Mechanisation and other Tech
nological Changes in Industry” (New South Wales,
1963); in 1965 we saw an International Congress on
Human Relations meet in Melbourne to discuss “The
Social and Economic Impact of Automation and
Technical Change” (International Congress, 1965); in
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October, 1965, more than 300 Australian trade union
leaders attended a two-day seminar on automation
held by the Australian Council of Trade Unions; and
in November, 1966, the chairman of the Manufactur
ing Industries Advisory Council (Irish, 1966), giving
the 13th William Queale Memorial lecture at the
University of Adelaide, appealed to managers to give
more thought to the problems of “automation”. The
most recent evidence of Australian concern with the
social and economic implications of “automation” was
the seminar held in September, 1967, on the subject
“Automation . . . Threat or Promise?”, under the
sponsorship of the New South Wales Division of the
Australian and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science (ANZAAS). It was clear
that not all those who attended from the universities,
government, industry and labour believed that a final
and satisfactory answer had been given to the question
that had been posed.
A first observation is that the expression “revolu
tion” often used in contexts such as “the information
revolution” is, to say the least, an unfortunate one.
It overdramatises a process of technological change
that does not take place overnight, any more than
the Industrial Revolution affected the British textile
industry overnight. Indeed, one of the biggest prob
lems of data processing in this country as in others
today is to educate both management and technolo
gists to make full and effective use of the technology
of even three or four years ago, and to find the
skilled human resources necessary for technological
innovation. In the words of Dr. Kendall (1967, 495),
“there is no computer revolution in the sense that the
computer will bring about any violent changes. There
will be no bloodshed, probably not even any strikes,
which can be laid at its door . . . We do indeed live
in an era of profound and fundamental change in our
economic and social life, and the computer has an
important contribution to make to that change. But
it is not, in itself, a revolutionary engine ... It is
no more a cause of social revolution than the guillo
tine was the cause of the French Revolution.” Those
who entertain radical views about either the techno
logical potential or the economic impact of the com
puter serve only to damage their case and confuse
the issue by making exaggerated claims of a “revolu
tion”.
On the other hand, it is not necessarily at all help
ful to say, as many have who hold conservative views
on the question, that the use of computers and
automation is just the latest stage in a continuing
process of technological improvement and mechanisa
tion. One may wonder whether the Minister for
Labour and National Service is being too facile when
he speaks of technological change as “a process that
has been proceeding throughout recorded history”
(Bury, 1966, 2). Marx’s famous dictum that a large
enough quantitative change can represent a significant
change in kind is relevant here (Michael, 1962, 5).
Much has been said and written in the last ten
years about both the social and the economic con
sequences of computers, and yet most of the discussion
seems to reduce to a restatement of either an extreme
66

radical or an extreme conservative viewpoint. Simon
(loc. cit.) points out that there are not only techno
logical radicals and conservatives, but economic
radicals and conservatives as well; while relatively few
professional economists have engaged in the dis
cussion, the economic views of laymen on the question
seem more often to be in the nature of an emotional
response than of a rational dialogue.
The “Conservative” View
Computer technology is only one of many factors
contributing to technological improvement and rises
in productivity, and hence making possible economic
growth and changes in the structure of the economy.
It is undoubtedly a major factor, and very probably
the major factor, in technological development,
because the computer is not the peculiar tool of any
one industry but has wide-reaching potential applica
tion in all industries and indeed in very many non
industrial fields of human endeavour. Nevertheless
in economic analysis it is virtually impossible to
distinguish the effects of the computer from those of
technical advance in general. Many writers seem to
have equated the two in a rather crude way, making
implicit ceteris paribus assumptions that would not
bear close examination. In a complex multivariate
world it is simplistic to compare employment and
unemployment figures before and after the advent of
the computer, whether at the level of the nation, the
industry or the firm. This may seem obvious, but
much discussion seems to have involved selection of
appropriate statistics to justify one’s preconceived
notions; it is probably more constructive at this stage
to attempt an analysis of the problem.
Many intelligent commentators have expressed what
may be called a “conservative” or optimistic view of
the effects of change. The relatively few public pro
nouncements on the question by members of the
Menzies and Holt Governments have espoused this
view. Mr. Bury, Minister for Labour and National
Service, opened the A.C.T.U. seminar in October,
1966, by saying that technological change was
inevitable and proper, and would raise living
standards: “Surely we see it as a means to provide
ourselves, our children, and our neighbours with a
better way of life through the production of more
goods and services.” (Bury, 1966, 3.) Similarly, at
the International Congress Professor Downing of Mel
bourne (1965) expressed optimism and compared the
benefits that would accrue from contemporary changes
with the undoubted rise in standards of living that
has stemmed from mechanisation and technical
advance in the last two centuries, but pointed out the
need for much greater co-operative planning between
government, industry and labour to achieve optimum
economic and social progress.
A similar view was put forward in some detail by
the present Commonwealth Treasurer when he was
Minister for Labour and National Service (McMahon,
1965), and may be contrasted with the extreme gloom
of a famous pronouncement of the late Dr. Norbert
Wiener (1950, 180, 188, 189): “The industrial revolu
tion up to the present has displaced man and beast
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1 No. 2, May 1968
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as a source of power ... we can expect an abrupt
and final cessation of the demand for the type of
factory labor performing repetitive tasks . . . Let us
remember that the automatic machine is the precise
economic equivalent of slave labor. Any labor which
competes with slave labor must accept the economic
conditions of slave labor. It is perfectly clear that
this will produce an unemployment situation, in com
parison with which the present recession. and even
the depression of the thirties will seem a pleasant
joke.”
This sort of thinking—and Wiener was a mathe
matician and physicist, not an economist—typifies the
fear of “technological unemployment” of the Luddites
and others in the Industrial Revolution and, more
recently, in the great depression. Most people, like
the classical economists, thought that the total value
of production was constant; therefore, if productivity
rose, employment must fall. Mr. McMahon, following
now established Keynesian argument, pointed out,
quite soundly, that in macro-economic terms if techno
logical advance permits an improvement in productivity
this is wholly desirable and need not decrease employ
ment. Instead of fewer people being needed to pro
duce the same output, the same work force can
produce an increased output. (Or the same work
force can produce the same output and enjoy greater
leisure.) Thus we all may enjoy a better standard of
living, either through a rise in per capita gross
national product or through increased leisure.
On the basis purely of macro-economics this is
quite unexceptionable; almost everybody now agrees
that Keynes (1936) has shown that there never need
be massive industry-wide unemployment as in the
great depression (Hansen, 1953).
Long-Run Economic Effects
As Professor Simon points out in his essay, “The
Long Range Economic Effects of Automation” (1965,
1-2), doubts about the long term benefits of automa
tion can come from consideration of two possibilities—
productivity may go so high that we have a glut of
goods for which there is no demand, or our machines
may become so efficient that there is no longer
sufficient demand for labour to avoid unemployment.
There is no denying that both overproduction and
unemployment can be short term problems, for we
have experienced them. But what of their possibility
in the long term?
To talk of a glut of goods would be to imply that
consumers and the nation as a whole could not suc
ceed in spending an increased income. There are few
individuals, at least in the lower 80 or 90 per cent
of the income distribution, who could not increase
their demand so as to spend twice or several times
their present incomes, nor is there any foreseeable
shortage of worthwhile projects as candidates for
communal expenditure. Such an assumption in the
long term is gratuitous (Simon, 1965, 4-5). It is
granted that there may well arise distributional, social
and moral problems about the way in which an
increased per capita income should be spent, but there
would be little problem in finding some way in which
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it could be spent. Mr. Bury aptly indicated the
unreasonableness of talk about utopian states of
abundance by reference to the problems that arise in
framing a national budget (Bury, 1966, 5). There is
no end in sight to the problems of resource allocation
because there is no apparent ceiling to possible levels
of per capita expenditure.
The more pervasive notion is that of a big down
ward shift in the demand for labour because of the
increased efficiency of machines; Wiener’s “slave
labour” argument. One may demolish this argument
fairly effectively by means of David Ricardo’s classical
theory of comparative advantage, usually employed to
demonstrate the benefits to all concerned of inter
national and inter-regional trade. According to this
theory, both men and automatic machines may be
fully employed regardless of their absolute productivity,
if each is used in those situations where it has the
relative advantage.
This is accomplished by
appropriate adjustment in the relative prices of capital
and labour. Indeed, without invoking the concept of
relative prices and hence of relative productivity one
cannot meaningfully compare the productivities of
labour and capital; the absolute productivities of
labour and capital are measured in different units.
(Simon, 1965, 6.)
The principle of comparative advantage would lead
one to expect, then, that technological change will
result not in an overall reduction in demand for labour
but in changes in the forms of employment of labour,
so that men displaced by machines Jn jobs where
machines now enjoy a comparative advantage need
to obtain employment in jobs where men have the
comparative advantage—a point which will be
returned to later.
The only possible objection to the principle of com
parative advantage could be that the equilibrium real
wage might drop below subsistence level. However,
Simon by use of a simplified model argues plausibly
that the effect of technological change, whether it
reduces the capital/output ratio, the labour/output
ratio, or both, is bound to increase real wages. (1965,
7-23.)
Simon himself (1965, xiv) expresses surprise “that
no professional economic theorist has undertaken a
full-fledged assessment of the consequences of auto
mation for the economy”. He presents his argument
in considerable detail “because, as far as I know, it
cannot be found in any very accessible place in the
modern economic literature, and because the practical
issue is such a very important one”. (1965, 18.)
Simon constructs his model for a hypothetical
economy in which there are only two factors of pro
duction, labour and capital, and a single commodity
which is both a consumption good and the sole form
of capital. The crucial point in the argument based
on this model is that the only way in which real
wages could fall is by an increase in the capital/
output ratio, the cost of the extra capital used being
offset by an even greater decline in the labour/output
ratio; if this were the case the rate of interest would
rise. However, while innovation is necessarily capital
intensive in the weak sense of requiring an increase
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in the ratio of capital to labour used in production,
it is not capital intensive in the strong sense of
increasing the capital/output ratio. This is borne out
by statistics which show a declining capital/output
ratio in the U.S. economy throughout its period of
technological innovation in this century, and which
also fail to show any significant long-term rise in
interest rates. The model depends on three assump
tions which Simon defends as appropriate for industrial
economies—constant returns to scale (a dubious
assumption for an agricultural economy, but apt for
an industrial one), an inelastic labour supply and an
elastic capital supply. The latter assumptions are con
sidered appropriate to advanced economies where
capital accumulation takes place at a faster rate than
population growth, although more Malthusian
assumptions may fit better the case of the developing
countries.
Admittedly, Simon’s one commodity model is
highly simplified, and cannot pretend to offer the last
word on the equilibrium value of real wages during
or after a period of innovation in a more complex
and diverse economy. To extend the results of the
model to an economy like ours we should probably
need to assume the existence of institutional factors,
especially in wage determination and taxation, that
are at work in the distribution of income between
factors. Nevertheless, despite its simplifications,
Simon’s argument is highly plausible and would seem
to go a long way towards dispelling our last remain
ing doubts of the value of technical change, as far as
long-run economic effects are concerned.
Short-Run Economic Effects
What of the short-run economic effects? To resume
Mr. McMahon’s statement of the “conservative”
view: he continued that in a transitional period there
is a need for sound economic and financial policy so
as to maintain effective demand at the full employ
ment level, to provide employment bureaux to make
the labour market more perfect, to provide unemploy
ment benefits and training and retraining facilities.
(McMahon, 1965, 37-38.)
He then discussed the structural effects of techno
logical change. First, as there has been a shift from
employment in the primary industries so there can be
expected now a progressive shift to the service
industries. Second, there is a blurring of the distinc
tion between factory and office workers as more bluecollar workers tend automatic equipment. Third,
planning is needed to reduce dislocation; and fourth,
there may be some problems of labour redeployment:
there may be some areas of declining opportunity
which are affected by structural changes in employ
ment if labour is not mobile, but given Australia’s
geography this should be a lesser problem here than
elsewhere. They may also be more serious problems
with the older and less adaptable worker, (op. cit.,
38-40.)
Such seems to be the official view of the Aus
tralian coalition government. Sir Robert Menzies,
when Prime Minister, expressed it as follows: “This
is one side of the picture as I see it: that full employ
es

ment really stimulates the demand for technological
improvement. The other side of that proposition is
that technological improvement need not threaten
employment. Short-term expedients may have to be
applied to cushion the immediate impact of new labour
saving devices.” (Menzies, 1965, 13; italics mine.)
The structural effects of technological change
While one may agree with all these arguments, the
writer is left without any easy optimism about the
severity of the structural effects of technological
advance over a period of (say) thirty to forty years.
There is little doubt that, in the long term, innova
tion will give rise to higher real per capita income,
but as Keynes himself said: “In the long run, we are
all dead.” Meanwhile, will the dislocation and distor
tion of demand for labour be trivial? It is by no
means clear that it will be. In the words of Professor
J. K. Galbraith of Harvard (1965, 17), “The prospect
is not, I think, entirely bright. For it is one of the
less agreeable tendencies of the modern industrial
system that success along some dimensions causes
failure along others. The technical virtuosity which
serves us well in some respects will cause problems as
regards employment.”
Unfortunately, it is at present virtually impossible
to verify or contradict any assertions of a qualitative
nature by reference to appropriate statistics. This in
turn is due to the inherent difficulties of quantitative
analysis in the absence of clear concepts capable of
being used as a basis for estimation by economic
statistics. More economic analysis leading to improved
statistics would be most desirable; these might permit
estimation of the proportion of unemployment attribut
able to the use of the computer and the contribution
made by automatic procedures to productivity improve
ments. However, the problems of such an exercise
should not be minimised: a great number of variables
must enter into the analysis; secondly, even if we
knew what we wished to measure or estimate, the raw
data from which such information might be derived
is not presently available.
In the absence of any quantitative or statistical
measures having any genuine relevance to the
structural effects of computers, the essential differences
between those professing the conservative view and
those who are more alarmist often resolve into dif
ferences in judgment. The questions at issue are few
and fairly simple: does the introduction of computer
technology differ significantly in its economic effects
from the technological innovation of the past? Is the
rate of growth of technology changing or likely to
change and hence will the contribution of innovation
to productivity and to unemployment in the future be
of a similar order of magnitude to that now?
All that follows in the ensuing discussion is subject
to the assumptions made on these questions. It is
very probably true that until quite recently the intro
duction of the computer, mainly to routine data pro
cessing tasks, has generated little unemployment and
has not greatly contributed to overall productivity.
For example, Simon (1965, 3-4) cites statistics that
show that the annual increase in productivity in the
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U.S. has been fairly constant at about 3% p.a. for
half a century and that there is no general trend for
either an upgrading or downgrading of the skills
required of the workforce. However, the future is not
necessarily the same as the .past; it may be of doubtful
validity to extrapolate more than a few years into
the future. The key variable is the rate of change in
the use of the computer, and in the writer’s personal
judgment this will increase significantly in the life
of the present generation. It is perhaps only natural
that most active practitioners in the computer field
tend to be “technological radicals” and expect to
see an accelerating contribution made by computerbased technology to productivity, but few professional
economists have regarded the computer as an important
factor in its own right in discussions of innovation.
At least the thirteen members of the U.S. President’s
Commission agreed in the “broad conclusion . . .
that the pace of technological change has increased in
recent decades and may increase in the future”
(United States, 1966, 1). If—because of the computer
or because of other innovations—this is true, the
general consequences are seen to be as set out below.
If it proves false, these conclusions do not follow.
The magnitude and importance, both economically
and socially, of the structural effects of technological
change depend crucially upon the rate of change. If
one believes that the pace of innovation is accelerat
ing then one can scarcely escape the conclusions of
the latter part of this paper that are, while not
alarmist, at least sobering and indicate the need for
considerable preparation and adjustment. If one takes
the contrary view, then one is justified in expressing
the official sentiments of the Australian Common
wealth Government, “that by and large the pace of
change has been sufficiently gradual and the amount
of advance warning has been adequate for these
adjustments to be made without insuperable dif
ficulty” (Bury, 1967b, 11-12) and, by implication,
that this will continue to be the case.
Those who expect a continuing steady rate of
change point out that total automation is inappro
priate for many industries, that it is a long-term
process and its rate of introduction is limited by the
shortage of technical manpower and by the high
capital cost involved. Those who predict an accelerat
ing rate of change can point to the rapid expansion of
sales of computing and automatic control equipment
(America’s fastest growing industry), to the con
tinually reducing costs of computer use, to the possi
bilities of (sometimes spectacular) savings to offset
capital costs, to the untapped potential of computer
applications and to the cumulative nature of the
technology that makes the use of computers easier
for those who follow the innovators. (Diebold, 1959,
18-25.)
Analogies between the computer and other
twentieth-century innovations are not necessarily
sound. Certainly, if the introduction of the computer
followed the pattern broadly established by the motor
car, the refrigerator and the television set, a period
of rapid expansion in the market for the commodity
would be followed by a pronounced levelling off in
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demand as saturation was approached. Once nearly
every household has one or two cars, a refrigerator
and one or two television sets, the rate of change is
determined by population growth, marriage rates and
the life of the goods before replacement. The com
puter, however, is not (at least yet) a consumer durable
but a capital good, and one whose potential field of
application would seem to be even larger than that
of the electric motor. It is the writer’s personal view
that the computer offers possibilities for the substitu
tion of labour by capital that are limited chiefly by
one’s imagination.
Galbraith (1965, 17-19) points out that the needs
of the industrial system are changing. Whereas tradi
tional Keynesian analysis has placed emphasis on
saving as a main constraint, and the banking system
once played a vital role in bringing together one group
of people which saved and another group which
wished to invest, nowadays access to capital is not a
vital concern: In a prosperous society there are sav
ings available for investment in a profitable enter
prise. Instead, there is more emphasis on labour, and
particularly on higher level executive and specialist
skills, and consequently greater emphasis on educa
tion. Entrepreneurial and technical skill has largely
replaced saving as the principal check upon the growth
of a technological economy.
As society moves to more capital-intensive produc
tion (in the sense of an increase in the capital/labour,
not the capital/output, ratio), the labour supply is
distorted. In other words, as more and more capital
equipment, including computers and other forms of
automatic machinery, is used to produce society’s
goods, and relatively less direct human effort is
employed in the production of a given quantity of
output, then the proportions required of the various
kinds of human effort and skill change.
Sheer physical effort is relatively easily replaced by
machinery, and Galbraith suggests that there is also
a bias towards technical progressiveness even when
the cost advantage is not clear, so that for both
financial and nonfinancial reasons there is a
tendency towards the replacement of unskilled labour
by capital equipment. There may well also be a
tendency to seize opportunities to reduce the more
highly unionised blue-collar work force by mechanisa
tion, whereas white-collar workers more readily
identify themselves as “organisation men”. However,
greater mechanisation inevitably brings about a growth
in the number of specialised, technical and higher
administrative staff.
Galbraith’s argument would appear to be equally
applicable to the replacement by machines of human
intellectual effort, especially of the low-grade, repeti
tive, clerical kind. The built-in bias towards pro
gressiveness is also easily discernible in this age when
computer output in the form of invoices, insurance
policies and the like is the new status symbol.
A growth in specialist and technical staff is almost
invariably found where the application of computers
to business data processing has been justified on a
cost-effectiveness basis—there is an expansion in the
number of computer specialists and of specialist
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managerial staff, but usually a decline in the employ
ment of low grade clerical and lower managerial posi
tions (Galbraith, 1965, 19-20). An obvious example
is the creation of a market for computer programmers
and systems analysts. Virtually a« non-existent pro
fession twenty years ago, these are the fastest growing
occupations in the U.S. today with between 150,000
and 200,000 employed in them in 1966 and an estimated
growth to 500,000 or more by 1970. (AFIPS, 1966.)
An analysis very similar to that of Galbraith is
given by Professor Killingsworth (1964, 32-34), and
is carefully supported by U.S. statistics. He believes
that since 1950 there has been a change of funda
mental significance, indicated by a marked increase in
the proportion of non-production or white-collar
workers employed in manufacturing industry, an
increase most notable in the more highly automated
industries. At the same time the shift to service
industries has been quite obvious.
Many firms have introduced electronic data pro
cessing procedures without any retrenchments and with
few downgradings (United States, 1960). While this
may indicate an enlightened personnel policy, so that
there may well be no employment problems within
the individual firm, staff reductions being achieved
through normal attrition, for the industry or the
economy at large there remains the problem of those
who are “not fired, just not hired”. In the U.S. for
some years a very high demand for skilled labour of
all kinds has existed alongside a permanent pool of
unemployed unskilled, the overall unemployment rate
being high enough to put an Australian Government
out of office. For 14 years, each peak in the economic
cycle in the U.S. has left a higher percentage of
unemployment than its predecessor (Piel, 1965, 15-16;
see also Killingsworth, 1964, 34-37 for a discussion of
U.S. seasonally adjusted unemployment rates for
1949-1963). Since our level of technology in Aus
tralia, particularly computer technology, usually
follows a few years behind that of the U.S., and since
we in Australia regard more than 2% or at most 3%
unemployment as politically unacceptable (Karmel
and Brunt, 1962, 126), almost as a major national
social disaster, there is food for thought for us. It is,
of course, completely open to question whether any
part of the U.S. unemployment problem since World
War II is the result of automation or computers. “The
President’s Council of Economic Advisers has
repeatedly declared that automation and ‘structural
unemployment’ are not responsible for the gradual
creep of unemployment above the 4% level of 1957”
and see the problem as one of inadequate economic
growth (Killingsworth, 1964, 35-36). It is the publicly
stated view of the responsible Minister in the Com
monwealth Government that the example of the
United States is in any case irrelevant to Australia,
with its commitment to a policy of full employment,
and that American problems are to be explained by
reference to social, geographical and structural factors
peculiar to the United States (Bury, 1967b, 9). We may
gratefully agree that we do not share some of the
social and geographical features of the United States,
to which at least some of its employment problems
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must be attributed; however, it is far from clear that
the structural effects described by Galbraith and
Killingsworth are not and will not be at work in the
Australian economy.
One should respect as unbiased the view of the
Director-General of the International Labour Office,
who says (Morse, 1965): “Automation . . . means
that more goods can be produced with fewer workers
and that the number of jobs available may therefore
decline. It means that the skills required of workers
are rapidly changing—that there is less need for
unskilled manual labour and greater need for highlyqualified technical personnel. It means that workers
need more diversified training and broader basic edu
cation to enable them to adapt to new techniques.”
An educational system usually responds to the
needs of industrial society, but after a lag. Clearly,
if this analysis is correct an increasing proportion of
the work force must receive secondary and higher edu
cation and obtain skills of some form and skills that
are likely to continue in demand throughout their
working lives (Galbraith, 1965, 20-24). There are
several aspects to the problem: More of the work force
will need some form of advanced education; the post
primary education of all those in the work force must
provide a sound, broad basis for future life and not
a narrowly conceived vocational training that may
become out of date during their working lives; there
will be growing needs for refresher training in many
occupational groups to bring knowledge and voca
tional skills up to date; and there may be a problem
of education in preparation for increased leisure.
These are all needs to be anticipated in Australia by
deliberate reorganisation and change of our educa
tional system (Irish, 1966); changes in the demand
for labour affect most seriously the young unskilled
who have not yet got secure jobs to lose (Galbraith,
1965, 22-23).
Killingsworth (1964, 38-45 and Appendix A)
analysed U.S. unemployment figures for various years
between 1950 and 1962, and found considerable evi
dence for the “twisting” of the pattern of the demand
for labour. It is not merely that the unemployment
rate for those with seven years or less of schooling
is six or seven times as great as for the graduate (*);
the pattern of demand is changing. Unemployment
rates for those with 13 or more years of schooling
have fallen, while those for men with less schooling
have risen sharply. Generally, he argues, the unem
ployment of those with limited education has been
relatively unresponsive to overall increases in demand.
This he attributes principally to automation and
changes in consumer demand. Even the U.S. Com
missioner of Labor Statistics in discussing the half
million workers who in 1963 had been unemployed
for 26 weeks or more admits that while “not all of
these long-term unemployed could be attributed to
automation . . . considerable numbers of them may
be experiencing its consequences”. (Clague, 1963, 10.)
Much has been said about retraining, but “the
* Galbraith quotes similar figures.
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problem of displacing workers is impersonal; the
problem of retraining workers is intensely personal
and individual” (Snyder, 1965, 28). So far the
intensive efforts of the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations in the United States (through the
Manpower Development and Training Act, Economic
Opportunity Act, Depressed Area Act and other
legislation), of the individual corporations and of the
unions themselves, while demonstrating concern with
the problem, have met only limited success (Snyder,
1965, 28-29; Davis, 1964, 164-165). It is also
important to remember that while retraining is possible
for those with obsolescent skills, it is much harder for
those with no skills at all and far from easy for those,
with or without skills, who are older or less
adaptable (Davis, loc. cit.; Folsom, 1965). To put the
matter crudely, it is little consolation to a fifty-yearold clerk with only three years of secondary schooling
and who has worked since the age of fifteen in the
same insurance house that the firm that has
retrenched him has vacancies for programmers. The
Minister for Labour and National Service, however,
says: “The evidence in recent years suggests that
perhaps we should not be so pessimistic about [the
position of the older worker] as some may consider
necessary. Problems have arisen but older workers
have shown themselves to be surprisingly resilient and
adaptable in the face of change”. (Bury, 1966, 13.)
These structural effects of technical development on
employment will require much careful planning, par
ticularly of educational expansion, if they are to be
less severe in Australia than in the U.S. Stimulation
of the economy in the usual ways will not remove
unemployment of the unskilled if there is a relative
decline in demand for unskilled labour. (Parentheti
cally, it may be observed that if increases in
productivity—through the use of computers or other
wise—require the use of monetary and fiscal policy
to maintain “full” employment without inflation, the
various weapons available — tax rates, cash social
service benefits, bank credit and so on—may need to
be handled more sensitively than has been the case in
Australia in the last few years.)
Lack of labour mobility can exacerbate the situa
tion. Unfortunately, the least skilled are frequently
the least mobile members of the workforce (Gal
braith, 1965, 21), and it is not always a simple matter
to induce workers to leave an industry, or their homes,
to find new work, as the U.K. government has found
in its efforts to shift demand from the motor industry
(among others) to export industries. It is one thing
to say that “a progressive, dynamic, full employment
economy demands that people from time to time
change their jobs in the occupational [or] geographical
sense” (Bury, 1966, 9); it is another to accomplish
this without bitterness. Fortunately, Australia has
fewer specialised industrial regions so that leaving an
industry does not so often mean moving one’s home;
however, the New South Wales coalfields have become
conscious of the effects of mechanisation on a
specialised industrial community (Evans, 1965, 92), as
have the Queensland sugar ports with the advent of
bulk loading equipment (Bury, 1966, 11).
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Galbraith also observes (1965,21-22), that in the
U.S. the unemployed who do move to more prosperous
centres may remain unemployed because of their lack
of appropriate skills, creating distressed communities
and accentuating social attitudes based on class and
race. He further observes that class distinctions are
now based more on education than wealth, a tendency
perhaps observable also in Australia.
It has been pointed out, however, that there is one
aspect of the problem in which the computer can be
used to help, namely in the matching of the unem
ployed and displaced with appropriate job vacancies
(Striner, 1964; United States, 1966). Certainly,
inefficiencies in the mechanism of the labour market
through lack of information and poor communications
can be reduced, and the Commonwealth Employment
Service certainly aims to do this (without computer
aid), but this would seem only a partial remedy.
The major needs to minimise disruption
Arising from this analysis one can distinguish three
major needs which must be met if technological
change is to be accommodated without undue, and
avoidable, disruption—
(1) a need for an educated understanding of the
* problem by all concerned, replacing traditional
emotional attitudes by informed awareness;
(2) a need for co-operative planning to a greater
extent by government, industry and labour (Down
ing, 1965); and
(3) a need to anticipate educational and training needs
well in advance. In an accelerating technology
this may well include “refresher” training at many
occupational levels and in various forms.
The Chairman of one of Britain’s leading manu
facturers of computers and automatic control equip
ment, Sir Leon Bagrit (1965, 56), suggested in the
1964 Reith Lectures that there should be established
“an organisation, maybe set up jointly by Govern
ment, industry and the trade unions, which would unite
sociologists, engineers, economists, experts on labour
relations and psychologists [to formulate a national
policy on automation and] engage in a vigorous drive
to make people understand the full implications of
automation”. Such a body, given adequate support
and suitable terms of reference, able to furnish public
advice to a senior cabinet minister, to publish its find
ings and to undertake public relations campaigns,
could achieve much. In Australia, responsibility for
the formulation of any policy is at present spread
between a Commonwealth Interdepartmental Com
mittee on A.D.P. and the Public Service Board (as
affects the Commonwealth’s use of computers), the
Department of Labour and National Service, the new
Department of Education and Science, the six State
governments, the universities and colleges of advanced
education, the employer and industrial groups, the
trade unions, the professional computer society and
the computer manufacturers. A co-ordinating body,
even if with only an advisory role, could at least ensure
discussion and ventilation of the relevant issues.
It is a sad commentary on the maturity of the Aus
tralian public and its leadership that none of these
three needs has been adequately recognised by those
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in positions of responsibility. As a consequence the
outlook could be bleak. As a nation we have by and
large tended to view the “problem of automation”—
if at all—in the traditionally emotive and selfinterested terms of management versus organised
labour. “Economic planning”—of any kind—is con
sidered a dirty word, and Australia has largely been
content with an approach to economic policy not
altogether unjustly described as “government by
default”. More lip-service than money is being spent
on education, Australia devoting to education one of
the lowest proportions (albeit a rising proportion) of
national income of any advanced country. While con
siderable contributions to education have been made
by the Commonwealth in the past twenty years, the
Commonwealth Government has to a large extent
excused itself, saying that “under the Australian con
stitutional system ... the primary responsibility for
education is vested in the States”. (Bury, 1966, 7.)
More than anything else, what is needed is informed
interest in, and objective study of, the problem. “The
problem needs our best minds”. (Irish, 1966.) It is
disappointing, if understandable, that the invitation to
the Commonwealth Minister for Labour and National
Service to open a union-sponsored seminar on tech
nological change should result merely in a slanging
match. If the Minister was vaguely reassuring and
optimistic about full employment and rising living
standards (Bury, 1966), it is not surprising that he
prompted responses such as the following:
A.C.T.U. Vice-President: “One would have
expected that the Commonwealth Government
would have a policy, and give unionists some indica
tion [how] ... it proposed to achieve a higher
standard of living ... in contests between investors
and workers, the workers have lost out all the time.”
(Evans, 1966.)
Federal Secretary of the Clerks’ Union: “We
thought we might find a sympathetic ear in Federal
Cabinet, but Mr. Bury has a cavalier attitude about
workers being moved around, not to a better job,
but to maintain the old one.” (Riordan, 1966.)
Whereas in the United States not only labour
leaders, businessmen and academic and other
independent observers but the Administration as well
have recognised the existence of a problem, the need
for serious study and for formulation of a policy,
there has been little comparable recognition of any
urgency by the Australian Government. John Diebold,
in a pamphlet written for the National Planning
Association, an independent non-political U.S. organisa
tion (1959, 33, 41-42, 48-50), urged the need for
investigation, fact-gathering and the formulation of a
conceptual framework for the study of the economic
and social consequences of automation, before any
attempt was made to reach national policy decisions.
The National Planning Association Committee on
Automation in a policy statement reiterated this
opinion (Diebold, 1959, vi-vii), although predictably
one of the union members of the Committee in a
minority footnote dissented on this point: “doing some
thing about these pressing problems cannot be post
poned until we know all the relevant facts”.
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Maybe we in Australia can still afford to under
take a careful study before formulating a policy.
Meanwhile in the U.S. the National Commission on
Technology, Automation and Economic Progress, has
submitted its 115-page report and numerous support
ing documents to the President and the public, con
taining recommendations on the maintenance of
employment, income maintenance, public investment
in social capital, education and training, the improve
ment of the efficiency of the labour market, problems
of displaced workers, the transitional problems of
minority groups, the government’s role as an employer
and the application of the new technology to com
munity needs (United States, 1966). It is disturbing
that we in Australia, at least at government level, see
no need for such a policy or for an officially spon
sored investigation as a preliminary to such a policy.
The longer such a laissez-faire attitude persists the
more likely that the problems will eventually assume
urgent proportions. There are many matters of detail
which could be receiving attention, of which the
“portability” of superannuation and other employment
benefits is just one. An attack on this problem would
help promote national economic efficiency; it would
also make transitional employment problems a little
easier.
It may be objected that there is now a Technological
Change Section in the Department of Labour and
National Service that is responsible for examining the
problems that arise from innovation. This is wholly
desirable, and it would appear from ministerial
announcements that the Section is doing valuable
work. However, a research unit in the public service
does not by itself provide a meeting ground for open
discussion by all concerned. Further, whatever the
advice may be that the Section has tendered to the
Minister, the public statements made by him, far from
displaying any sense of urgency, have been too bland
and reassuring for comfort, for example:
“It seems reasonable to reckon that, in most cases,
there will be time, between the planning and the
introduction of new technical changes, for consulta
tion and advance preparation for any employment
readjustment that may be needed.” (Bury, 1966, 13.)
At the same time Mr. Bury commented on the
A.C.T.U. proposal for a “tripartite advisory com
mittee”. While he pronounced himself “ready and
willing to see a Labour Advisory Council re-estab
lished”, he also doubted “the wisdom of setting up a
tripartite body to deal with one aspect only of the
area of the labour market and labour relations”.
(Bury, 1966, 15.) These remarks not only appear to
discount the value of the U.S. National Commission
to which Mr. Bury himself referred, but — more
importantly — they seem to reflect the opinion that
the only problems arising from innovation are labour
problems; problems of education, training, resource
allocation and social attitudes would inevitably receive
little attention by any body established under the
sponsorship of the Department of Labour and National
Service alone.
While the Commonwealth Government apparently
sees little need for any major body to enquire into
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the problems of computer-based technical change,
increasing concern has been expressed outside Govern
ment circles about the lack of such a group. The most
specific and urgent call so far came at the ANZAAS
Symposium from Professor J. S. Nalson (1967) who
proposed “a joint venture ... in co-operation with
universities, colleges of technology, industry, labour
unions, federations of business organisations, educa
tional research organisations and any other interested
individuals or bodies, including research foundations
[with the object] to set up on a permanent basis a
planning and research organisation equivalent to the
National Planning Association in the United States.
Such an Association would be responsible for initiat
ing, sponsoring, undertaking and publishing actionorientated research and discussion into the social,
economic and educational consequences of automation
upon Australian society and recommending, on the
basis of research findings, appropriate procedures for
optimising its benefits to the people of Australia”. The
call was taken up editorially by The Australian (5th
September, 1967) which referred to the U.S. Com
mission and said, “The time for establishing a similar
body here is overdue.” It is to be hoped that, officially
or privately, some investigative body with public
standing begins the work soon.
Quite possibly “automation” has been used as a
scapegoat for some unemployment that is not techno
logically induced. If this is true, the need would be
highlighted for government-sponsored research into the
statistical estimation of the significance of innovation
in determining productivity and unemployment, and
for co-ordinated forecasts of the rate of introduction
of the new technology. These forecasts should not be
limited, as the publications of the Technological
Change Section seem to have been to date (Creek,
1962; Creek and Webb, 1963; Australia, 1964?a; Aus
tralia, 1964b; Australia, 1966a; Australia, 1966b) to
the number of computer installations expected and the
projected supply and demand of trained staff —
important though these are — but should be seen in
the context of an overall projection or “plan” for
ensuring orderly economic growth.
Computers need not be the bogey that they appear
to be to organised labour, and they can contribute
the material and technical advances foreseen by official
Government spokesmen. However, the transition will
not be smooth unless there is careful and detailed
planning. Sir Douglas Copland (1965) neatly summed
up the problem in reviewing the work of the Inter
national Congress in Melbourne; “It was quite clear
that automation in its development offered not only
the greatest challenge to the modern economy, what
ever its structure might be, but also the greatest
opportunity for raising productivity and standards of
living that has ever hitherto been experienced. It
became clear that . . . automation would become
perhaps the greatest influence in the development of
all economies, and there was no way of avoiding its
impact. The problem was, on the contrary, one of
embracing this impact and adjusting community life
to absorb the impact to the advantage of the average
man, without undue disturbance in the economy as a
whole.”
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Probable Socio-Economic Changes
Prophecy is notoriously dangerous, but the follow
ing are some possible socio-economic changes arising
from innovation—
(1) In the short term, as the economies of the advanced
nations adjust to technologically induced changes,
there will be a greater or lesser degree of
structural unemployment. This will especially
affect the unskilled, and in particular the young
unskilled who have neither job security nor strong
union support. It is impossible to predict the
duration of the period of adjustment before an
equilibrium is reached with no involuntary or
structural unemployment.
(2) There is likely to be a continuing shift towards
the tertiary and service industries, with relatively
more public servants, teachers, salesmen, repair
men, psychiatrists and entertainers. This shift is
already in evidence; over a ten-year period (1953
to
1963)
employment in goods-producing
industries fell by about two million in the U.S.,
while the number of jobs in service industries,
wholesale and retail trade and state and local
governments rose by over seven million (Clague,
1963). However, increasing mechanisation and
use of computers in some service industries (e.g.,
banking, lift operation), the trend to use less
labour where possible (illustrated by supermarkets
with fewer and less skilled salesmen) and the adop
tion of disposable and “minimum care” consumer
goods (reducing the demand for repair and clean
ing services) may limit the opportunities in service
industries (Michael, 1962). Furthermore, only
some of these industries provide job openings for
the unskilled. Two service sectors of great social
importance and substantial scope for increased
employment, education and medicine, are not in
this category.
(3) A change in occupational distribution in favour of
skilled and technical groups is fairly obviously to
be expected. There will be correspondingly less
drudgery in most jobs (Snyder, 1965, 27) in con
trast to changes through use of mass-production,
assembly line techniques. “Mechanisation has
sometimes given millions of people sub-human
work to do. Automation does the exact opposite”.
(Bagrit, 1965, 17.) Assembly line techniques
usually compel an operator to keep pace with the
machine; the flexibility of the computer and the
recent work on human factors in electronics should
enable the man to work in a natural way with a
minimum of stress. However, without proper
ergonomic design there may be some repetitive
machine-minding tasks, and the adoption of the
computer may lead to an increase in demand for
some essentially repetitive skills such as key
punching. From the social viewpoint, there are
two sides to the coin; innovation may bring the
end of many traditional craft skills, but it should
also reduce the number of soul-destroying jobs—
“only machines should be made to work like
machines” (Kendall, 1967, 496). A blurring of the
traditional social distinctions between occupational
categories may occur, accompanied by accentua
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tion of distinctions based on education (Galbraith,
1965, 22).
(4) Through increases in productivity there should be
a continuing rise in per capita real income. Of
course computer technology is only one, albeit
significant, factor which will contribute to this
rise. (At times writers on the economic conse
quences of “automation” speak as if this were
the sole factor in progress, displaying a natural
but undesirable egocentricity.)
It is not clear whether the affluence of societies
already substantially developed and industrialised
will increase more rapidly than the real'incomes
of the developing countries and thus what effect
there will be on the distribution of income between
nations. (It has been suggested that a solution to
the unemployment problems could be to export
workers to countries where their skills are in
demand: but the unemployed are not for the most
part those with exportable skills.)
For advanced nations there would seem to be
a real question to be answered: what is the
increased income to be spent on? Professor
Rostow (1960, 73-74) points out that a mature
industrial society is able to shift its attention from
problems of supply and production to those of
demand, consumption, and welfare, and he sug
gests three objectives which compete for resources.
These are the national pursuit of power and
security through military and foreign policy, the
redistribution of income and attainment of human
and social objectives through welfare policy, and
the expansion of personal consumption into mass
consumption of durable goods. The affluent
society (to use Galbraith’s term) or the era of
high mass-consumption (to use Rostow’s) is
characterised by a tendency to produce consumer
goods of doubtful intrinsic value, and while it
would be hard to conceive of total saturation of
demand, one wonders if the affluent society need
spend more of its income on goods with built-in
obsolescence or on gimmicky gadgets. There is
no lack of worthwhile candidates for allocation
of resources apart from personal consumption —
notably public works, overseas aid and leisure.
However, a social judgment is needed on the
relative proportions of national product to be
devoted to personal consumption and to public
expenditure on social capital in the form of edu
cation, public health, communications and other
public services (including defence). Social and
political judgments also may be made on the
relative importance of landing men on the moon
and of the war on poverty. Public works and
other national expenditure, whether military or
social, may help to avert some structural unem
ployment. However, this would require greater
centralised planning and direct government involve
ment than has traditionally been accepted in the
West. Galbraith’s fears of over-production seem
unrealistic when one considers the possible scope
for public expenditure, but the fears may be
relevant enough when “against a value system
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that stoutly resists every increase in [U.S.]
Federal expenditure except those that carry the
absolute sanction of national defense, any effort
to increase public expenditure for public welfare
[encounters] heavy political opposition”. (Piel,
1965, 19; see also Bagrit, 1965, Chapter 5.)
(5) Changes both in institutions and social attitudes
must come in the process of adjusting to the
structural effects stemming from technological
advance. What is not clear is whether changes in
institutions and attitudes will occur as the result
of “social engineering” after due planning and a
conscious assessment of social, economic and
political factors, or whether the changes will be
forced on a reluctant society only partially aware
of what is happening. Some changes seem inescap
able, no matter how they occur.
Thus the Galbraithian nightmare of a consump
tion-dominated society can be avoided, but
probably only by growing diversion of resources
from the private sector and consumer needs to
the public sector and social needs. The only
socially acceptable methods of adjustment to any
really substantial increase in per capita income
would seem to require devoting greater propor
tions of national resources to welfare, education,
housing, transport and other communications and
urban development, and this in turn almost
inevitably requires a relative increase in public
expenditure. Not only does this, as has just been
seen, require a change in political attitudes in
Western mixed economies, but it will probably
need new institutions as well. Mr. Bury himself
says, “We won’t cope with the problems of tech
nological change if there is no preparedness to
modify and adjust, and sometimes abandon, tradi
tional attitudes and long-standing habits, customs
and practices” (Bury, 1966, 17), although it is
not clear whether he would include traditional
attitudes to public expenditure in his list of those
needing modification.
Changes in attitudes or institutions are implied
by many of the consequences foreseen for innova
tion: attitudes to employment and unemployment,
education, the social status of different occupa
tional groups, and to leisure, can scarcely remain
unaffected. Probably the greatest service that the
computing profession can make to society at large
is to help create a climate of discussion in which
existing attitudes and institutions can be examined.
(6) Attitudes to social security must be one of the
first of many sets of attitudes due for re
appraisal.
An extension of unemployment benefits in the
direction of a guaranteed annual wage is pos
sible, and while it is perhaps extreme to suggest
people being paid not to work, payment of full
salaries during training or retraining may become
more common. Sir Leon Bagrit (1965, Chapter 6)
sees the problem as breaking down the attitude that
“those who do not work do not eat” and of
destroying related attitudes to “charity” and
retirement.
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Similarly, Gerald Piel, publisher of Scientific
American, states (1965, 13): “Technological
change . . . has sundered the hitherto socially
essential connection of work to consumption.”
He quotes the views of two leading American
figures on the concept of a guaranteed annual
income: “The Secretary of Labor, Willard
Wirtz, declared: ‘I think the analysis is right but
the prognosis and the prescription is wrong . . .
I don’t believe the world owes me a living and I
don’t believe it owes anyone else a living’,” while
Senator Goldwater as Presidential candidate said
“ ‘Our job as Republicans is to get rid of people
who will even listen to people who say we should
pay people whether they work or not!’ These
two statements, taken together, speak faithfully
for the austere premises of classical political
economy and the tenacity of their grip upon the
conscience of many members of our society . . .
There is nothing very novel or profound about
the idea of a guaranteed annual income . . .
A substantial portion of our society is already
living not on a guaranteed and not on a securely
annual income but on an income from the public
treasury. The people get these incomes on the
most humiliating and degrading terms . . . The
cruelty and inhumanity that persists in our
system . . . must be extirpated if we are to
resolve successfully the issues that confront us in
the tide of abundance set running in America by
the present culmination of the industrial revolu
tion.” (op. cit., 20, 23.)
There is no need to take the popular, pessi
mistic view that there will be a permanent pool
of unemployment, provided the necessary changes
are anticipated, especially in education. “None
of us wants to pay carpenters, or anyone else,
not to work. What we do want is to increase
total production and to provide people with an
adequate income so that they could buy what the
machines, together with the men, produce.” (Fein,
1966.) This should be possible in the long term;
there is no guarantee that it can be achieved in
the working lives of one generation.
Clearly, there are many conflicting attitudes
involved in contemporary thinking about job
security and social security: attitudes to work,
the dignity of man, charity and the rights and
duties of workers, employers and the state. Some
of these attitudes must change: perhaps one due
for change is that shown by the Minister when he
said, “One cannot think of the idea of severance
pay as a right without thinking of the teasing
possibility of severance compensation of employers
by employees who leave.” (Bury, 1966, 14.)
(7) Considerable personal distress by those whose
skills become redundant is to be expected, par
ticularly older workers with craft skills or with
long experience in organisations, whether or not
they are retrenched and if so are re-employed.
Nobody likes to feel useless even if one’s material
needs are cared for. There may also be a limited
amount of regional distress, in specialised areas
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such as coalfields, as there is already in some
small country towns.
(8) The trade unions, especially of blue-collar
workers, are likely to adopt very defensive attitudes
and understandably so. The Luddites of the 20th
century are probably less likely to take hammer to
computer than to press strongly for safeguards
against retrenchment, possibly involving “feather
bedding”, guaranteed wage contracts, increased
social service and unemployment benefits and
industrial training schemes. This certainly seems
to be the broad pattern in the U.S., where union
attention has moved in recent years from wage
increases and fringe benefits to the protection of
union members from unemployment (Clague,
1963, 11-12). Similarly, the policy of the Aus
tralian Council of Trade Unions on “automation”
includes joint consultation, training and retraining
programmes, severance pay, increased leisure and
planned settlement of displaced labour. (Evans,
1965, 79.)
(9) Changes in leisure habits have been widely fore
cast. One way in which society will probably
choose to spend some of its increasing income is
by leisure, by foregoing some additional consumer
goods. Whether this will be through a shorter
working week, longer paid holidays, earlier retire
ment, extension of long service leave, or a com
bination of these will depend mainly on union
pressures. At present these seem directed most
towards a shortening of the working week.
Increased leisure together with increased income
will doubtless be reflected by changes in con
sumer demand, with more demand for travel,
entertainment, education, and items for use in
sport, hobbies and household improvement. It
could also pose potential social problems arising
from those with time and money to spend but no
habits of leisure. It is quite possible that the
highly skilled professionals will continue to live a
relatively busy life with limited scope for leisure,
while those with lesser or more abundant skills
will enjoy ample leisure. This could lead to the
strangely unpleasant prospect of a skilled elite
that works hard being contrasted with a leisurely
populace. The new status symbol may be, not
leisure, but its absence. Michael (1962) points
out that those most likely to enjoy a shorter work
ing week are those usually least prepared for
leisure. If those who usually spend their spare
time by taking a second job are unable to do so
but spend more time at home than the average
school-child, they could find the process of adjust
ment hard.
A balanced outlook needs to observe that
increased leisure, stemming from computer tech
nology and other improvements in productivity,
is unlikely to come to advanced societies with
any startling rapidity (Bagrit, 1965, 47). As Pro
fessor Rostow says (I960, 81), “It is too soon for
a four-day week and for tolerance of substantial
levels of unemployment, if only the unemployment
benefits are large enough—as Professor Galbraith
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has counselled. A society like the United States,
structurally committed to a high-consumption way
of life; committed also to maintain the decencies
that go with adequate social overhead capital;
committed by its own interests and the interests
of those dependent on it or allied to it to deal
with a treacherous and extremely expensive world
environment; committed additionally ... to a
rapidly enlarging population and to a working
force which must support more old and more
young . . . such a society must use its resources
fully, productively, and wisely. The problem of
choice and allocation—the problem of scarcity—
has not yet been lifted from it.”
On the one hand, history has seen a progressive
shortening of the working week as productivity
has risen (a two-way relationship) for over 150
years since the Industrial Revolution: in a century
the working week has been halved. On the other
hand, changing social attitudes and the desire for
what a previous generation would have called
“luxury” consumption have led to a growth in
“moonlighting” and the employment of married
women.
Sir Leon Bagrit (1965, Chapter 6), with naive
but refreshing idealism, suggests that the attain
ment of a shorter working week be deferred until
the greater national product has provided first for
higher living standards for the sick and the aged,
improved education and a higher school-leaving
age, international assistance in development pro
jects, freedom from the necessity to work for
married women who do not wish to, and finally
an earlier retirement age (with State-sponsored
pensions and accommodation for the retired). One
may not quibble with his scale of values, but one
wonders how in a real world such redistribu
tional and social objectives will fare in competi

tion with the claims for increased consumption by
wage-earners.
The possible distributional effects of technological
change are less clear. In the previous discussion it
was tacitly assumed that some of the increase in per
capita income would be received by labour in the
form of higher real wages. This certainly would seem
likely, and is the chief result of Simon’s model. It
would also seem reasonable to suppose that returns
to the sources of natural resources, being in restricted
supply, will increase. However, what effect, if any,
innovation has on the distribution of income between
capital, labour, entrepreneurship and natural resources
seems uncertain.
Similarly, the likely trends in relative wages are
hard to forecast. Current escalation of salaries in
the computer field would seem to support the expec
tation of relative increases in the rewards of tech
nically qualified groups in response to market forces,
but on the other hand official U.S. statistics give little
indication of long term improvements in the salaries
of engineers and the relative position of unskilled
labour does not seem to have worsened.
Even less clear are the effects, if any, which auto
mation may have on the degree of competition
within industry and on the size of firms.
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Computers And Medicine
By C. J. Bellamy* and D. Race* *

The present trend of thinking in the application of computers to hospital and medical
practice is towards the collection of medical management statistics, the automation of labor
atory procedures, the assembly of general administrative information and accounting and
payroll procedures.
The authors feel that development of this field has now reached a stage when some
practical ideas of the type of system to be installed in a hospital can be formulated. It is
felt that a centralised system serving several hospitals each of which use a smaller installa
tion for local information handling would achieve an economical but adequate system.
The advantages of such a system are:
(1) Improvement of collection, retrieval and analysis of medical data leading to increased
effectiveness of the doctor and reduced costs of medical record keeping;
(2) intra hospital and inter hospital communication would be improved, delays reduced, bed
use improved and clerical costs reduced;
(3) improvement in collection and assessment of management information;
(4) better resource utilisation and planning.

The use of computers in medical and associated
biological fields is by no means new. Data logging
in neurophysiological and circulatory studies, simula
tion of physiological control processes, interpretation
of complex waveforms such as electro-encephalograms
and electrocardiograms, and complex statistical calcu
lations have all been reported. In hospitals, computer
applications in accounting processes, stores inventory
control and assembling of management statistics (both
medical and administrative) have been described.
Interest is now being aroused in the utilisation of
computers as ‘on-line’ components of hospital data
processing systems. Despite the mooting of many
projects, there are as yet only one or two systems
operating on an effective production basis. To the
computer specialist involved in this field the lack of
progress may be difficult to understand. The literature
displays the fund of fertile real ideas and the technical
bulletins, the profusion of suitable hardware and
adequate technics and yet there seems to have been
little progress. To the hospital administrator and the
medical clinician this may be not as surprising. The
lack of communication, due partly to the absence of
a common language, the rapid development of com
puter technics and a professional training which could
not predict the possible implementation of electronic
data processing technics in the future is now only
being overcome. In this paper it is proposed to outline
the problems to be tackled, to suggest a plan of imple
mentation of computer technology and to predict the
outcome in the hospital and medical fields.
Information in the medical environment of a medium
sized teaching hospital (300-500 beds) falls into two
broad categories, the medical and the administrative
fields.
Firstly, there is the information essential for the
medical management of a patient. This exists in many
forms, graphic as in temperature charts; tabular, e.g.

chemical analysis of blood and other specimens;
pictorial, e.g. X-Ray plates; and in the greatest volume
of all, free English, both handwritten as in clinical
notes and typewritten, as in clinical summaries and
reports of investigations. Such material forms by far
the largest part of the total volume of information,
much of it is disorganised, irrelevant or redundant,
having value for only a limited length of time, as far
as medical management is concerned but often of
great interest from a historical or research point of
view. All of it is stored in the medical history in the
medical record library in its original form and much
of it cannot be effectively, usefully or sensibly encoded
and digitised.
Secondly, there is the administrative information
pertaining to an individual patient, the location, the
use of hospital facilities, the scheduling of special
treatment areas such as operating theatres, radiology
department and occupational therapy and physio
therapy departments, and that pertaining to the
general business management; the patient’s account,
the staff payroll and deployment of personel, lay,
nursing and medical staff, stores inventory control and
general budgeting.
Obviously, while a clear distinction can be made
between these two large areas in discussion, in
practice there is a considerable amount of overlapping.
The report of a performance of a particular treat
ment or investigation is relevant to both the account
ing and the medical records but only the latter is con
cerned with the actual result and, in fact, because of
medical ethics such information should only be
accessible to medical staff directly concerned with the
care of a particular patient. However, the distinction
is adequate for making the point that there is a
division and that it occurs primarily between those
items for which there have been established processing
rules producing useful and significant data such as
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cost analyses, and those for which there are no estab
lished processing rules, i.e. medical data.
The hospital administrator and accountant have
relatively clear and well defined information pro
cessing and management procedures, whereas the
medical administrator and clinician are expected to
function in an ill-organised and almost completely
undefined structure, where experience and opinion
form the data base instead of that defined by estab
lished scientific and logical procedures. For these
reasons it is the opinion of the authors that it is
hardly surprising that there are no computers operat
ing in the hospital environment in the manner or to
the extent that they are being used in such diverse
applications as the United States space projects and
chemical and refinery plant operations.
In the medical field, the international trend of
thought favours the concept of a central computer in
a single hospital, or in some cases, a central com
puter shared by several hospitals connected by com
munication channels.
On this machine would be based an integrated
hospital information system providing services rang
ing over areas including patient accounting, drug and
biochemistry and pathology test ordering and result
reporting, medical record compilation and summaris
ing, admission scheduling, staff records and payroll,
stores inventory control and purchasing, statistics for
both financial and medical management, and a medical
information retrieval facility. In this context ‘integrated’
refers to the linking together of information handling
procedures which make use of the same data or
deliver data to each other. For example, the ordering
of a drug from a ward through a terminal connected
to the computer would lead not only to the computer
advising the pharmacy that the drug was required and
an automatic check on the dosage prescribed, but
also the passing on of information to:—
(1) the accounting procedure which would update the
patient account,
(2) the medical record procedure which would enter
the details of the medication ordered and,
(3) the medication procedure which would request the
ward at the appropriate times to confirm that the
dose had been administered.
Supplementing the larger central system would be
a number of smaller computers carrying out specific
functions which keep them reasononably heavily loaded
and efficiently used, for example the control of com
plex equipment or the monitoring of patients under
intensive care. These would be able to cope with
synchronous operation with their special equipment,
leaving the larger central system which would often
be unsuited to this function, to run asynchronously
communicating with the smaller machines when there
could be a useful information exchange.
An example of this could occur where a small com
puter controlling biochemical autoanalysers would
interrupt the central machine to transmit test results
to the wards and the patient’s record.
Some of the arguments in favour of such a system
are listed below.
(1) It would improve the collection, retrieval and
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analysis of medical data, thereby improving the
effectiveness of the doctor and reducing the cost
of medical record keeping.
(2) Communications within a hospital would be im
proved, delays reduced, patients would be dis
charged sooner, bed utilisation improved and
clerical costs reduced.
(3) The availability of data in a useful form would
permit new techniques to be developed for
admission scheduling and studies to be made of
resource utilisation.
(4) Medication control by a computer would cover
drug administration, utilisation and provide a
means of cost control.
(5) Management’s control of the hospital would be
improved by the availability of data and a means
of analysing it, and accounting procedures would
start with the data collected for other reasons.
(6) Interhospital communication would permit the
retrieval of a patient’s past records from other
hospitals and the operation of a central bed book
ing service and a system for distributing peak loads
on operating theatres and other facilities.
There are several problems hindering the develop
ment of the type of system just described. The main
one is that of cost and effectiveness. There is little
doubt that systems of this type would improve medical
care, but with the present costs for equipment and
programming they are also likely to raise the cost of
running the hospital.
If the average length of stay were to decrease, the
cost of treating each patient would .not rise to the
same extent. On the credit side is'the benefit to the
patient and the community as a result of his being fit
for work sooner. This, however, does not affect the
hospital’s finances unless the community will pay more
for its services. In this situation, financing new
developments is difficult.
Another problem is the lack of information on the
type of data needed by professional medical staff and
administrators in order to make decisions and to work
efficiently. This problem is a continuing one because
as soon as new facilities are provided there will be a
revision of ideas on how they should be used. Now,
however, we are still a long way short of a satis
factory starting point for designing sophisticated
systems to assist medical staff. Remote terminals for
hospital units are another problem as there are no
satisfactory terminals available at a reasonable price.
Cathode ray display tubes with keyboards have the
advantage of speed and silence but produce no hard
copy and are expensive, while the disadvantages of
teleprinters for inspecting a many-page medical record
are obvious. Finally, the operating requirements for
a hospital demand at the least the duplication of
equipment in any situation where a failure could
increase the possibility of death, and this only adds
to the difficulty of designing a system which will be
reasonably priced.
Several hospitals or groups of hospitals in the United
States have installed computer-based information
systems, mainly of limited scope but certainly reliable
operational systems.
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In Minnesota the Blue Cross system provides a
patient accounting service for about ten hospitals and
is generally recognised as one of the more successful.
Perhaps the most advanced system conceptually, as
well as the oldest, is run by the Massachusetts
General Hospital and Bolt, Beranek and Newman.
Their system has developed on an experimental basis
to the level of having remote terminals in wards and
service areas for entering, among other things, orders
for tests and drugs and receiving medication
schedules.
A survey conducted by the Systems Development
Corporation in 1965 (Computer-based Information
Systems for Medicine: A Survey and Brief Discussion
of Current Projects by Anne B. Summerfield and
Sally Empy, Feb. 1965) showed that the bulk of the
then current projects involving medical applications
for computers were in the United States. There the
numbers of projects in various categories were:—
(1) hospitals and clinical information systems ....... 73
(2) diagnosis ................................................................. 51
(3) storage and retrieval of medical documents..... 28
(4) medical screening ................................................. 3
These figures serve to show the attention being
devoted to these fields in the United States over two
years ago.
While the medical screening projects are small in
number they are by no means insignificant as the
following extract from the SDC report indicates.
“A considerably more ambitious screening project,
Kaiser Foundation’s Automated Multiphasic Screen
ing Program, is now underway in Oakland, California,
under the direction of Dr. Morris F. Collen. Patients
answer questions from a 600-item questionnaire. Two
hundred of these items require immediate analysis
and are answered by having patients sort pre-punched
cards into ‘yes’ and ‘no’ files. The ‘yes’ file may be
immediately processed by computer. Other inputs to
the screening program are EKG, six leads; phonocardiogram, two leads; ballistocardiogram, two precordial leads; timed vital capacity; height; weight;
other body measurements; 70 m.m. chest X-ray;
lateral view mammogram (for women); visual acuity;
ocular
tension;
audiogram
(Rudmose-Bekesy);
urinalysis for sugar, albumin, bacteria count; blood
hemoglobin; white cell count; serological test for
syphilis and Rh factor; and autoanalyser tests for
blood sugar (60 minutes after 100 grams of glucose),
creatinine, albumin, total protein, cholesterol, uric
acid, calcium and transaminase.
“Wherever possible results are recorded by means of
pre-punched cards so that data may be fed into the
computer as quickly as possible. When all items have
been collected, the data are processed by a computer
which prints out a ‘provisional’ diagnosis for the
physician. Unlike the majority of diagnostic pro
grams in used in the United States, the Kaiser diag
nosis is not based on Bayes Theorem but on maximum
likelihood.”
It is in this field of medical screening that the use
of computers and automation techniques is likely to
yield major benefits. As people now accept routine
immunisation there is no reason why they are unlikely
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to accept routine screening on a larger scale than it
occurs now with chest X-rays and smear tests.
If the cost can be brought down to an acceptable
level then we have the possibility of widely practising
preventative medicine and reducing the demands on
hospital services.
In addition to the information needed at the local
level in hospitals there is a demand for information
at regional and national levels. National and
regional morbidity statistics are an important example.
It is in this general area that the Commission on Pro
fessional and Hospital Activities (CPHA) has run a
successful system for several years. The CPHA
developed the PAS and MAP reporting services which
provide for a hospital a comprehensive analysis of
data transcribed by the hospital onto a case abstract
sheet, one for each patient discharged. Over 600
hospitals in the United States now use this service,
which provides medical staff with reports from which
they can check their effectiveness and also provides
reports on statistical studies of topics such as disease
incidence and treatment periods. The large popula
tion of 600 hospitals, provides figures forming the
basis for comparisons made by individual hospitals.
A roughly comparable service for morbidity statistics
is now being developed in Australia by the Common
wealth Government.
On the whole, the level of investment in Australia
in medical applications for computers has been low.
There are numerous medical research projects using
computers for processing data but few developed
systems for routine functions. There are also a num
ber of hospitals making some use of computers for
accounting but these are in the minority. Interest in
making more extensive use of computers is growing.
In Victoria and New South Wales the State
authorities have established small study teams and
at the Commonwealth level the Repatriation Depart
ment appears to be well advanced with its plan for
using computers in its hospitals. As yet there is little
published information about the applications develop
ing in Australia and to indicate the level of work
going on we are constrained to describe some projects
with which we are associated or have first-hand
knowledge. These concern automation in biochemical
and other laboratories, radiotherapy, and the review
ing of patient care.
The introduction of automatic biochemical process
ing of clinical specimens has resulted in an increase in
the number of tests carried out in hospital labora
tories. Autoanalysers generate results in the form of
continuous graphs which are interpreted using
standard curves. The results are recorded in note
books by technicians and later transcribed onto the
laboratory’s reports. Apart from the errors intro
duced by copying, the interpretation of the auto
analyser output is also fraught with error. In a system
being installed in the Alfred Hospital in Melbourne
a small computer will interpret the autoanalyser out
put and print the final test result identified by the
specimen number previously typed in. Gross varia
tions from the range of expected values will also be
reported. The ultimate step of a complete reporting
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system linking results to patient records awaits the
installation of a larger computer which would accept
the results from this smaller one.
Automation of testing procedures for Hematology,
Serology, Bacteriology and Radiology has advanced
less rapidly than in Biochemistry, although in such
fields as cell counting and blood grouping, machines
are available. The results of tests are, however, only
a part of the laboratory report and other results
included are from manual processes such as cross
matching blood or examination of specimens with a
microscope.
The latter yield a large amout of descriptive or
‘soft’ data which can be handled with present comput
ing methods only by structuring the reporting language
and using a limited vocabulary or even worse a
numeric code, both solutions being so far unacceptable
to the bulk of workers in these fields. Even so, it is
becoming apparent that this data must be organised.
Hidden in the files of reports are data which if it
could be assembled and assessed would allow better
correlation of diagnosis, treatment and investigation
with the result of the patient’s stay in hospital. This
data can often be accessed only by patient name,
sometimes by disease coding (as in some microscopicpathology departments) and rarely if ever by report
content. One of the authors is actively seeking a
solution to this problem.
Isotope scanning of body regions after, the injection
of an appropriate radioactive substance is used in the
detection of cancer and in the assessment of vascular
abnormalities of a region as in the detection of
pulmonary emboli and deficient blood supply to a
kidney. Techniques are also available for the
enhancement of the results of such scanning by com
puting the irradiation from a particular point and
allowing for the effect of scatter from neighbouring
regions. These techniques are to be introduced in the
Alfred Hospital in Melbourne by using a small com
puter.
The necessity of periodical review of standards of
patient care has been emphasised in many of the
publications of the CPHA, whose PAS and MAP
reporting systems have already been mentioned. This
service is being used by Australian hospitals in Albury,
Newcastle and Melbourne.
Amongst the reports are listings of patients in
groupings by disease which are in effect one of the
standard cross-indexing files of the medical records
library. Provided that the hospital accepts the diag
nosis coding used by the CPHA (the ICDA code, a
modified version of the International Code for Diag
nosis, ICD), the medical records librarian is freed
from one of the more exacting but onerous tasks and
able to devote effort to other areas such as statistical
analysis.
The direction in which we should endeavour to
develop the application of computers to the problems
of hospitals and medical practice in Australia is open
to conjecture. In the United States some successful
management and accounting applications have
developed while numerous research and development
projects have made progress in other areas. The use
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968

of small computers in laboratories and intensive care
units and in other areas such as the production of
morbidity statistics is now common. As more research
projects are succeeding in formulating problems in the
medical area and obtaining their solution, the demand
for computing services for routine work is growing.
So far we are following a similar pattern in Aus
tralia.
The authors contend that there are adequate
economic reasons for the installation of a central
computer system in a large city in Australia to pro
vide management functions. In fact, in the environ
ment in Australia as compared with that in the
United States, the marked degree of central control
should lead to advantage being taken of the
economies that result from hardware size and software
standardisation. Despite the lack of information on
the cost effectiveness of entering the medical field,
the authors are firmly convinced that a significant
investment in this field is needed now, even if the
final result were only the acceptance of a more
scientific approach to medical information and
management.
In arriving at a plan of development it is important
to remember that the interest in the use of computers
in the medical field has been stimulated more by their
potential for improving the standards of medical care
than for keeping accounts. The approach suggested
is to install a central on-line computer system to pro
vide complete reliability and to cope with manage
ment processes while leaving sufficient capacity for
the development of medical projects. Because of the
growing number of independent dornputer applica
tions the opportunity to realise the substantial
economic advantage offered by a central system will
be lost unless overall planning is adopted and action
taken soon.
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Mixed-Data Classificatory Programs
II. Divisive Systems
By G. N. Lance* and W. T. Williams*

The problems of developing divisive classificatory programs for mixed data are critically examined,
and it is shown that their solution requires two new algorithms. Suitable algorithms are proposed, and
computer programs embodying them outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
The previous paper (Lance and Williams, 1967) dealt
with agglomerative systems—classificatory procedures
which begin by fusing individual elements in pairs and
continue by progressive fusion until the entire population
is synthesized. Such systems share three further character
istics: (i) They are polythetic, in that they are optimized
over all attributes simultaneously, as distinct from monothetic systems which optimize with reference to a single
attribute at each stage, (ii) They are g-systems, ;n that
they classify individuals as a result of the direct compar
ison of individuals, or groups of individuals, as distinct
from /f-systems, which classify individuals as a result of
the comparison of attributes, (iii) They are intrinsic, in
that the attributes are regarded as a single self-contained
set, as distinct from extrinsic systems, in which the struc
ture of an initially-declared external attribute has to be
optimized by classification on the internal attributes.
These apparent restrictions are inevitable; monothetic
agglomerative procedures cannot exist except in a trival,
unoptimized, sense, and we are unable to attach any
useful meaning to the concepts of agglomerative extrinsicor ^-procedures.
In contrast, divisive systems—those which begin with
the entire population and progressively subdivide it until
some prescribed stopping-criterion is satisfied—may be
polythetic or monothetic, Q or R, intrinsic or extrinsic.
However, of the eight possibilities, the combination
(polythetic, R) is necessarily confined to ordination
systems such as principal component analysis; and of the
six which remain, only two (monothetic, intrinsic and
extrinsic, R) as yet exist in developed form. We shall for
completeness nevertheless consider in outline theoretical
strategies for all six.
2. BASIC STRATEGIES
2.1. Monothetic systems
(i) R-intrinsic. The all-qualitative case is the wellknown strategy of “association analysis” (our program
ASSO), whose properties have already been examined in
some detail (Lance and Williams, 1965; MacnaughtonSmith, 1965; Lambert and Williams, 1966). A 2 X 2
contingency table is set up for every pair of attributes
p and q, and from this X2SS or VOGa/n) (i.e., |ra>a |) is
calculated; division is on that attribute for which Ex2vq
p

or E |r„q | is maximum. The generalization of this system
9#P

to the mixed-data case has required the development of
two new algorithms: a method of subdivision on any
type of attribute, and a method of comparing, by the
use of some measure analagous to X2 or the correlation
coefficient, any type of attribute with any other type.
(ii) O-intrinsic. We have recently developed, but not
yet published, a O-analogue (the program DIVINF) of
association analysis, also for the all-qualitative case. The
population is monothetically divided on each attribute in
turn; for any one such division the information content
of each of the two resulting sub-populations is calculated
by the usual method (Williams, Lambert and Lance,
1966; Lance and Williams, 1966), and their combined
information-content subtracted from that of the parent
population to determine the information-fall. Division is
on that attribute which produces the greatest informationfall. The information-fall on division is, of course, the
same as the information-gain on fusion, so that the mixeddata information-statistic algorithm described in our
previous paper for the program MULTBET is also
applicable here; the only new algorithm required is that
for subdivision on any type of attribute.
(iii) R-extrinsic. The all-qualitative case is the “pre
dictive attribute analysis” of Macnaughton-Smith (1963,
1965) (our program ASSOPRED). A 2 x 2 contingency
table is set up between the external attribute and each of
the internal attributes in turn; division is on that internal
attribute for which the resulting X2 is maximum. Since
this division is obviously biased, it is usual (unless the
population is very small) to begin by dividing the popula
tion into two approximately equal groups at random;
prediction is carried out on one of these groups, and at
each stage in the analysis the other (test) group is divided
on the same internal attribute. The efficiency by which
the external attribute has been partitioned in the test
group can then be tested by a X2 or other convenient
means. Generalization of this system to the mixed-data
case clearly requires both the subdivision and attributecomparison algorithms.
(iv) Q-extrinsic. No specific all-qualitative program
exists for this, though one could easily be produced by
modification of DIVINF. The population would be
divided on each of the internal attributes in turn, and
that attribute chosen for division which produced the

*C.S.I.R.O. Division of Computing Research, Canberra, A.C.T. Manuscript received January, 1968.
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greatest information-fall in the external attribute. An
interesting feature of this system is that it would be biasfree, and the initial random subdivision of the population
would presumably be unnecessary. It might, however,
be considered desirable to retain this feature to provide
an assessment of the stability of the prediction which
resulted. Again, the existing mixed-data information-gain
algorithm could be used, and only the subdivision
algorithm would be needed.
2.2 Polythetic systems
(i) ^'intrinsic. No completely satisfactory solution is
known, but two strategies exist in the literature:—
(a) Complete enumeration. The population is divided
into two groups in all possible ways; the two groups
resulting from each division are compared by means of
any of the mixed-data measures of our previous paper,
and that division chosen which produces the leastsimilar pair. This system has been programmed by Ed
wards and Cavilli-Sforza (1965) for the all-numerical
case, using Euclidean distance and maximizing the
between-group sum of squares. However, a population
of n individuals can be divided into two groups in
(2”-1—1) possible ways; the system is thus computa
tionally impracticable unless n is very small, which is
seldom the case.
(b) Dissimilarity. (Macnaughton-Smith et al.. 1964).
Each individual is abstracted from the population in
turn, and its difference from the remaining (n—1)
individuals calculated by the use of any suitable mixeddata measure; the most dissimilar individual is perman
ently removed from the main population. Other indiv
iduals are abstracted in turn and added to the most
dissimilar, the distance between the two groups thus
formed being calculated at each stage. The process is
continued until the distance between the two groups
can no longer be increased by the transfer of any
further individual. If the n-group divides into two groups
of n' and (n —n') members, there will have been
[(«' + 1) (2n—1) —n] operations, a quantity whose
upper bound is approximately 3n2/4 (Lance and Wil
liams, 1966). Other workers have independently become
interested in the dissimilarity concept and designed
special measures for its application, such as the “peculiar
ity index” of Hall (1965) and the “deviant index” of
Goodall (1966); but in neither case has the system been
developed into a full-scale classificatory procedure.
The system is theoretically attractive, but has as yet
been little used and reports as to its success are con
flicting. We have been informed of two projects in which
it has been effective for the all-qualitative case using an
information statistic, though successive information-falls
were found not to be monotonic. Our own experience
suggests that, in its present form, the strategy is unduly
sensitive to the configuration of the data in that, if many
outliers are present, a large proportion of these may
terminate as single-element groups which resist the addi
tion of other members. The strategy would clearly justify
further investigation; it cannot yet be said to be fullydeveloped.
(ii) Q-extrinsic. The only known solution is unsatis
factory. It involves dividing the external attribute by the
subdivision-algorithm, and investigating the efficiency of
the resulting partitions of the internal attributes. This
procedure, which scarcely requires a formal program, is
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1 No. 2, May 1968

occasionally useful when it is desired to make a crude
preliminary test for the existence of strong correspon
dences between internal and external attributes. It is,
however, theoretically objectionable, since it involves an
inversion of the normal inference: it is equivalent to a
regression of internal on external attributes.
2.3 Scope of present work
It will be evident that no completely satisfactory poly
thetic divisive strategies are known, even for a single
attribute-type; it would therefore be premature to attempt
to generalize those that exist to the mixed data-situation.
We have in consequence confined our work to the mono
thetic case. Here it follows from the preceding section
that all methods require a generalized subdivisionalgorithm, but that the R-methods require in addition a
generalized inter-attribute correlation measure. Our
original aim in this work was the mixed-data generali
zation of ASSO and ASSOPRED, and it is therefore
inevitable that we have adopted the more difficult R
approach. Both new algorithms have therefore been
needed; those adopted are considered in the next section.
3. THE NEW ALGORITHMS
3.1 Attribute subdivision
(i) Qualitative. Only the conventional unity /zero
partition is possible.
(ii) Disordered multistate. The ideal scheme would
perhaps be to divide on that combination of jointly non
zero states which maximized the contribution of the
attribute concerned to the measure in use; but this would
impose an unrealistic limit on the permissible number of
states. We have therefore elected to- treat the states as
independent qualitative attributes and divide accord
ingly; it follows that the inter-attribute comparison
algorithm must be designed with this end in view.
(iii) Ordered multistate. To treat the states separately in
this case would be equivalent to permitting cyclic ordering.
However, for computational reasons we rejected this
possibility in the corresponding agglomerative programs.
Although the computational difficulties do not apply to
the divisive case, we have felt that divisive programs
should as far as possible be consistent with their ag
glomerative counterparts, and have therefore again
rejected the possibility. It follows that ordered multistates
must be treated as quantitatives; by reference to the
programs described in the previous paper they will follow
the procedure of MULTCLAS and not of MULTBET.
(iv) Quantitative. Since the all-possible-dichotomies
solution is computationally unacceptable, we need to
declare some restricted set of possible divisions. We have
chosen to employ the restriction suggested by Dale
(1964). The values taken by the elements for the attribute
in question are first “tagged” and sorted into ascending
or descending order; let them now be denoted by x1;
x>. . . xh . . . xn. We define two computer locations, one
11
initially zero the other initially Exj. The ordered elements
j= i
are in turn subtracted from the current total and added
into the initially-zero location; when the rth element has
been so transferred the contents of the two locations will
r

be
j

Exj
= 1

n

and
j

Exh

=

r

and the between-group sum of squares

+1
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1
will be - (kx,f -1------{Sxif
(2Xly
r K x3J
n — j — r ■4-11
Division is effected at the point where this quantity
is maximum; this is also the point at which the
between /within variance ratio is maximum.
3.2. Inter-attribute comparison
At the time of embarking on this work, the only
divisive all-qualitative program at our disposal was that
for association analysis; we therefore required a solution
which would collapse into association analysis in the allqualitative case. This is equivalent to a requirement that
the measure used should take the form of a squared
correlation coefficient. By regarding qualitative attributes
as expanded vectors of unities and zeros, and by treating
ordered multistates as continuous quantities, all com
parisons between qualitative, ordered multistate, and
quantitative attributes can be accommodated by the
conventional calculation of a product-moment correla
tion coefficient. However, decisions must be taken de
novo regarding the treatment of disordered multistates.
We first note (section 3.1(ii) above) that the states are
to be treated as independent qualitatives, but that it is
not permissible to correlate the states within a single
multistate attribute. Three possibilities now arise, since
it has already been decided (section 3. l(iii) above) that
ordered multistates must be treated as quantitatives
throughout:—
(i) Qualitative /multistate
For the correlation between a qualitative and an m-state
disordered multistate, we define the complete
(m + 1) X (m + 1) matrix; but since the self
correlation of the qualitative attribute, and the (m — l)2
intra-state correlations of the multistate attribute are
impermissible, the only quantities actually calculated
will be those between the qualitative (q) and the separate
states (1, 2, . .j, . . m) of the .multistate, i.e. the vector:
(«*2
*2 ,
*2
\
V gl?
1 Q2
• * 1 <IJ ? * * 1 <WU
Since it is essential that every column of the matrix
accumulates the same number of entries, each of these
quantities is accumulated into the total for the appro-,
priate state of the multistate; but only the largest of
them is accumulated into the qualitative total.
(ii) Numerical /multistate
Since qualitatives are in any case treated as if they were
quantitatives contingently taking only the values of
unity and zero, the solution here is identical with the
preceding case.
(iii) Multistate /multistate
We consider an attribute (Ml) with m states and a second
attribute (M2) with p states. These jointly define an
(m + p)x (m + p) matrix; but since intra-attribute correl
ations are not permitted, all that exists is the rectangular
{m X p) matrix, where we take the m rows as the r2 values
generated by the states of (Ml) and the p columns as
those generated by the states of (M2). The highest value
in each row is accumulated into the appropriate state of
(Ml); the highest value in each column is accumulated
into the appropriate state of (M2).
3.3 Missing values
The calculation of attribute-comparisons presents no
difficulty since the only practicable solution is to correlate
over those individuals for which both attributes are
known. We suggest, however, that the problem of
subdivision may usefully be treated differently in the
j = 1

ii.

—

i

j
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extrinsic and intrinsic cases. In the extrinsic case missing
values are obviously unacceptable in the external pre
dictor, so that for this attribute every individual in the
analysis is represented. We suppose that calculation of
the first vector of correlations with the external attribute
requires that subdivision be on a particular internal
attribute for which some values are missing. The group
of individuals for which this attribute is known is first
divided in the manner appropriate to the attribute; each
of the two resulting groups will be associated with a
mean value of the external attribute. Each member of
the “missing” group is provided with an externalattribute value, and is allocated to that group whose
external-attribute mean is the closer to its own externalattribute value. The process introduces bias; but a high
proportion of missing values is unusual in extrinsic
situations, so that we believe that this bias will be unim
portant in practice.
A similar method is in theory available for the intrinsic
case. The population of members for which the divisionattribute is known is subdivided in the usual way; any
residual members for which the division-attribute is
unknown can be allocated to either of the resulting sub
populations on the basis of some measure of overall
similarity. We are not, however, attracted to this solu
tion, since it destroys the essentially monothetic character
of the system; we have therefore preferred to maintain
where necessary a trichotomous hierarchical division—
the “missing” group being treated as an additional
branch at the hierarchical node.
4. THE NEW COMPUTER PROGRAMS
We have developed two programs for the Control
Data 3600 computer at Canberra which use the algo
rithms of the preceding section. These are intrinsic-/?
(MULTASS) and extrinsic-A (GENPRED); their more
important characteristics are as follows:—
MULTASS
The data for this program are punched in the way
which has become standard for our series of programs.
The control card which precedes the data specifies the
number of individuals and the number of each type of
attribute present; provision is also made for specifying
the number of groups required, and for the use of \r |
in place of r2. The program takes account of missing
data and makes provision for masking out unwanted
individuals or attributes.
The output is very similar to that of its qualitative
counterpart, ASSO, except that the type of attribute
selected for subdivision is specified, and provision is
made for the trichotomous divisions of section 3.3 above.
A graph of the hierarchical table is not produced in the
current version, but will be added if the use of the pro
gram increases.
GENPRED
In this program two limitations have been imposed on
the external attribute. First, missing values are not
permissible; they will be accepted by the program, but
the individuals concerned will be permanently excluded
from the analysis. Secondly, no provision is made for
prediction on a multistate attribute; for although an
algorithm for the purpose could be devised, it would be
cumbersome and of doubtful utility. All the attributes
which are to be used as predictors are included with the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968
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intrinsic attributes, but all except the one required for
the analysis must be masked out. After the first run a
new control card, specifying a new predictor, may be
read; this must be followed by a new mask card. For the
reasons given in section 2.1 (iii) above the population will
normally be split randomly into two sets at the start of
the analysis, though this procedure can be omitted if
desired.
The output for a single cycle of the analysis comprises
the following:—
(i) The number of individuals in the master-population
and the test-population.
(ii) The
definition of
both
populations by
individual serial-numbers, in ASSO format
(e.g., 1-3/6-9/12/.. .).
(iii) The mean and variance of the external attribute in
both populations.
(iv) The specification of the attribute selected for sub
division (as, e.g, QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTE
No. 6, NUMERICAL ATTRIBUTE No. 22, or
STATE No. 2 OF MULTISTATE ATTRIBUTE
No. 5). If the attribute is numerical, the betweengroup and total sum of squares for that attribute
associated with the division are also printed out.
(v) The value (signed) of the correlation coefficient
associated with the division.
The process will terminate down any hierarchical
branch for any of the three following reasons:—
(a) The correlation coefficient falls below significance
(this is unusual, since the absolute value of the
coefficient will normally rise as division proceeds).
(b) The variance of the external attribute in the masterpopulation becomes zero or nearly so.
(c) The master-population contains fewer than 4 mem
bers.5
5. General Considerations
A user may reasonably expect some guidance as to
choice of mixed-data program for the many now available.
Of the agglomerative programs of our previous paper
(Lance and Williams, 1967), we have obtained con
sistently satisfactory results from the use of the informa
tion-statistic program MULTBET, provided the number
of attributes is not too small. This limitation is necessary
since, if there are n individuals with s attributes, there
are only 2s possible values of the initial inter-element
information gains; and if 2s<n, ambiguities must arise.
In such cases users have shown a preference for the use of
the Canberra metric with flexible sorting at jS = —0.25.
Our experience of the divisive programs is more limited.
We have obtained satisfactory results from the extrinsic
program GENPRED, and do not now hesitate to advise
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its use when appropriate; we have as yet insufficient
experience of its intrinsic counterpart MULTASS to assess
its value. In both cases some difficulty is experienced
with highly-skewed continuous variables, in that division
may occur on the same attribute several times in suc
cession; this suggests to us that Dale’s sum-of-squares
partition is unduly sensitive to skewness, but we have no
alternative solution to propose at present.
Finally, we note for completeness that since publica
tion of our earlier paper and submission of this, a further
mixed-data program has been brought to our notice
(Wallace and Boulton, 1968a, 1968b). This is essentially
divisive and polythetic with provision for reallocation;
it employs an information statistic which differs from
ours in that it takes into account, not only the likelihood
that two individuals belong to the same group, but that
they belong to a group with the specified characteristics.
It is not yet fully developed into production form, but
initial results have proved extremely promising; it may
reasonably claim to be the most rigorously probabilistic
system yet proposed.
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The Symmetric Matrix Eigenproblem —
Jacobi’s Method Revisited
By J. Boothroyd*

By changing the usual Jacobi formulae and exploiting these in an ingenious manner Rutishauser
has evolved a Jacobi algorithm of considerable elegance and precision. This paper discusses the main
features of that algorithm and suggests further changes whereby the eigenvalues may be computed
with fewer rotations. Other changes designed to yield the roots in order of algebraic magnitude are
outlined and both proposals are supported by Algol procedures illustrating the manner in which these
changes may be implemented. Detailed results of numerical tests of these procedures are included.

Introduction
One hundred years before the first electronic computer
made its appearance, C. G. J. Jacobi [1] published details
of a method for the numerical evaluation of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of symmetric matrices. Following the
invention of the digital electronic computer Jacobi’s
method was ‘rediscovered’ by J. von Neumann and
H. H. Goldstine and their findings existed as unpublished
notes in some of the then relatively few places actively
engaged in developing the forerunners of the modern
computer. One of these pioneer areas was the
University of Illinois and Prof. R. T. Gregory** (then a
student at Illinois) wrote a program based on the von
Neumann-Goldstine proposals and published his results
in [2],
Jacobi’s method uses orthogonal similarity trans
formations to annihilate off-diagonal elements and, by
a theoretically infinite number of so-called Jacobi
rotations, forces the matrix to assume diagonal form.
Jacobi searched the matrix for the element of largest
magnitude and annihilated it. In the many variants of
subsequent developments the principles remain, only the
details of technique have changed.
To avoid the time consuming search for the largest
element an Ordered scan of the matrix was introduced
with annihilation occurring for all elements
a,-3-, l<i<n, i<j^n.
This is the serial cyclic-Jacobi method. To avoid,
in the early stages of the process, annihilations which
contribute little to the diagonalisation process, the
threshold technique described by Greenstadt [3] was
introduced. Here, elements greater than some prede
termined magnitude are annihilated until none remain,
the level is reduced and the process continued until no
off-diagonal element greater than some final threshold
level remains.
Since the first Jacobi program was written much work
on the numerical properties of the method has been
done and it has now been established theoretically that
**/ am indebted to Prof. Gregory, now with the Dept, of
Computer Science, University of Texas, for his recollections
of these historical details.

the cyclic and threshold cyclic methods do converge and
furthermore the convergence is quadratic [4], [5], [6], [7].
Simple and elegant as Jacobi’s method is, it was rapidly
superseded by more efficient, but also more complicated
methods based on the reduction of the symmetric matrix
to tridiagonal form first by Givens method, later by
Householder transformations. Nevertheless the Jacobi
method has an uncomplicated aesthetic appeal and,
notwithstanding the amount of work devoted to it, it is
rewarding to note the developments described by Rutis
hauser as late as 1966 [8], By rearranging the timehonoured classical relations and using these in an in
genious manner, he has produced an Algol procedure of
considerable elegance. This paper shows how, by changing
some of the details of Rutishauser’s method, worthwhile
improvements in efficiency are still possible. For small
matrices Jacobi’s method is still competitive with other
methods though, without extensive comparative tests,
what we mean by ‘small’ is still an open question. .
2. Theoretical Background
A real symmetric matrix may be transformed iteratively
into diagonal form by a sequence of suitably chosen
elementary orthogonal transformations, often referred to
as Jacobi rotations. We may use
Ak+1=UkTAkUk
(1)
or Ak+1 = UkAkUk7
(2)
where Uk = Uk(p, q, 0) is an orthogonal matrix,
UkT — U,rx, differing from the identity matrix only
in the elements
Uj,p=
= cos(0), um= — um = sm(€>)
After many such rotations the final result is, approx
imately,
A^D = VT A V (or V A VT)
(3)
where
V = U0 Ux t/2. . .
Whether we use (1) or (2) is immaterial, though the
algebraic relations for the transformed values of the
d», am and am-, ah„ aqh aja(j = 1 (1) n, j ^ p, q)elements
are different in the two cases. Descriptions of the method
in the existing literature are roughly divided between
the use of (1) and (2) and it is a minor source of annoyance
to have to remember whether pre- or post-multiplication
by Uk is being used.

* Hydro-University Computing Centre, University of Tasmania. Manuscript received March, 1968.
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An alternative rotation matrix with the convenient
RT
property R
R- 1S
C = COS(0)
c
R
(4)
s = sin(0)
and in this paper we shall use this matrix for both preand post-multiplication transformations, yielding
Ak+1 = Rk Ak Rk
(5)
and, in the limiting form,
A-*-D = (...R3R2 R1 R0 A R0 Rt R2R3.. .)
(6)
with the corresponding vectors given by IR0 Rx R2 R3.. .
where Rk = Rk (p, q, 0) differs from the identity matrix
only in the elements
—rqa = cos{0), v,= rQI> = sin($)
Applying these transformations, and performing the
necessary algebra, we obtain what may be described as
the standard relations, where c = cos(0), s = sin(<P).
(Rp$)k+1 tt^(ctjyp) jt T 2cs(ap q) k s‘“(ct ([ 5) /.
(7)
(Pqa)k+1 ^ (Rvv)k~ 2cs{aP(l)i:(8)
(f* 92>) k+1
(flu ff) fc+l=
t-t 9 r/)
(c2 S~)ctp q (9)
and, for; = 1 (l)n, j ¥^p,q,
(.@pj)k-;-l (^b'2))fc+l
^iPpi)k^(Paj)k
(10)
(@Qi)k+l
(Pjri)k+1~
c(Pqi)k
(11)
From (9), equating (aq^k+1= (apq),.+1 to zero we obtain
the standard relation which determines 0
„n(2*, , ^
02)
In these few relations lies the essential theoretical Jacobi
algorithm. For each off-diagonal element apq, choose
cos(0) and sin(d>) from (12) and perform the necessary
rotation to annihilate all off-diagonal elements, scanning
the matrix in some predetermined orderly fashion until
no off-diagonal elements remain. The standard scanning
pattern is usually p = 1(1) n — 1, q = p-\-\(\)n for which
p, < q at all times.
3. Practical Computational Details
Between a theoretical method and its implementation
as an efficient, elegant and economic computer algorithm
stretches a gulf which is spanned only by the efforts of
many developers, all of whose contributions should be
carefully evaluated. As mentioned in the introduction,
the convergence of all of Jacobi’s original method, the
cyclic Jacobi method and the so-called threshold Jacobi
method has been established.
Up to the publication of Rutishausers’ paper the most
significant development in the production of an efficient
algorithm was that described by Greenstadt, whose
threshold method appears in [3] and on which Algol
procedure ACM Algorithm No. 85 is based [9]. That
particular procedure included a user-designated tolerance
(rho) intended to permit the evaluation of the roots of
the matrix to some precribed precision, and while one
may relate the value of this parameter to the final offdiagonal norm of the limiting matrix, the paper does not
yield any relation between this and the accuracy of the
roots. It is the author’s experience that many users, in
the misguided belief that ever increasing accuracy may be
obtained by ever diminishing rho, set a far too small
value for this parameter, thus using up needless computer
time and incurring the penalty of excessive round-off
errors, though it is also a remarkable feature of Jacobi’s
method, together with the properties of floating-point
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1 No. 2, May 1968

arithmetic, that such excessive work rarely results in the
severe precision penalties that might be expected.
What is clear, however, is that values of rho some 102
or 10s times larger than machine precision yield, at the
cost of much reduced work, values of the roots which
are, for many practical purposes, more than adequately
precise.
Rutishauser’s paper is worthy of study for two main
reasons, (a) the changes made to the time-honoured
standard relations (equations (7) through (11)), repre
senting a breakthrough in computational principle and
(b) the judicious use of approximation designed to attain
the full precision of whatever computer is being used
while at the same time providing a finite termination to
what is, in theory, an infinite algorithm. It is the author’s
contention, as later evidence will show, that while some
of Rutishauser’s changes are brilliantly conceived others
are open to question and undoubtedly lead to excessive
work for any given precision on some particular machine.
We give below a list of the significant points of detail
which should be considered in designing an efficient
computer program based on Jacobi’s method.
1. The choice of rotation transformation matrices which
in turn determines the basic element transformations
and the relation from which tan(2c£) is obtained.
2. The choice of method for computing cos(0) and
sin(3>) from tan(2tP). At least three numerically
satisfactory methods are available and each will be
considered.
3. The choice of criteria for minimising the total number
of rotations performed, including those which skip
rotations at the start of the process (the threshold
strategy) and those which skip rotations when con
vergence to diagonal form is almost complete and
which, in effect, terminate the process.
4. Rearranging the Standard Relations
For our choice of rotation matrix the standard
relations (7) to (11) may, following Rutishauser, be
changed into other equivalent relations as follows:—
Equation (7)
k ~F 2c,v(U;; r/) l: "F S~((l q q) /;
(a»p) k ~i~ 2t's(pp j. ■ {■ S~{u q q) k -(- (c2 -1) (flpp) k

(Pr>v)k+1

(Ppp) k H~ 2cs(Up.,) k

from (12)

• ^"((Ujj.j) k

{Pqij)k)

(0*=
\

t

\

\

t

\

(2c2j2“^2c2+*s34)

tt

/

Hence

(Pvv)/t+i— (.Qpv)k~f~ (p$q)k~ ;

~
Ci)
= W*+ tan($) x (aPq)k
(7A)
Some of the advantages of the rearrangement are
immediately obvious. The new relation has the simple
form
(avvy^) = (0<^> + dip, q)
(7B)
where the increment 8(p, q) is proportional to the value
of the annihilated off-diagonal element and to the tangent
of the angle of rotation. The further advantages of this
form may be seen in the excellent manner in which it is
exploited, computationally, by Rutishauser. As con
vergence is approached 8(p, q) will decrease on two
counts (a) because the off-diagonal elements (aPQj are
decreasing and (b) because the rotation angles 0, required
to annihilate these, will also decrease. To avoid the loss
of significance caused by adding small quantities 8{p, q)
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to- possibly large quantities aPP, Rutishauser keeps a
separate accumulator for. the purpose of forming
£ 6(p, q) over one complete/j-scan of the matrix, and uses
this, together with the retained value of ctvri prior to the
/>-scan, to form a new and better estimate if the aPP
element than would have otherwise been possible. Of
course, each rotation which changes am, determines, for
some value of p, the next rotations performed for that
same value of p and hence equation (7B) must also be
used to determine these. In effect, therefore, the Rutis
hauser rotations are determined by (very) slightly
inaccurate estimates of aPP during the p-scan but there is
an overall gain at the end of the scan by combining the
original diagonal element with its total incremental
corrections. We show later that a minor change in organi
sation permits the use, at all times, of the currently best
estimate of the diagonal elements for the purpose of
computing subsequent rotation angles.
In a similar manner the other standard relations may
be rearranged and we summarise all, for convenience,
below
a,/'"1 = aPP+ tan(d>) x avq
(7A)
a^iew) __ aaa— tan(4>) x apq
(8A)
= a^ntut) = o
(9 A)
K-)(ncw) = apj+ s X (a*- Yy,am) (10A)
= -aei+iX(fl*,+rxa,y)(llA)
where

Y = -—- = ^— = tan(<£/2).
s
1 +c
' '
At this point we remark that relations (10A) and (11 A)
are, in fact, slightly more complicated than in the
original equations (10) and (11). Rutishauser gives no
explanation why these latter rearrangements are com
putationally beneficial. In practice they appear to be
so though, with one extra addition operation and its
consequent round-off error they might appear at first
glance to be less desirable than their original forms.5
5. Skipping Rotations
In an endeavour to avoid unnecessary rotations at the
beginning of the process, any rotation designed to annih
ilate an element a„„ less in value than some prescribed
limit, is omitted. This is the so-called threshold technique
and Rutishauser adopts the scheme of taking, for each
of the first three sweeps, a threshold of £\ava |/5n2 where
£|a„a| is the sum of the off-diagonal elements of the
upper triangle. This threshold is computed at the start
of each of the first three sweeps. Thereafter the threshold
value is set at zero.
We have made no attempt to evaluate the correctness
or otherwise of this particular choice of threshold strategy.
Why the threshold is so chosen and why the strategy is
applied for three (and not two or four or some other
number of sweeps) is not clear.
More important are the strategy and tactics of avoiding
rotations towards the end of the diagonalisation process
since these, in effect, determine in practice the finite
termination of the algorithm, as well as yielding some
estimate of the errors incurred by the incomplete
‘sweeping-up’ of all off-diagonal elements. These estimates
will be altered by other round-off errors and it is instruc
tive to run this algorithm in double precision arithmetic
and set a terminating tolerance well separated from the
machine precision to distinguish between the effects of
these different causes of error.
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The Rutishauser strategy, for sweeps in excess of four,
is that of testing the value of any off-diagonal element as
follows, (where macheps is the machine precision):
If, for some p, q, abs(tf„8) < macheps/lOOxabsfe*,)
and abs(apr/) < macheps/100 x abs(a,;,), set the ar:q
element to zero and skip the rotation.
As later results show this is unnecessarily cautious and
a better termination criterion may be adopted. What is
regrettable, in a machine-independent algorithm, is the
manner in which this test is actually performed. Assuming
that we have a computer with computationally perfect
hardware organisation of additive floating-point round
off there will be some small quantity s such that
1.0 + s =1.0. The English Electric KDF9 is such a
machine, but the Elliott 503 on the other hand is not.
For the Elliott 503, with a twos complement signed
mantissa of thirty bits and an excess 256 exponent of
nine bits there is indeed a condition 1.0 + 2~256 = 1.0.
On the other hand, by virtue of the round-off organisation
of that machine there is another condition, which in
practice is the correct one,
(1.0 -f 2~28) + 2~29 = (1.0 4- 2-28).
Rutishauser’s method of implementing the rotation skip
ping process may thus be written in Algol as follows:—
g : = 100 x abs (a|>, q]) ;
if abs (a[p, /;]) + g = abs (a[p, p]) and
abs (a[q, q]) -f g == abs (a[q, q}) then
begin a[p, q] : = 0.0 ; goto skip rotation end;
in which case the normalised value of g should make
no contribution to either of the absolute values of
a[p, p] or a[q, q].
Attractive though this device might appear to be, it
should be avoided. As an aside, we give what appears
to be an elegant two-line iteration for the cube root y
of z using Newton’s method.
j:=(2xz + i)/3 ;
for d: = O-z/O X y))/3
whiley—d # y do y := y —d ;
On an Elliott 503 this works very well for many values of
the argument z, but cycles indefinitely for others.
Since Algol is a machine-independent language and as
the operation of this particular device is certainly ma
chine-dependent we would prefer the more straight
forward approach given by,
if abs(a[p, q]) <eps X abs(a[p, /;]) and
abs (a[p, qf) <eps x abs (a[q, q]) then begin a[p, q] : =0.0 ;
goto skip rotation end ;
The question now remaining is the choice of eps, and
some reflection shows that it may be left as a user deter
mined parameter.
From (7A) we see that
aPP(new) = aPP+ t'dn(<P) x apq
and if, at worst, all («—1) rotations are skipped for some
p and further and even more pessimistically if, for each
of these, tan(cb) = 1, then some particular root will, if
all these contributions are of the same sign, be deficient
in a total relative contribution of (n—1) x eps. We may
thus determine some precision tolerance, divide this by
n within the program and use this value of epsilon in
preference to the arbitrarily chosen macheps/100 of
Rutishauser’s algorithm. Further reflection shows that
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968
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we may lower the number of rotations and obtain a
closer control of the errors by observing that
aVP<new) — aP7)+ h
and after evaluating h, use the alternative rotation skip
ping scheme
if abs (h) <eps X abs (a[p, p}) and
abs (h )<eps X abs (a[q, q ]) then begin a[p, q] := 0.0 ;
goto skip rotation end ;
This is the scheme adopted in the Algol procedures given
later in the paper.
Since the contribution of the skipped rotation is known,
even though the rotation is skipped, these contributions
may or may not be applied to the avv and aqq elements,
depending on program organisation. We have elected to
include them, following many tests on different matrices.
6. Calculation of sin(d>) and cos(0) from tan(25>)
77
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The rotation angle — ^ < 0 < ^ is determined by
tan(2d>)

2 a„

@iiq
from which
c = cos(0), c> 0 and s = sin($), — 1 / s/2 < s < 1 /y'l
may be computed in one of three ways.
6.1 The tan method t = tan($)
Putting 6 = cot(2cP) =
= LzJl
we obtain t2 + 2/0 — 1=0. Solving this for the root
of smaller magnitude we have
0^0, t = l.O/(0 + V(1 + 62»
0 < 0, t = l.O/(0 - V(1 + 62))
from which c = 1.0/V(1 + t2), s = t X c
This is the method favoured by Rutishauser who further
exploits it, in the case of small t (large 0) by recommending
the approximation t ~ ^ if \avq\ is ‘small’ compared
with | («„j, — aqq)\. Again Rutishauser uses the device
previously mentioned to determine the degree of small
magnitude required and again this is not necessary.
Let us postulate that apq/(am — aQq) = e in which
case the approximation gives t = s. Accurate use of the
full formula, making suitable expansions shows that
1 ~ s(l—2e2) is a better estimate for / and that the
relative error is 2e2. On most machines e = 10~6 would
be appropriate with a relative error of approximation of
the order of 10~12.
6.2 The cot method cot = cat(0)
This, in effect, is the inverse of 6.1 with the equation
cot2 + 20cot — 1=0 determining, in this case, the root
of larger magnitude.
6>0, cot = 0+\/(l +02), s = 1.0/\/(l +cot2), c= cotxs
0<O, cot= 0—vXl +02), s =—1.0/-\/(l +cot2),c=cotx s
Both 6.1 and 6.2 have one property which conflicts with
a recommendation by Wilkinson [10] namely that for
a»3a4e= 0 one should choose c = +1/V2 and
s = ±1/V2 depending on the sign of a^. In the above,
the condition a))3) — &qq = 0 yields c
+ 1/V2
independent of the sign of a„9 and while this does not
give rise to any difficulties in the normal Jacobi process
it is a slight embarrassment when the Eberlein proposal
for ordering the roots is applied (see 7 below).
6.3 The component method
tan (20) = J((ap
«)/2) = apq/h
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Here we compute, using a different notation,
0 = 0.5 /V(.h*+am*)
,
and, /z>0, c = -^(O.S+GxA), s = a„5x0/c;
,xQ/c.
h< 0, c = -\/(0-5— 0 x/z), s =
from which it may be seen that the formulae are not only
computationally safe in the event h = 0 but also that
Wilkinson’s recommendations are automatically satisfied.
7. Generating the roots in algebraic order
P. J. Eberlein [11] following considerable work on
Jacobi-like methods with special reference to ordering
the roots, has suggested a simple modification to the
Rutishauser algorithm whereby the roots may be gene
rated in descending algebraic order with the largest root
occupying a[ 1, 1] and the smallest a[n, ri\. If, at all times,
we arrange for
a
\h\
uj)p (new)
where h = tan 0 X ar,
a<iq(new) = aQii — \h\
then, in the limiting matrix for p<q, we shall have
The Eberlein modification is essentially simple. We
detect that h = avq x tan(d>) is negative and in this case
use the alternative solution —77/2 + 0 in place of 0.
This is done by interchanging sin((Z>) and cos(0) as follows
temp: = cos(0); cos(0): = sin($); sin(<P): = —temp;
h:=s/cxapq;
If the third method of sin(0), cos(0) evaluation is used
this interchange may be neatly incorporated in the
calculation since, as has been pointed out, this method
yields 0 = sign (apq) X it/A when aPP=-aqq. It is therefore
sufficient to test the sign of h = (aplt—aqq)/2 and inter
change if this is negative. Since this test is a necessary
part of the calculation anyhow, we may exploit it
suitably when ordering the roots.
The calculation then becomes:
(tip
*)/2;
0 := 0.5/V(h2 + avq 2).
c := V(0-5 + 0x/z), j: = a„gx0/c
h>0,
s := — V(0.5 — 0x/i), c: = apqx%/s
h< 0,
One consequence of Eberlein’s proposal is that, until
some ordering of the roots has occurred, values of
tan(/P) = s/c> 1 may arise.
In Rutishauser’s algorithm all derived variables
(t, c, s, etc.) are less than unity in magnitude and some of
its accuracy undoubtedly springs from this feature.
When the roots are ordered, therefore, one might
expect some loss of significance in the values of the roots
of small magnitude and while some loss is observed its
degree is in general slight, though, as Table 1 shows, the
results for test matrix No. 5 are distinctly worse.
Following a suggestion by M. R. Osborne [12] we have
written a special program to check the effect of tan($)> 1
when ordering the roots. The proposal to avoid tan($)> 1
is that, when an interchange is necessary, one should
permute the (p, q) rows and columns before applying the
standard transformation.
0

L

Thus

Ajc
.1

0

0 r
1 0

will permute the rows and columns by an elementary
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similarity transformation and, combining this with the
standard matrix yields
c s
0 r
0 r
fo 5
Ak
.s —c
1 0
1 o
s c
Ak
c s
Much improved results for matrix No. 5 were obtained
from this program and further work on this scheme, with
a view to reducing the extra code generated, improving
its run-time efficiency and, if possible, extending its scope
to the generation of roots in absolute order of magnitude
is proceeding.
8. Programming Considerations
One of the severest run-time penalties exacted by Algol
arises from accessing subscripted variables. Aside from
the evaluation of the mapping function, the complete
generality allowed in both type and range of subscripts,
and the consequent need for bound checks causes array
access to become a relatively slow process.
It is now fairly common for Algol implementations to
offer the option of omitting bound checks and, once a
program is fully tested, this option should be exercised
whenever possible.
Nevertheless, it is still advisable to invoke two sound
principles when writing an efficient Algol program.
(a) Keep array access to a minimum.
(b) Whenever possible use single subscripted variables
in preference to double subscripted variables.
As the Jacobi method applies only to symmetric matrices
the advantages resulting from storing the upper triangle
as a vector are considerable. Storage is by columns with
the mapping transformation
A[i,j] -> a[k]
with k = /+/(/-l)/2
Well tried techniques exist for handling this transforma
tion in a highly efficient manner and, as the results given
in Table 3 show, the vector form of Jacobi’s method is
more than twice as fast as that of Rutishauser when only
the roots are required. When eigenvector generation is
called for this improvement is considerably less since the
time spent in this part of the process approaches half the
total time and eigenvector generation must be performed
on a full two-dimensional matrix.
9. Algol Procedures
Four Algol procedures are presented, taken directly
from the program tapes from which the test results
(section 10) were obtained. These procedures therefore
use the Elliott 503 Algol character representation and
minor changes only are needed for the conversion to
publication language, viz., 4- for div, x for *, A for and
together with the removal of the redundant switch
declarations.
Algorithm A, epsjacobi, operates on fully stored twodimensional arrays, is an extensive revision of Prof.
Rutishauser’s procedure and yields the roots in unde
termined order.
Algorithm B, vecjacobi, operates on the upper triangle
of a symmetric matrix stored by columns in a one
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dimensional array. The roots are obtained in unde
termined order and the results are identical with those of
Algorithm A.
Algorithm C, epsjacobi, is identical in all respects with
Algorithm A except that the roots are found in descending
order of magnitude, i.e. A [1] > A [2]... >A [n]. Those
twelve lines only of Algorithm C are given which differ
from the corresponding lines of Algorithm A.
Algorithm D, vecjacobi, is the same as Algorithm B
except in twelve lines which, when changed, yield the
roots in descending order of magnitude. The results are
identical with those of Algorithm C for which this is
the vector stored version.
Algorithm A
procedure epsjacobi («, eivec, eps, a, d,y, rot); value n,
eivec, eps;
integer n, rot; boolean eivec; array a, d, v; real eps;
comment evaluates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the real symmetric matrix «[1 : n, 1 : «] provided the
input value of the parameter eivec = true. The eigen
values, except for ill-conditioned roots of small magnitude
are evaluated with the specified relative precision eps,
for which parameter the recommended minimum value
is machine precision. At exit from the procedure the
vector d[ 1 : »] contains the eigenvalues, the array
v[l : n, 1 :n] the eigenvectors by columns and parameter
rot has the value 100* (number of rotations) + number
of sweeps, thus affording some measure of the work done.
In case eivec = false only the eigenvalues are produced,
the array v is not used and since an actual parameter must
be supplied in a call of the procedure v = a would be
appropriate, thus avoiding the necessity for providing
some dummy array of the form v[l : 1, 1 : 1];
begin real fac, tresh, sm, apq, absh, dp, dq, zp, t, theta,
c, s, h, g;
array z[l : n]; integer p, q, i,j, nlessl, plessl, qlessl,
it;
boolean mark; switch ss: = continue, skip, out;
eps: = eps/n; fac: = 0.2/(«*«); nlessl: =n—1;
for p: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin d[p] : = a[p, p];
if eivec then
begin v[p,p]\ = 1.0;
for q: = p + 1 step 1 until n do
v[p,q]\ = v[q,p]\ = 0.0
end
end;
for p: = 1 step 1 until n do z[p]: = 0.0;
it: = 0;
for i: = 1 step 1 until 50 do
begin tresh: = sm: = 0.0; mark: = true;
for p: = 1 step 1 until nlessl do
for q: = p + 1 step 1 until n do
begin apq: = a[p,q]\
if apq ^ 0.0 then
begin if i<4 then sm; = sni-f abs(apq)
else begin mark: = false; goto
continue end
end
endp, q;
if sm = 0.0 then goto out;
tresh: = fac*sm; p: = 1;
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continue:

plessl: — p — 1;
for p: — p step 1 until nlessl do
begin zp: = z[p]; dp: = d[p] + zp;
if mark then q: = p+l; qlessl: =q—1;
for q: = q step 1 until n do
begin apq: = a[p,q];
if abs (apq) > tresh then
begindq: = d[q] -\-z[q];h\ == 0.5*(dp — dq);
theta: =0.5/sqrt(/z*/z+apq*apq);

if /z<0.0 then
begin c: = sqrt (0.5— theta*/z);
s: = —apq*theta/c end
else
begin c: =sqrt (0.5 + theta*h);
s: = apq*theta/c end;
h: = s/c*apq; absh: = abs (/t);
zp: = zp + h; z[q]: = z[q] -/z;
dp: = d[p] + zp;
a[p, q]\ = 0.0;
if z>4 then
begin if absh <eps*abs(dp) and absh<eps*abs(dq)
then goto skip
end;
t: = s/( 1.0 + c);
for j: — 1 step 1 until plessl do
beging: = a[j,p]; h: = a[j, q];
a\j,p]- = g+s* (h-t*g);
a{j, q]' =-h + s*(g+t*h)
end;
for/: =p+l step 1 until qlessl do
beging: = a[p, j]; h: = a[j, q];
a[pJV- =
Ch—t*g);
a[j, q]- = —h+s*{g+t*h)
end;
for j: = q1 step 1 until n do
beging: = a[p, j]; h: = a[q,j];
a[pjy. = g+s*(h-t*g)\
/]’• = -h+s*(g+t*h)
end;
if eivec then
for j: = 1 step 1 until n do
beging: = vfj, p]; h: = v[j, q];
v{j,pY- = g+s*(h-t*g);
vLUqV- = — h+s*(g+t*h)
end vector case;
it: = it + 1
end rotation;
skip: qlessl: =q
end q;
mark: = true; plessl: = p;
d[p}\ = dp; z[p]\ = 0.0
end p;
d[n]: = d[n] + z[n]; z[n]: = 0.0
end z;
out: rot: = it* 100 + i
end epsjacobi;
Algorithm C
The following statements, replacing the corresponding
lines of Algorithm A, cause the roots to be generated in
descending order of algebraic magnitude.
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if /z<0.0 then
tl
begins1: =—
= sqrt(0.5—theta*/z); c: = apq*theta/si
end else
begin c: = sqrt (0.5+theta*/z); s: = apq*theta/c
end; h: = s/c*apq;
zp: = zp +h;
z[q}\ = z[q] —/z;
-j
dp: = d[p]
d[p + zp;
a[p, q\\
q]: = 0.0;
if i >4 then
begin if h<eps*abs(dp) and h <eps*abs(dq) then
goto skip
end;
Algorithm B
procedure vecjacobi (n, eivec, eps, a, v, rot);
value n, eivec, eps;
integer n, rot; real eps; boolean eivec; array a, v;
comment evaluates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the real symmetric matrix A[ 1 : n, 1 : n] provided the
input value of the parameter eivec = true.
The upper triangle of A, stored by columns, must be
supplied in the one-dimensional array a[ 1 : zz*(zz+l)
div 2], or alternatively by symmetry, the lower triangle
stored by rows. With this storage scheme an element
A[i, j] of A[ 1 : n, 1 : n] occupies a[i+j*(j—1) div 2] of
array a.
At exit the eigenvalues occupy a[l] through a[n] with
a relative error of eps except in the case of ill-condi
tioned roots of small magnitude, and for this paramater
the recommended minimum value is machine precision.
The corresponding eigenvectors occupy" the columns of
v[l : n, 1 : «].
In case eivec = false only the eigenvalues are generated
and, since an actual parameter must be supplied in a call
of the procedure and v is not used, v = a would be
appropriate. The exit value of parameter rot yields 100*
(number of rotations performed) + number of sweeps,
thus affording some indication of the work done;
begin real fac, tresh, sm, apq, absh, dp, dq, zp, t, theta,
c, s, g, h;
integer p, q, i, j, k, nlessl, plessl, qlessl, pplusl,
cp, cq, jp, jq, it, cj, pep;
boolean mark; array z[ 1 :n]; integer array map[l :n];
switch ss: = continue, skip, out;
q- = 0;
for p: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin map[pj: =q; q: = q + p end;
eps: = eps/zz; fac: = 0.2/(n*ri); nlessl: = n — 1;
if eivec then
for p: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin v[p, p]: = 1.0
for q: = p + 1 step 1 until n do

v[p, q]‘ = v[q, p]: = 0.0
end;
for p: — 1 step 1 until n do z[p]: = 0.0;
it: = 0;
for i: — 1 step 1 until 50 do
begin tresh: = sm: = 0.0; mark: = true;
for p: == 1 step 1 until nlessl do
begin pplusl: = p+1; cq: = map [pplusl];
for q: = pplusl step 1 until n do
begin apq: = a[p + cq];
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if apq # 0.0 then
begin if i<4 then
sm: = sm+abs(apq)
else begin mark: = false;
goto continue end
end;
cq: = cq +q
end q
end p;
if sm = 0.0 then goto out;
tresh: = fac*sm; p: = 1;
continue: plessl: = _p—1;
for p: = p step 1 until nless 1 do
begin cp:=map[p]; zp :=z[p]; pcp:=/;+cp;
dp: = a [pep] + zp;
if mark then q: = p +1; qlessl: =q—1;
cq: = map[#];
for q: = q step 1 until n do
begin k: = p+cq; apq: = a[k);
if abs(apq)> tresh then
begin dq: = tffe+cq] + z[q];
h: = 0.5*(dp—dq);
theta :=0.5/sqrt (/;*/;+apq*apq);
if h <0.0 then
begin c: = sqrt (0.5—theta*/;);
s: =—apq*theta/c end
else
begin c: = sqrt (0.5 + theta*h);
s: = apq*theta/c end;
h: = s/c* apq; absh: = abs(/;);
zp: = zp + h; z[q}\ = z[q] - h;
dp: = a[pcp] + zp;
a[&]: =0.0;
if i> 4 then
begin if absh<eps*abs(dp) and
absh<eps*abs(dq) then
goto skip
end;
t: = j/(1.0 + c);
for j: = 1 step 1 until plessl do
begin jp: =j+cp;jq: =y+cq;
8- = 4jpJ; h: = a[jq];
«[jp]: = g+s*(h-t*g);
= —h+s*(g+t*h)
end;
pplusl :=p+l; cj:=map[pplusl];
for j':=pplusl step 1 until qlessl do
begin jp: =p+cj;jq: =;+cq;
g: = a[jp]\h: = n[jq];
aU?]- = g+s*(h-t*g);
c[jq]: = —h+s*(g+t*h);
cj: = cj +j
end;
cj: = cj +q;
for j: =</ + l step 1 until n do
begin jp: =p+cj;jq: =^+cj;
g: = a[jp]; h: = a[jq];
«[jp]: = g+s*(h-t*g);
4jq]: =-h+s*(g+t*!i);
cj: = cj +j
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end;
if eivec then
for j: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin g: = v[j, p]; h: = v[J, q]\
v[j, p}~. = g+s* (h-t*g)-,
v[j,q}- =-h+a*{g+t*h)
end;
it: = it + 1
end rotation;
skip: qlessl: = q; cq: = cq + q
end q;
mark: = true; plessl: = p;
a[pcp]: = dp; z[p): = 0.0
end p;
k: = n + map[n];
a[k]'. = a[k] + z[n]; z[n]\ = 0.0
end /;
out: rot: = 100*it + i;
for p: =2 step 1 until n do a[p]: = a[p+map[p]]
end vecjacobi;
Algorithm D
The following statements, replacing the corresponding
lines of Algorithm B, cause the roots to be generated in
descending order of algebraic magnitude.
if h <0.0 then
begins: =—sqrt (0.5 — theta*/;);
c: = apq*theta/s end
else
begin c: = sqrt (0.5 + theta*/;);
s: = apq*theta/cend;
h: = s/c*apq;
zp: = zp + /;; z[q]\ = z[q]—h;
dp: = «[pcp] + zp;
a[k]: = 0.0;
if i> 4 then
begin if h <eps*abs(dp) and
/; <eps*abs(dq) then
goto skip
end;
10. Test Matrix Sources and Results
Of the many matrices on which each of the procedures
has been tested, six are chosen as illustrative of the
performance of Algorithms A through D in comparison
with that of Rutishauser.
The sources of these matrices are as follows.
Matrix No. 1. H. Rutishauser — Solution of Eigenvalue Problems
(n = 11) with thei-R Transformation in “Further Contribu
tions to the Solution of Simultaneous Linear
Equations and the Determination of Eigenvalues”,
Nat. Bur. Standards A.M.S. No. 49, pp. 78, 79.
Matrix No. 2. M. D. Sawney — “The Computation of Eigen(n — 9)
values, I. Real Symmetric Matrices”,.!. Soc. Indust.
Appl. Math. vl2 No. 4, Dec. 1964.
Matrix No. 3. J. B. Rosser et al. — “Separation of Close Eigen(n = 8)
values of a Matrix”, /. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards v47,
1951, pp. 291-297.
Matrix No. 4. H. Rutishauser — “The Jacobi Method for Real
(;; = 44)
Symmetric Matrices”, Ntim. Math. 9, 1-10 (1966).
Matrix No. 5. H. Rutishauser — “The LR Transformation
(n = 8)
Method for Symmetric Matrices”, Num. Math. 5,
273-289 (1963).
Matrix No. 6. H. Rutishauser — “The LR Transformation
(n = 8)
Method for Symmetric Matrices”, Num. Math. 5,
273-289 (1963).
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TABLE 1: TEST RESULTS
UNORDERED ROOTS

Algorithms A, B

ORDERED ROOTS
Algorithm D
EPS = i„-4
EPS = i„-8
l-4941819io+01
l-494I819io+01
l-2196152io+01
l-2196152io+01
8-8284271x„+00
8-8284271i„+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-4066499x0+00
4-4066499io+00
4-1292485io+00
4-1292485io+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-0000000i„+00
3-1715729x„+00
3-1715729x0+00
l-8038475io+00
l-8038475i„+00
5-2228227x0-01
5-2228227i0-01

Algorithms C, D

Test
Matrix

Accurate Roots

Rutishauser’s
Algorithm [8]

1

5-222822910—01
1-4941819,0+01
4-000000010 +00
l-8O3847610+OO
1-21961521()+01
4-1292485i„+00
8-8284271io+00
3-1715729i„+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-4066499xo+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO

5-2228229io-01
l-4941819i„+01
4-0000000i„+00
l-8038476x„+00
l-2196152io+01
4-1292485i„+00
8-8284271iO+00
3-1715729io+00
6-0000000i„+00
4-4066499io+00
4-0000000i„+00

EPS = xo-8
5-2228227io-01
l-4941819x„+01
4-0000000x„+00
l-8038476x„+00
l-2196152i0+01
4-1292485x0+00
8-8284271i„+00
3-1715729io+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-4066499x„+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO

8-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-l-0000000io+00
-l.OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-l-0000000io+00
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-l-0000000io+00
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO

-l-0000000i„+00
8-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-l-0000000i„+00
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO

8-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-l-0000000i„+00
-9-9999999io-01
-9-9999999i„-01
-l-0000000i„+00
-l-0000000io+00
-l-0000000i„+00
-l-0000000x„+00
-9-9999999i„-01

8-0000000i„+00
-9-9999999io-01
-9-9999999,0-01
-9-9999999i„-01
-9-9999999i„-01
-l-0000000x„+00
-l-0000000i„+00
-l-0000000io+00
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO

8-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-9-9999999i„-01
-9-999999910-01
-9-9999999io-01
-9-9999999x„-01
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO

8-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO
-1-OOOOOOOxo+OO

9-8048641io-02
l-0000000iO+03
l-0000000i0+03
l-0200490xo+03
-1 -0200490x„+03
l-0200000x„+03
0-0000000i„+00
l-0199020xo+03

9-8052774io-02
l-0000000i„+03
l-0000000io+03
l-0200490xo+03
-l-020049010+03
l-0200000x„+03
-3-4256277io-06
l-0199019io+03

9-8052140x„-02
l-OOOOOOOxo+03
l-0000000i„+03
l-0200490x„+03
-l-0200490x„+03
1-020000010+03
-l-5779413xO-06
l-0199019x„+03

1 -0200490xo+03
1-0200000xo+03
l-0199020xo+03
l-0000000io+03
9-9999999i„+02
9-8042966i„-02
2-5416957io-06
-l-0200490lo+03

l-0200490xo+03
l-0200000x„+03
l-0199020x„+03
l-0000000io+03
9-9999999,0+02
9-8042966,0-02
2-5416957io-06
-l-0200490xo+03

l-0200490xo+03
l-0200000xo+03
l-0199020,o+03
1 -OOOOOOOxo+03
l-0000000i„+03
9-8048641u-02
0-0000000i„+00
-l-0200490x„+03

3-8856634io-02
l-5922217io+01
4-1625038x„+00
l-5382406x„-01
5-4426087x„+00
4-1208347io+00
1-5691223x0+01
4-1407718x„+00
l-4170245i„+01
5-9026480io-01
3-6492783x0+00
7-3830341io+00
3-4017132x0-01
l-0854102x„+01
l-6116433io+00
1-2389545x0+01
l-2625128io+01
4-0787257io+00
1-531401110+01
8-9393316i„-01
4-0045318xo+00
1-480192810+01
l-3437568xo+01
2-7510297x„+00
2-3819660xo+00
l-1755974i„+01
4-0052120xo+00
4-0345680xo+00
9-9435630x„+00
8-1876927io+00
l-9975106io+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
9-0475766io+00
4-9818690x„+00
3-0920214xo+00
4-0947454io+00
4-0528416i0+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
3-8519246io+00
6-6496490x0 +00
4-6180340xo+00
3-3941934io+00
4-3473750io+00
4-1458980x„+00

3-8856618xo-02
l-5922216i„+01
4-1625038x„+00
1-5382405x0-01
5-4426086lo+00
4-1208347xo+00
l-5691223io+01
4-1407718io+00
l-4170245io+01
5-9026481i„-01
3-6492783io+00
7-3830341io+00
3-4017131i„-01
l-0854102io+01
l-6116433i„+00
1-2389545x0+01
l-2625128io+01
4-0787257io+00
l-5314010x„+01
8-9393314io-01
4-0045319x„+00
l-4801927i„+01
3-3437568x0+01
2-7510297x„+00
2-3819660x„+00
1-1755974x0+01
4-0052119x„+00
4-0345680x„+00
9-9435630io+00
8-1876928jO+00
l-9975106io+00
4-0000000i„+00
9-0475766x„+00
4-9818691i„+00
3-0920214xo+00
4-0947455x„+00
4-0528416io+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
3-8519246io+00
6-6496490x„+00
4-6180339io+00
3-3941934io+00
4-3473750io+00
4-1458981,0+00

3-8856619io-02
l-5922216i„+01
4-1625038x„+00
l-5382406i„-01
5-4426088io+00
4-120834710+00
1-5691223x0+01
4-1407718io+00
l-4170244i„+01
5-9026481i„-01
3-6492783i„+00
7-3830341x„+00
3-4017132j„-01
l-0854102x„+01
l-6116433i0+00
1-2389545x0+01
1-2625128x0+01
4-0787257,o+00
l-5314010x„+01
8-9393315i„-01
4-004531910+00
l-4801928i„+01
l-3437568IO+01
2-7510297x„+00
2-3819660io+00
l-1755974i„+01
4-0052120x„+00
4-0345681x„+00
9-9435631i„+00
8-1876927io+00
1-9975106x0+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
9-0475765,0+00
4-9818691io+00
3-0920214x„+00
4-0947454,0 + 00
4-0528416io+00
6-0000000i„+00
3-8519246i„+00
6-6496490io+00
4-6180340x„+00
3-3941934i„+00
4-3473750x0+00
4-1458980,0+00

1-5922216,0+01
l-5691223i„+01
l-5314010io+01
l-4801928i0+01
l-4170244io+01
1-3437568,0+01
l-2625128io+01
1-1755974x0+01
l-0854102xo+01
9-9435630x„+00
9-0475766x„+00
8-1876927io+00
7-3830341x„+00
6-6496490x„+00
6-O0OOOOOi„+OO
5-4426087io+00
4-9818690io+00
4-6180340xo+00
4-3473750x„+00
4-1625039io+00
4-1458980x„+00
4-1407717io+00
4-1208347,0+00
4-0947454x„+00
4-0787257i„+00
4-0528416io+00
4-0345680xo+00
4-0052119xo+00
4-004531910+00
4-0000000i„+00
3-8519246x0+00
3-6492783xo+00
3-3941934io+00
3-0920214xo+00
2-7510297io+00
2-3819660io+00
l-9975107io+00
l-6116433io+00
l-2389545i„+00
8-9393310io-01
5-9026482x0-01
3-4017127io-01
l-5382403i„-01
3-8856669,0-02

l-5922215io+01
1-569122310+01
l-5314010io+01
l-4801927i„+01
l-4170246io+01
1-3437567,0+01
l-2625128i„+01
l-1755974io+01
l-0854102io+01
9-9435630x„+00
9-0475765x„+00
8-1876927io+00
7-3830341io+00
6-6496491io+00
5-9999999io+00
5-4426087x„+00
4-9818690x„+00
4-6180332io+00
4-3473727i„+00
4-0625123x„+00
4-1458928io+00
4-1407731io+00
4-1208319,0+00
4-0947414x„+00
4-0787423io+00
4-0528249x„+00
4-0345739x„+00
4-0051969xo+00
4-0045488,0+00
4-0000009xo+00
3-8519215io+00
3-6492779i„+00
3-3941934x0+00
3-0920214xo+00
2-7510297x„+00
2-3819660io+00
l-9975107x„+00
l-6116433io+00
l-2389545io+00
8-9393310io-01
5-9026482i0-01
3-4017127io-01
l-5382403io-01
3-8856669,„-02

1-5922217x0+01
l-5691223iO+01
l-5314011Xo+01
_ L-4801928i„+01
l-4170245io+01
l-3437568io+01
1-2625128x0+01
l-1755974io+01
l-0854102io+01
9-9435630x„+00
9-0475766x„+00
8-1876927x0+00
7-3830341x„+00
6-6496490,0 +00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
5-4426087i0+00
4-9818690io+00
4-6180340x„+00
4-3473750io+00
4-1625038io+00
4-1458980x„+00
4-1407718x„+00
4-1208347,0+00
4-0947454Xo+00
4-0787257x„+00
4-0528416io+00
4-0345680x„+00
4-0052120lo+00
4-0045318xo+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
3-8519246io+00
3-649278310+00
3-3941934i0+OO
3-0920214xo+00
2-7510297,0+00
2-3819660x„+00
l-9975106io+00
l-6116433io+00
l-2389545io+00
8-9393316io-01
5-9026480io-01
3-4017132io-01
l-5382406io-01
3-8856634io-02

-i-ooooooo10+oo
2

3

4
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Accurate Roots
1-494181910+01
l-2196152io+01
8-8284271i0+00
6-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-4066499x„+00
4-1292485i0+00
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
4-OOOOOOOxo+OO
3-1715729iO+00
l-8038476x0+00
5-2228229i„-01
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The Symmetric Matrix Eigenproblem
TABLE 1: TEST RESULTS (Continued)
UNORDERED ROOTS

ORDERED ROOTS

Test
Matrix

Accurate Roots

Rutishauser’s
Algorithm' [8]

Algorithms A, B
EPS = jo-8

Algorithms C, D
EPS = ,0-8

Algorithm D
EPS = ,„-4

Accurate Roots

1-3432914k,+01

5

3-200002410—01
2-578642710+00
7-668441310+00
1 -0000000lo+07
1-217890810+01
8-2109157lo—01
4-999999310+OO

l-3432914io+01
3-2000026x„-01
2-5786427xo+00
7-6684414i„+00
l-OOOOOOOxo+07
l-2178908i„+01
8-2109159io-01
4-9999994io+00

l-3432914i0+01
3-2000023x„-01
2-5786427io+00
7-6684413x„+00
l-OOOOOOOxo+07
l-2178908io+01
8-2109159i„-01
4-9999994i„+00

l-0000000xo+07
1-3423510x0+01
l-2178598i„+01
7-6886115i„+00
4-9903001lo+00
2-5734174i„+00
8-2022114i„-01
3-2023858i„-01

1-OOOOOOOxo+07
l-3423510iO+01
l-2178598i„+01
7-6886115x„+00
4-990300110+00
2-5734174io+00
8-2022114io-01
3-2023858i0-01

1-OOOOOOOxo +07
l-3432914i„ +01
l-2178908io +01
7-6684413i„ +00
4-9999993x0 +00
2-5786427io +00
8-2109157io -01
3-2000024x„ -01

6

1-00000001()+07
1-343291410+01
1-2178908x0+01
8-210915710-01
3-200002410-01
7-6684413i„+00
4-9999993io+00
2-5786427i„+00

l-OOOOOOOxo+07
3-2O00020lo-01
8-21O916O10-Ol
l-3432914iO+01
1-217890810+01
7-6684413i„+00
4-9999994io+00
2-5786427,0+00

T0000000i„+07
l-3432914i„+01
1-2178908,„+01
8-2109155x„-01
3-200002510-01
7-6684413x„+00
4-9999994,0+00
2-5786427i„+00

1 -OOOOOOOxo+07
l-3432914io+01
l-2178908IO+01
7-668441310+00
4-9999994x0+00
2-5786427i„+00
8-2109152xo-01
3-2000029x„-01

1-OOOOOOOxo+07
l-3432914io+01
l-2178908x„+01
7-6684413x0+00
4-9999994x0+00
2-5786427i„+00
8-2109152i„-01
3-200002910-01

l-0000000io +07
l-3432914i„ +01
l-2178908io +01
7-6684413x„ +00
4-9999993x0 +00
2-5786427i„ +00
8-2109157,„ -01
3-2000024x„ -01

Table 1 presents the results of running these matrices
with each of the algorithms described. The accurate
roots have been obtained from the sources mentioned
and confirmed by running similar procedures in double
precision on the IBM 360/50 at the Australian National
University, Canberra.
Table 2 presents comparative measures of work
performed, between the revised algorithms and that of
Rutishauser. Two points are of interest; (a) the
number of rotations required to generate ordered roots
is less, for all six matrices, than the number of rotations
required to produce unordered roots, (it should not be
inferred that this is always the case, other test matrices
have been tried for which the reverse situation occurs)
and (b) the results for the run with eps = 10-4 are not
significantly different, in terms of the number of rotations
performed from those for eps = 10~8, so far as matrices
1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are concerned. This would indicate that
the threshold strategy might well be changed to cover
only two initial sweeps and the final rotation applied for
sweeps in excess of 3, leaving one sweep with zero thres
hold in between. Further tests, associated with the
developments briefly mentioned at the end of Section
7, are planned to determine whether a threshold strategy
now serves any real purpose, in view of the greatly reduced
number of rotations obtained.
Table 3 presents the actual running time in Elliott 503
Algol on the Elliott 503 in the Hydro-University ComTABLE 2: NUMBER OF ROTATIONS PERFORMED
MATRIX

R*

A. B
io™ 8

C, D
io™ 8

D
,o-4

1

270

216

205

204

2

159

104

98

98

3

119

88

87

86

4

5937

4669

3818

3448

5

113

96

94

94

6

103

93

90

90

* R = Rutishauser’s Algorithm.
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TABLE 3: ELLIOTT ALGOL EXECUTION TIMES
R*

8 m. 56 sec.

A

6 m. 45 sec.

B

5 m. 0 sec.

C

5 m. 38 sec.

D

4 m. 10 sec.

D Ho—4] 3 m. 49 sec.

puting Centre at the University of Tasmania. These
times represent total time for producing the results for
all six test matrices including data read and result print
out. A special vector data read was written for the non
vector procedures to equalise the data read times for
all tests.
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A Cheap Graphic Input Device
By A. M. Jessup * & C. S. Wallace*

A cheap readily-available office machine designed to cut facsimile stencils from any kind
of printed or drawn sheet has been modified to provide a graphic input to a KDF9 computer.
The modifications are simple and do not interfere with the normal use of the device. The
graphic input gives a resolution of about 0.005 inch in each direction over an area of 12 x 9
inches but has no grey scale. The device is interfaced to the computer via a flexible input
buffer previously constructed for other purposes. Scanning of a sheet takes about eight
minutes, but as the input data is transcribed to magnetic tape as a time-shared monitor func
tion, less than five seconds of CPU time is required per picture.

I. Introduction
Commercially available graphic input devices, i.e.,
machines capable of reducing a picture to digital form
suitable for computer processing, are quite expensive,
and may be unnecessarily sophisticated for some appli
cations. At the Basser Computing Department it was
desired to provide a KDF9 computer with a graphic in
put adequate for use in experiments on picture process
ing, pattern recognition, graph digitising, etc. No stand
ard graphic input is available from the manufacturers of
the computer, and the cost of acquiring and interfacing
a unit designed for another computer, such as the IBM
model 3951 Optical drum Scanner (Data Trend, 1967),
would have been prohibitive. For the applications en
visaged high resolution is more important than a high
speed. The obvious choice of a television camera was
ruled out on the grounds of unnecessarily high speed,
poor resolution, linearity and accuracy, and high cost.
II. The Scanner
It was found that a readily-available piece of office
machinery could cheaply be modified to provide a slow
graphic input of good resolution. The Gestetener ES390
is one of several devices now on the market designed to
cut facsimile stencils. The picture or page to be copied
must be on a detached flexible sheet, e.g., a photo
graphic print or piece of paper, of foolscap size or less.
It is wrapped round one end of a drum about 5 inches
diameter, and a special stencil wrapped around the
other. In operation, the drum rotates at about 240
r.p.m., and a carriage is driven slowly past the drum
parallel to its axis by a lead screw. The carriage carries
at one end a lamp/photodiode/amplifier assembly
which scans the picture, and at the other a fine stylus
which rests lightly on the stencil. As the photodiode
scans the picture on a spiral path, the amplifier output
is used to modulate a high-voltage sine wave of about
20,000 cps which is impressed on the cutting stylus.
Black picture elements cause a high voltage, white ele
ments suppress the voltage completely. The resulting
arc between the needle and the conductive surface of
the drum cuts the stencil.
The AC signal is readily tapped before power ampli
fication at a level of about 5V r.m.s. A transistor dis

criminator and amplifier was built into the machine to
transmit a pulse for every negative half-wave exceeding
an adjustable threshold. The pulse remains on as long
as the AC wave is above the threshold. However, as
the 20,000 cps sine wave is not phase-locked to the
rotation of the drum, these pulses could not as they
stood be used as digital picture elements, as the posi
tion of the picture element corresponding to each pulse
would not be accurately known. The rotation speed of
the drum, which is belt driven by a small shaded-pole
induction motor, is not sufficiently constant to allow
accurate strobing of the picture elements by an exter
nal oscillator or other timing device. It was therefore
necessary to derive a strobe signal directly from the
drum position. In keeping with the general cost struc
ture of this project, a draughtsman’s 5.9 inch diameter
clear plastic protractor marked in half degrees from 0°
to 360° was fixed to one end of the drum, and a portion
of its edge illuminated with a self-focussed torch globe
powered by a few turns of wire wound on top of the
drum motor field winding. The edge is imaged by a
20X microscope objective onto two photodiodes. By
rotating the photodiode housing, the signals from the
photodiodes, each of which gives one pulse every half
degree of drum rotation, may be made a quarter de
gree out of place. Each photodiode output is independ
ently amplified and discriminated and the resulting
pulses combined to give a transmitted pulse train hav
ing four equally-spaced pulses per degree.
A sector of about 60° of the protractor is blanked
out, to interrupt the pulse train between the end of one
scan line and the beginning of the next.
A third signal is derived which indicates whether the
machine is running or not.
The circuits so far described are mounted inside the
cover of the machine, and are powered from its own
—20V DC supply. Output of the signal and strobe
pulse trains and the running level is via unbalanced
twisted pair transmission lines, which may be over 100
feet in length.
III. The Control Unit
The three signals from the scanner are sent to a con
trol and staticising unit mounted near the KDF9. The

* Basser Computing Department, University of Sydney. Manuscript received January 1968.
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unit doubles the frequency of the strobe pulses by in
serting an extra pulse at a fixed delay after each in
coming pulse. Thus the resulting train has eight pulses
per degree of rotation. The drum speed is sufficiently
constant to allow an accuracy of interpolation of about
0.02°. These pulses gate a six stage shift register and a
scale of six counter. The first stage of the shift register
is reset by each shift pulse. It is set at the end of the
shift pulse if, during the period since the end of the
previous shift pulse, the incoming signal pulse has been
on more than a certain fraction of the time. The frac
tion required is adjustable. When set low, very narrow
black lines will be picked up, but very narrow white
lines may be missed. The reverse obtains if the re
quired fraction is set high.
After each sixth shift pulse, the six-bit character re
siding in the shift register is input to the KDF9 via a
very simple interface into a buffered character input
channel. This channel (Wallace and Longe, 1967) was
constructed specifically for the input of unblocked (gap
less) field-recorded magnetic tapes, but has proved use
ful for several other applications. Input instructions on
this channel initiate autonomous block transfers direct
ly into the core memory. The control and staticiser unit
recognises the gap in the strobe pulse train between
one scan line and the next and ensures that each block
transfer commences at the beginning of a scan line and
is terminated at its end.
IV. Programming
Input is performed under the control of the KDF9
“Director” monitor program, and is performed as
time-shared operation concurrently with normal pro
cessing of other programs. The end of each block in
put causes an interrupt to Director, which then initiates
a block transfer of the information just input to a
normal magnetic tape unit, and initiates another input
transfer from the scanner. As the write to tape is com
pleted well within the inter-scan gap, only a single buf
fer area in core memory is required. The transcription
process, which occupies less than one per cent of the
CPU time, results in a tape each 64-word block of
which contains in its first 52 48-bit words, the binary
picture elements from one line scan. The remainder of
each block is filled out with zero words. The process is
automatically terminated when the end of the picture
is reached, and a special summary block is written on
the magnetic tape.
V. Performance
The principal shortcomings of the system are its low
speed and lack of grey scale. Input of a full foolscap
page requires about eight minutes. However, as the
operation is time-shared with normal computing, the
low speed does not represent a high cost in computer
time. For the applications so far envisaged, it is unlike
ly that a full picture, which contains about four million
bits of data, can usefully be processed in less than one
minute, so it is most unlikely that the low speed will be
a serious embarrassment.
The “on-off” recording of each element, i.e., the lack
of a grey scale, does limit the range of possible appli
cations, but this limitation can be overcome to some
extent by the easily adjustable black-white threshold.
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(A crude scale can be achieved if required by repeated
scanning with different thresholds). The scanner itself is
capable of a reasonably linear response over a limited
range of picture densities, and further development
could lead to a grey scale of say four different levels.
However, a wide range of useful work can be done
without a grey scale. We have found, for instance, that
enough detail can be recovered from a photomicrograph
of a cross-section of a chicken retina to yield an ac
curate outline of each cell, showing in most cases the
double cell membrane. (Enlargement of the print used
was such that each cell was about one inch in diameter).
The sampling rate of eight samples per degree of
rotation corresponds to a circumferential resolution of
about 0.0055 inch, or about 2,500 points along
the scan length of 12 to 13 inches. The sampling rate
appears to be approximately at the Hamming limit of
the optics/photocell/AC amplifier system.
The resolution in the other direction is governed by
the rate of motion of the scanning carriage, which is
0.005 inch per drum revolution, or 1800 lines across
the nine inches of scanned width. The resolution is
therefore considerably superior to that obtainable with
conventional TV techniques.
As a check on the overall resolution of the system, a
number of pictures have been reconstructed from the
input data using a digital incremental plotter. Pica
typescript is reproduced with complete legibility, the
quality of reproduction being comparable with that of
an office duplicating machine.
VI. Discussion
The modified facsimile stencil cutter affords a very
cheap graphic input of useful performance. The modi
fications required were fairly simple. The total ad
ditional circuitry required up to the existing computer
interface amounted to sixty-eight transistors, and the
only mechanical work required was the mounting of the
protractor, torch globe, and strobe optical system. The
modifications in no way affect the normal use of the
device for cutting stencils, which in fact was the original
justification for its purchase.
We are at present considering the use of the stencil
cutting section as a graphic computer output. Its reso
lution is as good as that of our present Benson Lehner
digital incremental plotter, viz. 0.005 inch, and the out
put is a stencil from which any number of copies may
readily be obtained. As the time required per output
picture would be independent of the picture content,
the device would have a substantial speed advantage
over the plotter for dense pictures. The plotter fre
quently requires more than eight minutes to output a
complex picture of foolscap size.
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Cluster Sorting with Mixed Character Types
I. Standardization of Character Values
By E. J. Burr*

When both nominal and metrical characters occur in the same set of data, squared euclidean
distance is a convenient basis for measures of dissimilarity between clusters, provided that a suitable
method of standardization is chosen. Reasons are given for favouring standardization by mean squared
distance between pairs of elements, for both nominal and metrical characters. Examination of the
information measure suggests a new method for standardizing nominal characters with three or more
states.

1. Introduction
Numerical methods of classification encounter special
problems when the data contain a mixture of different
types of characters (nominal, ordinal, metrical). In the
commonly occurring case when ordinal (ranked) char
acters are absent or very rare, the squared euclidean
distance (SED) seems a promising choice among the
measures that could be used. Yet in a recent survey of
mixed-data agglomerative systems, Lance and Williams
(1967) could find no evidence of any previous use of SED,
other than an early draft (un-published) of this paper.
That SED has been so slow to enter this field is perhaps
partly because of doubts about standardization.
When the SED measure is used with data containing
mixed character types, some form of standardization is
nearly always required, principally (but not only) to
ensure that each metrical character is accorded the same
importance (in some sense) as each nominal character.
Part I of this paper is almost wholly concerned with the
questions of why, when and how character values ought
to be standardized in the context of the SED measure.
In the last section we examine what kind of character
standardization is implicit in the use of the information
measure (Williams, Lambert and Lance, 1966). This
examination uncovers (a) striking evidence in favour of
the principle of equal effective weights enunciated in
Section 4; (b) the remarkable correspondence between
the information measure and the sum of squares within
clusters based on SED; (c) a new method of standardizing
nominal characters.
The second part of this paper will discuss other de
sirable features of a program for the use of SED in the
mixed-data case, and will show how most of these feat
ures can be achieved using modest equipment (IBM 1620
Model 2 with one disk drive) in a program, TAXAN, with
a capacity of 200 elements and 200 characters and four
combinatorial fusion strategies. A bigger and better
program is, of course, in preparation.
2. Character Types
It is unfortunate that the terms nominal scale, ordinal
scale, interval scale and ratio scale, as proposed by Siegel
(1956), have not gained a wider currency. Briefly, a
nominal character is one whose states are unordered. An

ordinal character is one whose states or values have a
meaningful order (ties excepted) but can be replaced by
their ranks without loss of information. For measures
such as the SED that are invariant under translation,
there is no need to distinguish between interval and ratio
characters, and following Goodall we shall call these
collectively metrical characters.
An ordinal character having three or more distinct
values cannot be handled as such when computing SED,
and the user must either treat it as nominal, with some
loss of information, or treat it as metrical, with the risk
of some injection of spurious information. In the latter
case it will usually be better to use the original pseudometrical character values (if any) rather than the ranks.
3. The Squared Euclidean Distance
Let xim denote the zzz-th character value on the z'-th
element, i = 1, ..., t; m = 1, . . ., c. Following the
conventional treatment, we define
d2.. = k2
d2a = (X z/2«m)/c0
m

where k"m is either unity or a weight or standardizing
factor;
= (xim — xm)2 for metrical characters,
while for nominal characters it is 0 or 1 according as
xim, xjm are equal or unequal; and cit is the number of
characters for which neither xim nor xjm is missing. If
ci} = 0, d2u is undefined and the elements z and j can
never join the same cluster except possibly when the
nearest-neighbour strategy is used. In the sequel we
assume that all cfJ- are positive.
Let Sm denote the number of states of the m-th char
acter when this is nominal, otherwise sm = 1. When there
are no missing items we can represent the z'-th element by
a point Pi in a space of Esm dimensions, having a co
ordinate kmxim/‘\/c for each metrical character and a
set of sm coordinates (hna, 0, 0, . ..) or (0, /?m2, 0, . . .) or
(0, 0, hms, . . .), etc. for each nominal character.
If we choose hms = km/\/(2c) then d2tj as defined
above is precisely the squared euclidean distance P,P2.,.
In this conventional model it is assumed that all states
of a nominal character are equidistant from one another.
More generally, we may allow hmX, /zm2, ... to be
unequal. It will be seen in Section 7 that the weighting

* University of New England, Armidale, N.S.W. Manuscript received February, 1968.
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of states implicit in the information measure strongly
sug'gests that there is some merit in choosing hml, hmi,. . .
proportional to Pi~~, p2~-, ■ ■ ■ where tpx, tp2, ... are
the numbers of elements in states 1, 2, ... of the nominal
character m.
4. Effective Weights
The arithmetic mean of the % (t2 — t) numbers d2i}
with i < j will be called the mean SED. The contribution
made by the m-th character to the mean SED will be
called the effective weight of that character. It is im
portant that the user should not allow the effective
weights to be influenced by factors unrelated to the
hierarchical classification sought. We propose as a
guiding principle that, at least when there are no missing
items, all characters should have equal effective weights
unless the user can advance reasons why this should not
be so. A positive argument in favour of this principle for
nominal characters appears in Section 7.
When there are no missing items, the effective weight
of the m-th character is
Wm = (E 2 d2ijm) / He (t2 - 0] = 2o2mk2Jc
i

<

j

where a2m is the sample variance and 2a2„, is the mean
squared distance between pairs (MSDBP) before multipli
cation by km. Hence we can secure equal effective weights
by choosing k2m = 1 /a2m or l/(2o-2m), and if we choose
the latter, every Wm = 1 /c and the mean SED is precisely
1.
5. Standardization
Some of the possible ways of choosing Icm are:
(a) km =1; (b) k2m = l/a2m; (c) k2m = 1/(2o-2m);
(d) k2m — 1 /r2m where rm is the range of the m-th char
acter (= 1 for nominal characters);
(e) k2m = wm, a set of weights specified by the user;
(f) k2m = Wm/a2m\
(g) k2m = wm/r2m;
(h) k2m = 1 for nominal characters and w/a2m for
metrical characters; and so on.
The use of a set of unequal weights selected by the
user, as in (e), (f), (g), is generally viewed with disfavour
because in practice the selection is nearly always made
subjectively.
Use of nonstandardized SED (km — 1) may sometimes
be defensible in the following cases:—
(i) All characters are nominal.
(ii) All characters are metrical with a common unit of
measurement (e.g., lengths in centimetres).
(in) All characters are logarithms of metrical data, with
possibly disparate units of measurement.
In case (i) it is sometimes objected that standardiza
tion (by variance or by MSDBP) gives high weight, in
the sense of large k2m, to characters with rare states. This
may be a valid cause for objection for certain particular
kinds of data and particular aims of classification. But
as an objection on general principle it should lose much
of its force when it is recognized that the same kind of
weighting is implicit in the use of the information meas
ure, as will be shown in Section 7.
In case (ii), consider a group of characters with the
same coefficient of variation. If they are not standardized,
they will receive effective weights proportional to the
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squares of their means. Unless the user is satisfied that
this effective weighting truly represents the relative im
portance of these characters for generating the desired
classification, he should take logarithms, or standardize,
or both.
In case (hi), if x = log y, it must be recognized that the
variance of x is nearly proportional to the squared
coefficient of variation of y, when this coefficient is
small. Hence the user should set km = 1 only if he believes
that the characters with largest coefficients of variation
(before taking logarithms) deserve highest effective
weights.
In most cases other than (i), (ii), (iii), the choice km = 1
would entail an arbitrary effective weighting of characters
induced by the arbitrary choice of units.
6. Standardization of Metrical Characters
Standardization by the square of the range, as sug
gested by Lance and Williams (1967), has some ad
vantages for the computer programmer, but it has
several undesirable features when compared with
standardization by variance or MSDBP. One is its
instability, in the sense that if one element is removed
from or added to the group under study, a substantial
change in range may result. (The variance is also unstable
in comparison with the squared interquartile range, for
example, but in general it is more stable than the squared
range.) Another is that the effective weights of the met
rical characters, compared with those of the nominal
characters, may tend to zero as t increases. A third is
that the effective weights will be sensitive to variations in
kurtosis.
If the principle of equal effective weights is accepted,
the choice between standardization by a2m and by 2a2m
(MSDBP) is not very important. The former is traditional,
but we prefer the latter, partly because it seems fitting
that the mean SED should be 1 rather than 2; and partly
because it is easier to explain the concept of MSDBP
than the concept of variance, especially for nominal
characters, when one is describing the method of stan
dardization to a user with limited mathematical training.
The variance of a metrical character is
= I\tm SiX2im — (2/x-jJ2] / (t\n - tm)
where tm is the number of elements for which xim is
not missing. Any character for which tm < 2 or o2m = 0
must be rejected. In general we also recommend rejection
of any character having tm = 2.Standardization of Nominal Characters
The principle of equal effective weights does not by
itself uniquely determine the numbers hms, but if one
also accepts the conventional picture of equidistant
states, then h2ms — k2m/(2c) where k2m = 1 /a2m or
1 /(2a2,n). The variance or MSDBP is given by
2cr2m = (t\ — Ss/2ms)/(t2m — tm)
where fms is the number of elements in state s of the
m-th character.
The suggestion that we might use a method of stand
ardization that alters the relative distances between
states is not as radical as it may at first appear. For in a
collection of two-state characters, the separation between
states, after standardization, will in general be different
for different characters.
7.
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Since the information measure lias an established
theoretical basis and is proving increasingly popular, at
least for nominal characters, it is worth while to examine
what kind of character weighting i simplicit in the use of
this measure.
Consider a certain nominal character; a cluster of n'
elements having n'p's elements in state s; a second
cluster of n" elements having n"p"s elements in state s;
and a composite cluster of n elements having nps elements
in state s, which would result if the first two clusters were
allowed to fuse; so that n = n' + n",
nps = n'p's + n"p"s , Ep's = 1, Ep"s = 1, 2ps = 1.
The contribution of this character to the change in the
information measure for this fusion is
Alum = n log n — 2npslog (nps)
—n' log n' + 2n'p's log (n'p'
—n“ log n" + 2rc"p''s log («>"*)•
If dps = p"s — p's is small compared with ps, s — I'
2, . . ., this reduces to
n n
(tPif
(<W2
AIv.
2n
Pi
Pi
correct to the second order.
We now compare this result with that obtained using
a measure of separation based on the SED. The contrib
ution of this character to the SED between centroids is
g\tm = h\a (dpf? + h\2 (<5p2)2 + . . .
and hence its contribution to the increment in sum of
squares within clusters is
[h\i (dPlf + h\ni (<5p2)2 + ...].
We see that the AS measure could be made asymptot
ically equivalent to the AI measure if we could choose
h2ms = (2ps)-1, s = 1, 2, . . . But this is not possible
within the meaning of a SED measure as described in
Section 3, because the p s used in the AI measure can
change with every fusion.
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Instead, for the SED measure we are obliged to
determine the ps from the full set of t elements, as’ sug
gested at the end of Section 3. If we do this, the effective
weight of this character is easily calculated (when there
are no missing items), and its value is found to be
t/(t — 1), independently of the proportions ps.
Restating this important conclusion, we have shown
that if the standardization in the SED measure is so
chosen that the increment in sum of squares simulates
the information measure as closely as possible over small
displacements, then the standardized nominal characters
so determined are found to conform to the principle of
equal effective weights.
Finally, we adjust the scale of the hms so as to make the
effective weight 1 /c for consistency with the treatment of
metrical characters, giving
ffiwis
K/Ps ,
where K — (t — 1) / (2ct).
We propose to call this the method of standardizing
by reciprocal proportions. It is quite different from the
conventional method of assuming equidistant states and
standardizing by overall variance or MSDBP, except of
course in the case of two-state characters, where the two
methods lead to the same d2{j though not to the same set
of coordinates. The new method has not yet been in
corporated in any computer program, but we suggest
that it be included as an option in future programs
whenever the SED measure is used on mixed data.
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The Problem Of
Speech Recognition By Computer
By T. Pearcey*

Although this paper is largely of the nature of a review, it attempts to illustrate the fact
that the achievement of successful speech recognition depends upon two processes: first, an
analysis of the physical wave-form of speech and, second, the application of linguistic pro
cesses. It is considered that certain of the various components of speech are only partially
resolvable by analytical methods and that the application of lexical, syntactic, semantic and
contextual rules of the known language of the speech will be needed to resolve most or all of
the ambiguities resulting from the physical analysis.
Human speech consists of a sequence of basic sounds or phonemes, each possessing some
distinctive features which in detail make them audibly distinct. However, the set of phonemes
for the English language may be classified into a definite set of groups depending upon the
major characteristics their frequency-time spectra and, in some cases, phonemes may be
uniquely distinguished. In other cases differences are slight and unique identification is diffi
cult to achieve and result in some ambiguities.
The need for on-line speech recognition will be manifest as large general-purpose com
puter-based utilities become practicable and processing of the acoustic signal becomes
possible with data handling rates greater than those currently available.

1. Introduction
That little has come so far from the efforts to
achieve speech recognition by computer is an indica
tion of the difficulties involved; no satisfactory speci
fication of the recognition process has so far been
reached although some advance has been made with
simple and very restricted vocabularies and subject
to a considerable degree of discipline by the speaker.
It is, in fact, rather surprising that recognition of
speech input to a computer is not so advanced as
the automatic production of speech, even when the
speech-wave form is constructed by entirely digital
means. This is very likely related to the difficulty of
resolving phonemic ambiguities and the resolution of
appropriate segmentation units in natural voiced speech.
The problem of speech recognition must not be
confused with that of voice recognition. The latter
implies the personal constructions, intonation,
emphasis and so on. In speech recognition we desire
only to identify the word string and to arrive at a
determination of meaningful sentences irrespective of
the speaker. However, it may happen that reference
may have to be made to personal speech character
istics which may be made available to the speech
recognition system once the speaker has identified
himself, i.e. by an appeal to the speaker’s personal
voice ‘dictionary’. Use of such a dictionary would
presumably go a long way in assisting in the analysis
of speech possessing some degree of dialectic accent.
The general problem of speech recognition may be
regarded as composed of two parts; a primary part
based only upon the sounds and shapes of the acoustic
signal and a secondary part concerned with the
linguistic content based upon the output from the

primary level. Thus, in the final stage of a successful
speech recognition project we may expect to incorpor
ate much the same facilities that the ordinary listener
must possess, such as knowledge of the meanings of
words, rules of grammar and tables of associated
information and so on.
A recent account of the need for the use of
linguistic methods in the later phases of automatic
speech recognition has been given by D. R. Hill (Hill,
1967) with which the present writer is in general
agreement, but it is not always made clear that the
reasons for invoking linguistic methods largely arise
from the shortcomings of the methods of the earlier
analyses and the physical similarity but semantic dis
similarity of certain speech sounds.
Much of this linguistic treatment of speech sounds
is done by ourselves unconsciously and probably
involves on our part the successive revision of the
interpretation of uttered sounds until we either reach
an understanding or not. Each of us has on occasions
listened to a speaker with, say, an unfamiliar accent,
and has been unable to understand the sounds uttered
until suddenly a key sound becomes understood and
the meaning of the previous utterances becomes
suddenly clear. How much ‘rescanning’ or reinter
pretation of earlier sounds is carried out to achieve
recognition at any time is at present quite unknown.
In some cases authors have attempted to solve the
problem of speech recognition by more or less prag
matic methods (Carnap, 1942),* such as identifying the
sound with the motions of the vocal organs and
estimating their approach to standard configurations
corresponding to distinguishable phonemes.

* C.S.I.R.O. Division of Computing Research. Manuscript received February 1968.
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2. The Need For Speech Recognition
We are now approaching a stage in computer science
and application in which there will be a definite need
for recognition of human speech and it will be neces
sary to process the voice signal in real time.
As an example, we may quote the probable future
use of large-scale computing systems as information
retrieval devices, which will be most conveniently
accessed via the public telephone system. The telephone
will constitute a very cheap terminal device for both
input and output and will be readily available to any
user. However, it is considerably more difficult to
achieve reliable recognition of human speech as input
than to produce understandable synthetic speech as
output. We therefore restrict ourselves to the recog
nition problem only.
A number of other applications of speech recogni
tion will come to mind such as the input of small
amounts of current data to be used by a program,
the calling of programs for execution, the input and
verification of data.
Applications can be found in many other fields from
simple recording of administrative data and direction
of control to recording and recall of data such as in
medicine and in hospitals, the on-line talcing of
inventories, the remote control of machines and so on.
Such systems may eventually become ‘automatic
secretaries’ if provided with typewriter output.
On the whole we are probably approaching a period
in which man’s use of digital systems is likely to be
greatly simplified by use of media more natural to
the human user. In this respect we can expect that,
in addition to the standard media, both vocal and
optical media will become useful, these media using
the best human faculties directly. Thus, for instance,
a suitable combination of visual displays and the voice
medium would enable the use of voice and vision at
the same time.
At present, however, we are some way from achiev
ing recognition of speech at all satisfactorily and
machine speeds still appear too slow, except in cases
Where analogue methods of analysis of the speech
wave-forms provide measures of distinctive vocal
features in real time. As some of the distinctive vocal
features are as yet undefined, and possibly undefinable,
additional time is needed for the linguistic analysis to
supplement the vocal feature analysis.
Depending upon the restrictions on bandwidth
analysis, e.g. telephone frequencies, analysis must be
carried out in a more or less detailed degree and it
is likely that a digital analysis system will have to
operate at least at the rate of 10-30 nanoseconds per
operation for on-line digital analysis to be achieved.
Such speeds may be realisable by proper use of new
micro-electronic techniques.
Many of the applications of on-line speech recogni
tion will be seriously felt in the next few years, when
nationally or publically available information systems
become realisable.
3. Phonemes
If a machine is to recognise speech it must first
analyse the utterance signal and from it identify a
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968

sequence of basic items of sound, the total set of
possible sounds being peculiar to the language of the
utterance. It Is known, for instance, that there are
about 40 basic sounds in the English language. Each
basic sound represents a phoneme. English phonemes
are shown in Table 1 (Lindgren, 1965) with examples
of typical words in which the phonemes occur and
which indicate the corresponding sound.
From the 40 phonemes of English we construct
about 2,000 different syllables which in turn are com
bined to provide a commonly used vocabulary of
roughly 30,000 words of varying complexity. It is to
be remembered, however, that the normal spelling of
a word and its phonetic spelling are two distinctly
different things, although there may be some distinc
tions due to intonation. Thus, for instance, the three
spellings of ‘to’ (to, too, two), have the same phonetic
spelling. There are other differences, as occur in
English, in which the same sound is represented orthographically by different letters, e.g. c and k. Both
correspond to the sound [k], (Usually references to
sounds are written in square brackets, e.g. [k] while
the phoneme itself is orthographically represented by
/k/.)

In some cases phonemes in different positions within
words exhibit different acoustic characteristics and
such variants are called “allophones”.
One of the major aims of research on automatic
speech recognition has been to find a recognition func
tion that relates the acoustic signal to the distinct
phonemes. If this were successful it would be possible
to construct what might be called a phonetic type
writer but would still be a long way from real speech
recognition. Much of the effort of recent years has
been devoted to the determination of the cues by
which each phoneme may be recognised. However,
a few sounds are so alike, e.g. [f] and [6] (see Table
1), that reliable recognition may be very difficult to
achieve and may not be resolvable in any actual
sample of natural speech. If this is the case, such
ambiguities will have to be resolved at a later stage.
4. The Articulation Process
Speech sounds are normally produced on the outbreath as the air passes through the vocal tract—
the throat, mouth and nasal cavities (see Fig. 1,
Potter, Kopp & Green, 1948). The air first passes the
vocal cords which vibrate in ‘voiced’ sounds and
periodically modulate the stream to produce sounds
possessing many harmonics.
The size and shape of the remaining vocal cavities—
the nasal, oral and pharyngeal cavities—modify the
wave-form from the larynx and produce complex
sounds with shifting resonances through the variations
in time of the tongue and lip positions. The oral and
pharyngeal cavities may or may not be coupled to
the nasal cavity by the action of the valve at the rear
of the mouth.
In addition to the voiced sounds produced by the
vocal cords in association with the various cavities
and unvoiced sounds which depend upon the cavities
only, there are turbulent sounds, mainly hissing noises,
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which depend upon the passage of air past the tongue
and teeth.
Normally, the articulatory moving elements perform
a complex sequence of gestures producing a corres
ponding sequence of sounds of varying pitch and
intensity and duration which we understand as speech.
The coupling of the three main cavities produce
changing patterns of resonances. Normally the base
frequency produced by the glottis or the vocal cords
is quite low (in the neighbourhood of lOOcps) and
the harmonics excited in the various cavities form one
or more fairly narrow regions of energy concentration
which vary with time as the cavities are coupled or
changed. These narrow bands of harmonics are called
‘formants’ and most of the energy of the speech lies
in these features.
It is also to be noted that articulation is usually a
continuous process and the pronunciation of phonemes
uttered depends, due to the continued transition from
one phoneme to the next, partly upon the context and
may not be fully distinct. In certain cases speech
phonemes may not reach their final target (at which

they are quite distinct) but each may be approached
approximately before moving towards the next
phoneme. Further, normal flow of speech does not
segment itself in the expected way; thus we would
like to be able to rely on silent periods between words.
Such periods are relatively rare, words are uttered
frequently in a continuous string and, occasionally, a
speaker will provide unnecessary pauses in the middle
of words. However, we can reasonably expect pauses
at the end of sentences. Analysis must therefore
largely disregard pauses, except those very short pauses
which are necessary to the construction of certain
phonemes. This leads us to expect the phoneme-word
analysis procedure to consist of a continuous re
scanning or reinterpretation process of the groups of
phonemes in the light of the context, possibly in both
directions.
Because of these difficulties we may reasonably
expect in the early stages of the development of a
recognition scheme some discipline to be exercised by
a speaker, such as distinctly pronouncing words and
supplying pauses where helpful.

TABLE 1: English phonemes

Phonetic Symbol

Key Word

Phonetic Symbol

simple vowels

plosives
fit
feet
let
bat
but
not
law
book
boot
bird
Bert

I
i
e
te
A
a
0
TJ
U
3
3

Key Word

b
d
g
P
t
k

bad
dive
give
pot
toy
cat

nasal consonants
m
n
A

may
now
sing

complex vowels
fricatives
e
0
aU
al
si
IU

pain
go
house
ice
boy
few

semi vowels and liquids
j
w
1
r
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you
we
late
rate

z
3
V
9
h
f
e
J
S

zero
vision
very
that
hat
fat
thing
shed
sat
affirmatives

tf
d3

.

church
judge
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5. The Sound Spectogram
Speech sounds consist of complex wave-forms and
their spectra are correspondingly complicated. How
ever, that the spectral properties of the sounds are
probably the correct properties to consider for an
approach to speech recognition is indicated by our
knowledge of the hearing process since it seems that
in the inner ear individual cilia react to different
frequencies, thus giving the auditory nerve a picture
of the spectral energy distribution.
There is, however, a vast amount of information in
a sound wave-form in even a small period of time.
Clearly, identification of the uttered phonemes will not
require all the information available; some must be
disregarded and some of the corresponding detail
omitted from analysis.
That the time varying spectra of vocal sounds is
complex may be seen from Fig. 2. Spectra such as
this are obtained as time-varying outputs from a set
of filters of specified bandwidths covering the
acoustic frequencies in a more or less continuous
manner. In analogue spectral analysis a spectral func
tion is obtained in real time and is not the true
fourier transform of the wave-form, since this would
involve a knowledge and use of the wave-forms yet
to come, but the actual function is closely related to
it. We will view the function as a spectrum for the
purpose of present discussion.
More or less detail in the frequency of the spectral
function can be obtained by using higher or lower
sampling frequencies and at each frequency corres
ponding bandwidths of respectively more or less width.
The filters of narrow bandwidth are those with the
greatest Q-value and require the longest time to build
up their output, thus requiring wide time-slices of
the wave-form to determine their output. Likewise,
broad filters give a more blurred picture of the
frequency distribution at any time but will react
quickly, having lower Q-value, and will give better
detail concerning the time variations of the spectrum.
Fig. 2 (Potter, Kopp & Green, 1947) shows a spectral
analysis with narrow filters of 45cps bandwidth, while
Fig. 3 (Potter, Kopp & Green, 1947) gives the
analysis of the same wave-form at 300 cps band
width. The energies of the components are repre
sented by the density of the spectrogram. It is clear

RISING .
INFLECTION

BRAIN

VOCAL CAVITIES

LOWER
RESPIRATORY TRACT

ARTICULATORS
THE VOCAL CAVITIES

VOCAL CORDS

Figure 1: The human organs of speech production.

from Fig. 2 that the sound consists mainly of har
monic components of the voiced, i.e. the laryngeal
frequency. In Fig. 3 these harmonics are not pro
nounced and the most prominent feature to be seen
in this figure is the concentration of energy about 2
or 3 main frequencies which vary with time. It is
these variations which concern us together with, on
certain occasions, their rapid change, onset or offset.
These bands of concentration of energy are caused
by the resonances of the vocal tract and cavities
corresponding to the ‘formants’. Further, analysis with
high-Q filters will give good frequency resolution but
poor resolution with respect to time while low-Q
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Figure 2: Sound spec
trum from an array of
narrow - band
filters
(45cps)
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Figure 3: Sound
spectrum from an
array of widerband filters (300
cps).
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filters provide poorer frequency but better time resolu
tion. Since speech analysis is concerned with rapid
changes of the sounds with time, wide band filters,
e.g. 300cps are generally used. This type of
behaviour of spectral analysis is independent of whether
it is done by analogue or digital methods.
The total range of frequencies which must be
examined in practice is determined by the detail
found necessary to provide the acoustic cues. In
general, there is little of significance above 5kcs; for
telephone communication little is passed above 3kcs
(for good lines) and since speech sounds are readily
understandable via telephones 3kcs may be a
reasonable upper limit. For digital analysis, however,
it is well known that sampling must be at a rate of
at least twice the highest frequency it is desired to
study.
Since, as has been pointed out, there appears to be
far more information in a ‘complete’ spectrogram of
a sequence of sounds than is really necessary for us
to be able to distinguish acoustical cues it is one of
the problems of the speech recognition field to deter
mine how. little one can get away with while still
retaining sufficient information irrespective of
whether the process of analysis be digital or analogue.
In the digital approach we have the problem of pro
viding a digitizer which samples the sound wave-form
at a sufficiently high rate followed by a digital spectral
analysis. It is the latter operation which requires
extensive numerical computation. Because of the
time taken for those computations, even with cur
rently available equipment, we must reduce the
spectral analysis to the minimum, especially when
operating in real time. Although speed is readily
obtainable in the analogue approach the amount of
equipment required, including a suitable array of
filters, may be considerable. In this case we would
attempt to use filters of as wide a bandwidth as pos
sible consistent with the ready determination of the
required acoustic cues. In the digital field some
improvement in speed may come from use of the new
micro-electronic techniques and use of neural net
methods may allow some preprocessing.
An associated problem of analysis is the determina
tion of the time-slices required, the interval between
the beginning of one spectral determination and
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another. Naturally, we would like to minimise the
number of slices sampled irrespective of the type of
technique used to determine the spectra. Some
characteristics of the spectra change rapidly with time,
especially for instance in the plosive phonemes, which
are of short duration. Thus we must be able to
detect rapid transitions between phonemes and the
nature of their onset and offset. To detect such
changes a typical set of analysis parameters would
involve time intervals as short as 30m.sec. at bandwidths of 300cps. During periods of little change, as in
pronunciation of vowels, slices at wide intervals will
suffice, e.g. at lOOm.sec. intervals (see Fig. 9).
6. Distinctive Features
In order to distinguish one phoneme from another
reliably, we must look at the speech spectogram for
features peculiar to that phoneme. Such features are
called ‘distinctive features’. Thus, for instance, a set
of resonance lines may exist, the onset of a phoneme
may be preceded by a short silent period, the energy
may be fairly evenly spread over the whole wave-band
or concentrated at the top end, and the spectrum may
be changing rapidly with time and so on. Although
we will not here treat the distinctive features in detail
we may distinguish the major types.
There are two general classes of speech sounds, the
vowels and the consonants, and these are combined
dynamically to form syllables and words. Among the
sub-classes of consonants are the ‘plosives’, ‘frica
tives’, ‘affricatives’, ‘nasals’ and vowel-like sounds.
The vowel-like sounds may be subdivided into
‘liquids’ and ‘nasal’ vowels and plosives may be
voiced or unvoiced (see Table 1).
6.1 Vowels
Vowels are associated with vibration of the vocal
cords and involve various intense resonances of the
vocal cavities producing the horizontal lines of maxi
mum energy, i.e. the formants, of which there may be
typically from 2 to 4 depending upon the particular
disposition of the components of the vocal organs.
Figs. 4 and 5 show some typical formants (Potter,
Kopp & Green, 1948).
Vowels usually have higher acoustic power than
the consonants and identification of the various vowels
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968
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Figure 4: Examples of plosives (voiced and unvoiced)
followed by vowels.

does not depend entirely upon the absolute frequencies
of the formants but on the frequencies peculiar to the
speaker. Thus for any particular speaker the ratio
of the two lowest formant frequencies is character
istic of the speaker (Forgie and Forgie, 1959), and
are related as in the vowel loop illustrated in Fig. 6.
The detailed shape of the loop varies from speaker
to speaker. We would therefore expect that, when
formant frequencies are sufficiently stabilised in the
pronunciation of a vowel, it will be possible to deter
mine the formant frequencies closely enough to match
their ratios to the particular loop of the identified
speaker. Thus, in the computer system we would
expect to hold for each known speaker, a representa
tion of his vowel loop, e.g. as say, a ratio table, of
each known speaker and that, following identification
of the speaker by some unambiguous means, e.g.
by a key code number, the speaker’s formant ratios
will be matched to his formant table. In some cases
higher formants than the second may be needed. It
may also be possible at a later stage to avoid appeal
ing to the identified formant tables.
6.2 Plosives
The plosives, or stops, are transient and are usually
preceded by a silent interval as an air blockage is
formed by the lips and tongue which, when, removed,
is followed by a short period of turbulent sound

(Halle, et al., 1959). A plosive may be voiced (e.g.
/d/, /b/) or unvoiced (e.g. /p/, /t/). Voiced plosives
are preceded by a short period of very low frequency
sound. Such consonants rapidly transform to the
following vowel and the manner of approach to the
vowel sometimes assists in determining the particular
plosive (see Fig. 4 which shows unvoiced plosives /p/
and /t/, and voiced plosives /b/ and /d/).
6.3 Fricatives
Fricatives are characterised by predominately
turbulent air, which can be sustained, flowing past
the teeth and there may or may not be simultaneous
voicing, e.g. /s/ is an unvoiced fricative while /z/ is
voiced. Fricatives have low acoustic power which
is distributed in some cases over a wide frequency
band, or tend to concentrate the energy around
the higher frequency end of the spectra. Examples are
the unvoiced /f/ and /s/, which do not have a low
frequency component. Other fricatives such as /z/ do
possess a low frequency component and are voiced.
A typical fricative is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The fricatives are distinguished from the affricatives and plosives, by the duration of the turbulent
sound as well as by the rate at which the initial
intensity of the turbulent noise rises (e.g. /tJ as in
‘church’ and /d3/ as in ‘judge’).
6.4 Other Phonemes
Among phonemes of other types are the few ‘glides’
/w/, /j/, the transitory consonants /!/ and /r/ which are
formed by rapid articulatory motions. Another group
are the ‘nasals’ /m/, jnj and /??/ (see Table 1) which
are sustained and voiced.
We thus find that the various types of phoneme
are distinguished by characteristic or distinctive
features. The vowels are characterised by well defined
formants which persist for relatively long periods.
Unvoiced plosives follow distinct periods of silence
and transition to the following vowel is rapid, the
manner of the transition depending upon the follow
ing vowel and the particular plosive consonant (see
Fig. 9). Other phonemes are distinguished by the
spread of the sound over wide bandwidths or a con
centration at the higher frequencies. Nasal phonemes
consist initially of a group of voiced components in
narrow bands of frequency followed by a transition
to a following vowel in manners similar to the plosive
phonemes, and so on (Liberman, 1956).
It would clearly be a fairly simple job to determine
the vowels and vowel-like sounds from their formant
behaviour. If the vowel transitions are rapid so that
each is not very well formed an estimation of the

- MCy
Figure 5: Words with a typical
fricative.
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terminal formants, those approached but not achieved,
would lead to a definition of each vowel. The way
in which a vowel is approached from a consonant
may also help to determine the particular consonant
(such as the unvoiced stops, which ire preceded by
the period of silence, or the voiced stops and the
nasals).
On this acoustic basis some phonemes might be
identified. However, distinction between phonemes of
the same class (e.g., fricatives) may be very difficult
on the basis of acoustic cues alone. For instance,
both /f/ and /<?/ (see Table 1) sound very alike and
are very difficult to distinguish even by ear. We
would therefore expect that we may go some way to
resolving recognition of phonemes by their acoustic
properties alone but not all the way. Thus at the
end of the acoustic phase of analysis there may be
some ambiguities remaining to be finally resolved at
a later stage.
7. Segmentation and Continuity
Phonemes occupy different periods of time; thus
vowels are sustained for relatively long periods of
about 0.1 to 0.3 seconds, while many consonants, such
as plosives, are transient. Analysis of spectral changes
must be made at longer or shorter intervals respectively,
depending on whether you are dealing with sustained
or transient sounds.
Segmentation of sounds at the acoustic stage is
variable and ill-defined, being determined by the actual
phoneme strings and by the varying rate at which the
speech occurs. Further, there is in natural speech no
acoustically definable segmentation between words as
we frequently speak continuously joining the end of
one word to the beginning of the next and pausing
only at the end of a sentence. We also sometimes
supply pauses between some words or even between
some phonemes within words. Pauses cannot even
be taken as implying segment divisions. In particular,
some pauses may imply the occurrence of unvoiced
stops but the presence of such stops cannot be
correctly determined until the following vowel or
phoneme is approached.
Clearly, progress must proceed from the easy to
the difficult and we may at first have to insist upon
clear and well-formed diction with definite spaces
between all words and with all phonemes clearly
present, delaying the handling of the transition to a
more or less continuous sound stream to a later stage.
8. Reconstruction of the Phoneme String
Following the construction of the spectrogram and
its analysis for the acoustical cues at intervals deter
mined by the rate of change of the cues, it will be
possible to reconstruct much of the phoneme string,
the determination of the phonemes being considered
in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 7. How
ever, some phonemes will be difficult to determine
unambiguously and the reconstructed string will not
be completely determined. Final resolution of the
ambiguities must be left to the linguistic phase of the
recognition process. It is to be hoped, however, that
106
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Figure 6: Characteristic formants of vowels (for a typical
speaker).

the analysis of acoustic cues will leave only a few
unresolved ambiguities to be determined later.
Clearly, resolution of ambiguities in the recon
structed phoneme sequence must depend upon the
context in which the ambiguities occur and we must
temporarily accept each ambiguity until its context
is sufficiently well known. This will probably mean
repeated scanning of the sequence of acoustic cues
about the ambiguous points at the stage at which
we will be attempting to determine the local syllables
and words. It is likely that the difficulties in pro
cessing resolutions of phonemic ambiguities will corres
pond to similar difficulties met by the human listener.
9. The Linguistic Phase
We shall, therefore, for each phonemic ambiguity
choose one of the possible alternatives and proceed
with the scanning analysis for each successive phoneme,
trying to reconstruct syllables and words, by com
parison with a set of lexical items in lists of such
valid items, accepting such alternatives as provide
possible constructions. Alternative constructions must
be resolved later in the linguistic phase.
A group of possible syllables and words may be
built up for each ambiguous case and possible alterna
tive interpretations might be made at this stage. It
is likely that the removal of most or all of these
ambiguities will be possible only when the end of a
sentence is reached. Thus, as a sentence is gradually
reconstructed appeal must be made to linguistic or
grammatical rules to assist in establishing the resolu
tion of a meaningful sentence and only when analysis
reaches the determination of a complete sentence will
it be possible to resolve the final phonemic ambiguities.
The final or linguistic phase, the recognition of
sentences and resolution of remaining ambiguities is
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I No. 2, May 1968
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Figure 7: Selection process for phoneme classification.

at present little understood, but it seems clear that
the approach to this phase must be mainly syntactical
with some reference to the semantic values of the
context of the sentence. Thus, in resolving am
biguities which may remain after the acoustical phase
and the syllabic and word determining phases, we will
have to set up “the base phrase marker”, i.e. parse

START

CHOOSE LARGER
TIME INTERVAL

CHOOSE SMALL
TIME INTERVAL

END OF SIGNAL?

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
OF TIME SLICE

the sentence, in the manner indicated by Chomsky
(Chomsky, 1965, p.17). The content of this marker
will consist of a group of lexical items„which will have
certain syntactic relations between them and some
resolutions may be performed on the syntactic basis.
However, the later resolutions will probably have to
be made on a semantic basis by studying the contents

RAPID CHANGE?

SILENCE?

EXTRACT
DISTINCTIVE
FEATURES

NEW PHONEME?

CLASSIFY AND LIST
AMBIGUITES

CHOOSE
POSSIBLE
PHONEME

ACOUSTICAL CUES
FOR PHONEMES

STOP

ANY MORE
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SENTENCE

SENTENCE?

ATTEMPT
TO RESOLVE
SENTENCE

SYNTACTIC AND
SEMANTIC RULES

WORD?
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RESOLVE WORD

LEXICON OF
SYLLABLES AND WORDS

Figure 8: A procedure for resolving a sentence.
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Figure 9: Typical second formant transitions before various
vowels.

of the ‘complex symbols’ (Chomsky, 1965, p.82-90) of
the various lexical items involved. Such symbols con
tain a list of the attributes of the associated words
and thus provide a reading of the semantic quality of
the word. By comparing complex symbols of the
various chosen lexical items of a sentence it should
be possible to determine whether or not the set of
words selected by earlier processes are semantically
compatible or not, i.e. correspond to items of a
meaningful sentence. It may happen that one or more
words of a sentence will have ambiguities unresolved
from earlier recognition processes and each alterna
tive will have to be treated both syntactically and
semantically in turn until one interpretation is obtained
in which there is semantic compatibility. It is also
possible that semantic compatibility if it exists may be
reached only by considering a wider context such as
the neighbouring sentences. A possible strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
Exactly how much weight will have to be given to
the syntactic as compared with the semantic aspects
in the resolution of speech is at present not known.
At some stages determination of utterances may even
have to appeal to pragmatic methods, aspects which
are concerned with the users of the language (Martin,
1959). Resolution may occasionally depend on the
deduced or probable intent of the speaker, thus
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involving occasional use of pragmatic aspects of
speech.
Processes such as these may even then fail to
achieve complete resolution since there is some chance
of a speaker uttering ungrammatical strings of words
(apart from lists of items and data) and strings of
nonsense sentences having no compatible semantic
values.
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The Proliferation Of Ignorance
By A. W. Goldsworthy*
Increasing attention is being paid to the education and training of people for careers in
data processing. However, too little attention is being paid to the serious lack in training and
knowledge of many of the existing cadre of data processing people, those who are now, and
will be in the future, holding positions of responsibility in the field. It is suggested that the
present corps of data processing people are far too complacent with their present breadth
and depth of knowledge and that the situation calls for urgent and positive action to rectify
this. Some suggestions are made as to how this might be done.

Introduction
The publication of an Australian Computer
Journal is a milestone in the computer field in this
country and it is to be hoped that it also heralds a
wider awakening of the responsibilities and a deeper
realisation of some of the shortcomings already notice
able in the field.
In an embryonic field the poetic sentiment that
“fools rush in where angels fear to tread” is apparently
often taken as some sort of negative precept and
large members of the former group appear. Data
processing is a field which is still, especially in Aus
tralia, experiencing severe labour pains, and unfortu
nately what is brought forth is often premature and
insufficiently developed, so much so in many instances
that constant attention is needed to keep the system
alive and, as we all know, a much publicised demise
has often resulted. We hear constant cries of the
lack of trained people and the difficulty of recruiting
experienced programmer/analysts. These complaints,
unhappily, are true. There is a great shortage of
skilled people and on present indications this shortage
is going to continue for some time despite the con
siderable agitation and action which are being taken
to rectify this situation. My remarks are not directed
towards this aspect but to those who are already work
ing in the field of data processing, especially those
using computers for general data processing in
government, industry and commerce, rather than the
engineer, doctor, scientist and so on who uses it solely
as a tool in his own domain.
The Cult
The stage has been reached in the field of com
puter science when it is no longer necessary to argue
the validity of the existence of a separate discipline.
An understanding of computers and their successful
application does require specialised knowledge and
training, but unfortunately all one needs as a pre
requisite to hanging out one’s shingle as a “computer
expert” is a shingle. The nature of the field has
meant a considerable time lapse in the recognition of
it as a discipline and a field of study in its own right,
and the appropriate content of formal courses at
various levels is still a matter of much debate. In an
uncertain environment such as this, combined with
the constant flood of new equipment and techniques
* Bureau of Census and Statistics, Brisbane.

and the obvious need and desire to utilise these exist
ing developments, enthusiasm and ignorance have
rapidly outstripped knowledge and understanding in
far too many instances; and this applies primarily to
those who have been working in the field for some
time.
In the infancy of A.D.P. the lack of formal train
ing and adequate courses could not, of course, be
allowed to militate against the introduction and use
of computers and, as in many other fields, the hard
school of experience was the only method to educate
oneself in the vagaries of this strange new develop
ment. However, this stage has passed and we cannot
now accept this as a continuing situation. Despite the
setting up of more courses at Universities, Colleges of
Technology, in computer user organisations and so on
it is generally accepted that the demand for skilled
people is still going to exceed the supply for many
years yet. The burdens will still rest, therefore, for a
long time on those presently in the field and who
have been for some time. It is these people who, in
the future, will be in key positions in ever-increasing
numbers and who face a bigger problem of maintain
ing their knowledge than the future products of
university and college of technology courses. The
latter will have a solid base on which to build and
merely face the difficulty, nonetheless serious, of
remaining up-to-date: the former have to face this
same problem but with the added drawback of having
no formal grounding on which to develop. This is
not only a problem of coverage but also of basic
understanding. In many instances, without an ade
quate grounding in a variety of topics, one will not
be able to understand new advances or techniques, let
alone put them into effective use, and the result will
be, as it has been up to now, for many people to
pretend that what they do not understand they do not
need to know.
The Collective Unconscious
The title of this article is somewhat of a contradic
tion in terms in that it implies the dissemination of
the absence of something; that something being know
ledge. In the field of data processing this is unhappily
precisely what has happened. For those in the field,
too often has becoming a programmer meant learning
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a language and very little else; and becoming an
analyst meant learning less about data processing but
being paid more. This attitude is, unbelievably, still
extant in many peoples’ minds, and furthermore is
accepted and promulgated by « many of the pro
grammer/analysts who are the products of such think
ing. Once safely ensconced in a somewhat esoteric
field they take refuge in the little training they have
had and compound the situation by perpetuating this
attitude.
This attitude is also promulgated by machine houses
which proudly boast that one can program their par
ticular machine after six hours or six days instruc
tion (generally the former). This is quite true—but
learning how to incise with a scalpel hardly qualifies
one to perform a brain operation. Having learnt the
rudiments of one language and how to get the com
puter to perform its tricks the initiated are not told
what they do not know at this stage, the absolute
myriad of areas critical to their work which have
not even been mentioned. For many programmer/
analysts this is the extent of their formal training
and unless their interest is awakened and fanned by a
stimulating environment or their own thirst for know
ledge, this remains the extent of their knowledge,
marginally gilded by experience. It is also rather
difficult to find a machine house which admits to not
having an expert to deal with your particular prob
lem, even though oftentimes this happens, strangely
enough, to be the one person in diverse fields.
Many consultants readily fall into the same group,
who in the absence of any formal training and the
lack of any practical experience, with very little
knowledge but a lot of jargon, will produce the ideal
and optimum solution for any stated problem, again
with an absolutely astonishing range of expertise com
pressed into a few advisers. One only has to see the
entrance of people into the consulting ranks who
overnight are transformed from accountants and
engineers into “expert and qualified consultants in all
aspects of data processing”. One may justly question,
I think, the quality of advice being given to many
organisations, especially in the realm of systems
design, data structures and information systems
generally.
There is far too much complacency in the minds
of data processing managers, analysts and pro
grammers, in machine houses and consulting organi
sations, with their present breadth and depth of
knowledge and far too much willingness to swim on
the surface and never take a deep breath and see
what is going on underneath. Let me emphasise that
this does not apply to all, but it does apply to far too
many: those who form the collective unconscious.
The Missing Links
The problem centres around the informal and hap
hazard introduction of many into the computer field.
With the ever-pressing urgency to get systems opera
tional and particularly with the attitudes and environ
ment mentioned above, little encouragement or time
is given to a progressive education of those introduced
hurriedly and untrained into the field. These gaps in
knowledge therefore remain and the passage of time
no

clearly makes it more difficult to get “experienced”
people to admit their deficiencies and apply them
selves to intensive training. This situation will con
tinue, albeit with decreasing incidence one hopes,
whilst a shortage of trained people exists. The point
is, however, that once in the field positive action must
be taken to rectify this lack of training. A lot of
emphasis is being placed on the training of people
for data processing but not enough on the training of
people in data processing, and these comprise, and
will for some time, a majority.
The sort of common base which is a fundamental
requirement would cover the following, and it is this
sort of education which the future graduates of uni
versity and institute of technology courses in informa
tion processing will get.
(i) Computer Hardware — including the logic of
basic circuitry, the operation of input/output
devices and the hardware basis of advanced soft
ware techniques.
(ii) Computer Mathematics — relevant basic tech
niques such as statistics (including probability
and sampling theory), matrix algebra, number
theory, set theory, Boolean algebra, logic (includ
ing the propositional calculus).
(iii) Programming Techniques — including extensive
training in at least one assembly language, one
algebraic compiler language and one business com
piler language, specific programming techniques,
restart procedures, controls, sorting algorithims,
software (assemblers, compilers, executive systems,
multi-programming) and so on.
(iv) Information Systems — covering such aspects as
information theory, analysis, design, data and file
structures, operating practices, editing and con
trols, simulation and model building.
(v) Allied Techniques —■ an understanding and
appreciation of useful aids such as decision tables,
O.R. techniques, critical path methods, mathe
matical programming.
This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it does
cover the sort of things which are necessary for a
basic grounding in the field and provides a frame
work on which further training and experience can
build.
Difficulties will arise with an increasing influx of
university level trained people with firstly, the ignor
ance on the part of the untrained person of the
existence of new techniques, secondly the lack of
appreciation of their usefulness unless fully under
stood and thirdly, the natural resistance to introduce
these techniques when little understood and, what is
more important, when the initiative is coming from
those who have only recently entered data processing
and are consequently “inexperienced”.
The problem, it seems, is given little thought, pos
sibly because the existence of the problem has first
to be recognised and the recognition must come from
the existing corps of data processing people; and the
simple answer is not for existing practitioners to
enrol in available and proposed courses as generally
these are post-graduate and consequently unavailable
to most. The recent survey by the Labour and
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National Service Department showed that university
graduates comprised only 28% of full-time systems
and programming staff, and the overall figure in the
business and commercial field was considerably lower
than this.
The High Priests and Acolytes
The whole framework of the present situation is
based in many instances on faulty and dangerous
premises. To illustrate but one of these, I mention
the philosophy of the precise distinction drawn
between the sorts of people analysts and programmers
are, even at the level of selecting completely untrained
personnel. This is a very important question, if for
no other reason than so many data processing managers
religiously preach the same misleading and totally
invalid doctrine. At a recent address by a recog
nised leader in the data processing field on this very
topic the speaker produced two full pages listing the
separate and specific attributes of analysts and pro
grammers, including such things as honesty, leader
ship, willingness to work and so on. A speaker from
one of our large machine houses at the last Computer
Conference had this to say about the selection of
programmers and analysts, “In a very broad sense
there are two specialist types in commercial data pro
cessing—the programmer and the systems analyst . . .
The experienced manager can tell after the first ten
minutes of an interview which type the applicant is
more likely to be.” He then went on to list some
personality traits of each. These included such things
as:—
Systems Analyst—ambivert—neither an extrovert or
introvert exclusively—mixes well, enjoys long hours
of meditation, did not obtain outstanding results in
aptitude test, sympathetic, ambitious, aggressive.
Programmer—more reserved, high power of analyti
cal concentration, high results in aptitude test, not
a born leader, does not impose his opinion on
others, not aggressive, more regard for the sophisti
cation rather than the practical aspects of a solu
tion, reads a lot, calm and collected.
I suggest that this is an ideal way not to select
personnel. To hold such factors as selection deter
minants is nonsense—Who does not like to read, or
spend long hours in meditation, or be calm and col
lected? How such characteristics are determined,
defined and measured is also an interesting question.
The emergence of specialist types is a developmental
and training problem and we must start with a com
mon base as outlined above. Experience is the jockey,
but basic training is the horse.
The Lack of Standards
Another deficiency which is symptomatic of the
lack of knowledge and the management of resources
is the dearth of standards in a field which is a veritable
paradise for control and planning on the basis of
accurate data and performance statistics. We can
profitably ask, Is A.D.P. management working in the
dark? Too often guesswork, luck, intuition and a
little knowledge play too large a role in decisions in
which the fact content should far outweigh the value
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1 No. 2, May 1968

content. Unfortunately, decisions are often made on
so little fact that they are no better than value
judgments, with the consequent unreliability character
istic of such decisions and also the inability of
objectively evaluating the outcome of alternate courses
of action. In a field in which rationality is an avowed
desideratum, the lack of this quality in the selection
of effective means and its absence in the decision
making process is rather, frightening.
Accepting that decisions are not merely factual
propositions but also a description of a future state
of affairs and a stated preference for one of a set
of alternatives, data processing is probably unique in
the variety of alternatives possible in terms of systems
design, equipment configurations and so on, but the
mass of facts available to assist in making correct
decisions is disproportionately small. This permeates
all areas of applications programming, software
systems and hardware utilisation. The basic prob
lems of
(i) determining how suitable an information system
is for the tasks for which it is needed, and
(ii) measuring how effectively it is used in processing
these tasks,
remain largely unsolved. The development and
implementation of effective standards of documenta
tion and performance, which imply precise and usable
definitions of what should be measured, and practical
means of measuring these, would provide a useful
data base for more effective A.D.P. management.
The Future
Whilst we bemoan the lack of trained people avail
able for the programmer/analyst ranks, existing
practitioners must recognise and admit the great gulf
of lack of knowledge already in the field, the general
lack of formal training and ignorance of techniques,
and positive action must be taken to overcome this.
Existing practitioners have a responsibility to them
selves and to their “profession” to bring their know
ledge and competence to as high a level as possible,
to justify their role and to ensure that computers are
not used merely as large scale data processors but
become integral parts of information systems; the
man-machine symbiosis beloved of many planners.
The Computer Society can undoubtedly help in this
regard, firstly by providing the opportunity for mem
bers to remain conversant with current developments
and also by giving them the chance to broaden and
deepen their knowledge in all phases of data pro
cessing. For example, in some branches study groups
exist on a variety of topics such as time series,
decision tables, O.R. techniques, which give members
the opportunity of learning techniques with which
they are not familiar and also the chance to extend
the limits of their knowledge in a practical way.
The second important way in which the Society can
assist is the early achievement of its stated objective
of “developing a code of ethics and defining standards
of knowledge” and so establishing and maintaining
an accepted and acknowledged standing of its mem
bers. One of the greatest drawbacks in the current
situation is that employers have no adequate means
ill
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of assessing an individual’s worth as a data processing
officer, either on the basis of formal qualifications or
on the value of his experience. Likewise, the practi
tioners themselves have no means of knowing in what
directions their own knowledge % lacking and have
no formal qualification to aim at. The Computer
Society, as the body covering the cadre of data pro
cessing people, is the obvious one to set up formal
standards of knowledge and provide this formal recog
nition at more than one level; each level covering
both an academic component and minimum periods
in specific kinds of work. One only has to study the
development of other professions to see that the high
point has been the setting up of formal standards and
the acceptance of these by those both inside and
outside that profession, and it is important to realise
that the approbation of both groups is needed if the
qualification is to be worthwhile.
This means that there must be close co-operation
and agreement between universities, other training
institutions, user organisations and so on to ensure
that acceptable standards are achieved against which
the ability and knowledge of the practitioner can be
measured. In the context of this article this is a vital
issue, as the only existing recognised formal qualifica
tions are university graduate or post-graduate degrees
or diplomas. As pointed out above, a very large pro
portion of existing practitioners is excluded from this
avenue and the lack of any kind of formal recogni
tion for these members must be overcome, both to
protect those who can qualify and to exclude, or at
least categorise, those who lack the requisite know
ledge and ability. This aspect is being looked at in
several other countries, but as yet little action has
been taken in Australia and this is one area in which
early remedial action will save many problems later on.
Universities and institutes of technology can also
play their part by conducting vacation schools and
seminars on particular topics for data processing
people. Many of the professions are finding the need
for regular formal courses after graduation to keep
their members conversant with the latest develop
ments. The same need exists in data processing, which
is probably a faster developing science than any other,
where one- of the most effective ways of imparting
the necessary knowledge is by intensive full-time
courses, preferably over several days or even weeks.
The same means could be profitably used to enable
those practitioners who have had little formal train
ing or lack knowledge in many areas to remedy their
deficiencies. This would require support from busi
ness and other computer user organisations but the
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undoubted feedback of benefits to these organisations
in more efficient systems and more competent staff
would more than compensate for the time and money
spent on this sort of training. Linked to the above
comment concerning formal qualifications, vaca
tion schools could also be used as a means of
gaining credit towards such formal qualifications
and these could be open to both graduates and
non-graduates. When one considers the time and
money spent by industry and government on training
in far more nebulous fields, it is surprising and dis
appointing that more has not been done in the area
of information processing.
Despite whatever strenuous efforts bodies such as
the Computer Society, universities and so on may
make in the future in this direction, and at the
moment they are doing very little, their endeavours
will be of little use unless data processing practi
tioners avail themselves of these opportunities.
Unfortunately, data processing is a field in which a
little knowledge can be made to stretch a long way,
and by being able to do little else other than write
code one may exist comfortably as a programmer (in
the generic sense of the word) indefinitely. Working
in an esoteric field the programmer/analyst can, as
in other professions, bury his mistakes, and his mis
takes, whilst not always resulting in the malfunction
or collapse of a system, may engender great
inefficiencies which go undetected for as long as that
system works. In these circumstances there may be a
complete lack of external stimuli to provoke con
tinual improvement and this may only come as a
result of personal dissatisfaction. The laying down of
standards of competence and the recognition of these
standards by computer user organisations will play
an effective role in helping to eliminate many of
these sorts of defects.
A comment by Alexander Pope which very nicely
describes this shallow and dangerous exuberance is
apt:
“A little learning is a dang’rous thing,
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring:
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
And drinking largely sobers us again.”
Until this gap is bridged the general use of com
puters in industry and commerce will continue to be
restricted to the more mundane, simple and less
important tasks. And it is well for data processing
practitioners to remember that computer systems do
not always fail because of the lack of top manage
ment understanding; sometimes it is just lack of
understanding.
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Estimators of Percentile Points of the
F Distribution
By G. A. McIntyre* & M. M. Ward*

Approximating expressions for F(DF1, DF2,P) at P= 0.25, 0.10, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 of the
variance ratio distribution are given for DF1 and DF2 over ranges 1,120 and l,a respectively.

It is convenient in the preparation of computer pro
grams for statistical analysis to be able to generate
percentage points P of the variance ratio distribution
F (DPI, DF2, P) for normal deviates from the degrees
of freedom associated with larger (DPI) and smaller
{DF2) mean squares. Approximating formulae have been
published (Kramer, 1966) for the /-distribution where
t2 = F(l,DF2,P).
Approximating expressions for DPI from 1 to 120,
DF2>3 and P = 0-25, 0-10, 0-05, 0-01 and 0-001 have
been developed using power series of the reciprocals of
DPI and DF2. Precision has been increased for P = 0-25,
0-10 and 0-001 by modifying DF1 and DF2 by functions
of DF2 and DFl, respectively, before taking the recip
rocal.
With U = 1 l(DF2 + K1 + K2/DF1*) and
V = 1 /(DFl + K3 + K4 IDF2&)

and ,4(1). =
A(5) =
B(I) =
B(5) =
then

1 A(2) = Ui A(3) = U
Us
1 B(2) = Vi B(3) = V
V3

A(4) = U2
B(4) = V2

i

F(DF 1, DF2, P)

B C(U)A(0B(j)T
J
where Kl, K2, K3, K4 and the C(i, j) are as listed in
Table 1.
The regression expression was fitted iteratively by
least squares to F values taken from Owen for P = 0-25,
0-10, 0-05 and 0-01 to four decimals, and from Pearson
and Hartley tables for P = 0-001 to two decimals. The
root mean square deviations of estimated y'F for
P = 0-25, 0-10, 0-05, 0-01 and 0-001 are 0-0003,
j = i j=i

TABLE 1 — Table of constants in the formula
1
=i
A{3) = U A(4) = U2
B(3) = V B(4) = V2

F(DF1, DF2, P)

Li

where A( 1) = 1
B(l) = 1

A(2) = Ui
B(2) = Vi

P = 0-25

j

1 C(i, j)A(i )B(j)
=i
A(5) = U3 for U = 1/(DF2 + Kl + A2/DFli)
B(5) = Vs for V = 1 /(DPI + K3 + KA jDF2i)

P = 0-05

P = 0-10

P = 0-01

P = 0-001

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Kl
K2
K3
KA

-0-5
2-0
-0-1
0-8

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

C( 1,1)
C(l,2)
C(l,3)
C(l,4)
C(l,5)

9-985
4-894
-3-354
-3-606
9-546

563
415
877
523
962

-1
-1
-1
-3
-3

9-970
9-300
-2-714
-2-954
1-032

966
412
651
224
908

-1
-1
-1
-2
—2

9-972
1-187
-1-925
-4-557
1-353

526
292
151
488
810

-1
+0
-1
-2
-2

9-959
1-687
-5-089
-8-341
2-703

649
333
742
414
886

-1
+0
-2
-2
-2

9-892
2-346
-5-068
2-672
-1-466

955
086
250
852
425

-1
+0
-2
-1
-1

C(2,l)
C(2,2)
C(2,3)
C(2,4)
C(2,5)

2-539
-1-635
2-966
-2-997
1-319

481
167
624
811
965

-1
+0
+0
+0
+0

4-627
-2-985
5-375
-5-287
2-467

771
924
889
872
084

-1
+0
+0
+0
+0

5-677
-3-692
6-616
-6-724
3-229

991
262
944
102
830

-1
+0
+0
+0
+0

7-581
-5-117
9-225
-9-416
4-531

734
118
415
729
377

-1
+0
+0
+0
+0

4-139 171
-3-939 288
8-387 518
-1-218 733
6-520 967

-1
+0
+0
+1
+0

-0-25
1-0
-0-05
0-4

*C,S.I.R.O. Division of Mathematical Statistics.

-0-5
2-0
-0-1
0-8

Manuscript received December, 1967.
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TABLE 1 — Continued
P = 0-25

P = 0-10

P = 0-05

P = 0-001

P = 0-01

C(3,1)
C(3,2)
C(3,3)
C(3,4)
C(3,5)

1-582
-1-784
-3-252
5-332
-2-550

558
920
389
127
313

+0
-1
+0
+0
+0

3-206
-9-930
-4-831
9-231
-4-767

782
050
035
969
339

+0
-1
+0
+0
+0

4-453
-1-790
-5-200
1-151
-6-591

276
332
404
690
160

+0
+0
+0
+1
+0

7-256
-2-796
-5-420
1-465
-8-627

089
651
628
523
377

+0
+0
+0
+1
+0

1-528
-2-422
2-259
4-998
-9-857

121
097
126
464
666

+1
+1
+1
+0
+0

C(4,l)
C(4,2)
C(4,3)
C(4,4)
C(4,5)

-3-479
1-539
-1-468
3-494
-2-742

822
864
109
583
504

+0
+1
+1
+0
+0

-5-753
3-088
-3-424
1-408
-4-788

546
798
943
989
875

+0
+1
+1
+1
+0

-5-906
3-876
-4-624
2-048
-4-471

066
481
069
468
830

+0
+1
+1
+1
+0

-4-559
5-495
-6-853
3-465
-9-339

941
419
855
015
199

+0
+1
+1
+1
+0

-3-053
2-300
-2-948
1-411
-2-652

497
494
799
046
459

+1
+2
+2
+2
+1

C(5,l)
C(5,2)
C(5,3)
C(5,4)
C(5,5)

6-028
-2-634
3-932
-1-279
6-156

481
146
150
390
417

+0
+1
+1
+1
+0

1-360
-5-660
8-595
-5-407
2-273

997
245
354
288
783

+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

2-219
-8-326
1-133
-7-782
2-909

291
460
722
224
412

+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

4-888
-1-173
1-610
— 1-175
4-570

670
761
118
756
822

+1
+2
+2
+2
+1

3-221
-1-008
1-034
-4-858
1-263

408
109
291
331
215

+2
+3
+3
+2
+2

0-0007, 0-0009, 0-001 and 0-01 respectively, with
maximum deviates for F of 0-003, 0-007, 0-007, 0-01 and
0-07 at the tabulated degrees of freedom.
Supplementary expressions of the form
C(0) + C(l)Ai + C(2)A -f C(3)A2 + C(4)A3
where A = 1 /(DF1 —K) have been derived for F(DF\, P),
F(DF 1, 2, P) and F(DF 1, 3, P). Values for K and the C(i)
are given in Table 2. The maximum root mean square
deviations for P = 0-25, 0-10, 0-05, 0-01 and 0-001 are

respectively 0-0001, 0-0006, 0-004, 0-03 and 30. Four
figure accuracy is always attained.
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TABLE 2 — Table of constants in the formula for
F(DFl, 1, P), F(DFl, 2, P) and F(DFl, 3, P)
where F(DFl, DF2, P) = C(0) + C(l)Al + C(2)A + C(3)A2 + C(4)AS for A = 1 /(DF 1 - K)
P = 0-25
DF2 = 1,

DF2 = 2,

DF2 = 3,
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P = 0-05

P = 0-10

P = 0-001

P = 0-01

K
C(0)
C(l)
C(2)
C(3)
C(4)

0-2
9-849
2-624
-5-440
2-494
-5-739

119
011
730
951
539

+0
-3
+0
+0
-1

0-2
6-332
7-808
-3-224
1-518
-3-526

860
960
870
438
688

+1
-3
+1
+1
+0

0-2
2-543
6-031
-1-280
6-060
-1-410

116
217
515
233
856

+2
-2
+2
+1
+1

0-2
6-365
1-608
-3-193
1-514
-3-527

824
750
791
151
917

+3
+0
+3
+3
+2

0-1
6-364 964
1-697 131
-3-242 464
1-330 424
-2-694 477

+5
+3
+5
+5
+4

K
C(0)
C( 1)
C(2)
C(3)
C(4)

0-1
3-476
-2-053
-9-987
1-917
-2-287

035
017
457
061
249

+0
-4
-1
-1
-2

0-2
9-491
-1-697
-9-948
2-216
-3-376

350
669
663
766
061

+0
-3
-1
-1
-2

0-2
1-949
6-634
-1-012
2-232
-3-726

491
881
289
485
822

+1
-3
+0
-1
-2

0-1
9-949
-1-874
-1-001
1-124
-1-490

965
136
701
045
571

+1
-3
+0
-1
-2

0-0
9-995
-1-980
-7-405
-6-171
-3-580

360
395
930
832
055

+2
-1
-1
-2
-2

K
C(0)
C(l)
C(2)
C(3)
C(4)

0-0
2-473
5-768
-2-820
-2-830
1-095

742
925
274
936
139

+0
-3
-1
-1
-1

0-0
5-132
1-524
1-015
-8-858
2-607

543
704
589
192
472

+0
-2
+0
-1
-1

0-0
8-524 375
2-765 670
2-671 205
-1-526 239
4-310 141

+0
-2
+0
+0
-1

0-0
2-611
. 9-285
1-126
-4-629
1-272

802
854
192
569
806

+1
-2
+1
+0
+0

0-0
1-235
-4-138
6-060
-2-369
6-973

328
336
596
845
975

+2
-1
+1
+1
+0
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The International Federation For
Information Processing (IFIP)
IFIP Congress 68—
A unique gathering of the world’s data processing
experts
The IFIP Congress is held once every three years
in a different country and is the most important single
event in the international information sciences calendar.
Data processing experts from forty countries are
expected to attend IFIP Congress 68, which is to be
held in Edinburgh from the 5th to 10th August, 1968.
Delegates will come to Edinburgh, not only to
present and listen to papers on various tops, but also
to meet one another and to exchange views, ideas and
expertise. This exchange of information is an
essential feature of all IFIP Congresses.
For the individual delegate, IFIP Congress 68 is
therefore not merely an occasion for listening and
learning, it provides a forum for discussion with fellow
experts. It presents a unique opportunity to discover
and to evaluate the most advanced thinking in com
puter technology—concepts that will shape the guide
lines for information processing in the 1970’s.
Apart from the invited papers, more than 600
papers were submitted for consideration for the Con
gress. Five technical assessment committees have
selected 200 of these, and their authors have been
invited to deliver them at Edinburgh in August.
IFIP Congress 68—
The programme highlights
Thirty-five of the world’s leading authorities on
information processing have been invited to present
papers reviewing the state of the computing art and
particular aspects of data processing. These papers,
like the 200 that are to be chosen from those sub
mitted, are divided into the broad technical areas:
mathematics, software, hardware and applications.
The invited speakers and the titles of their papers avail
able at the time of publication are as follows:
Thomas E. Hull, Canada
The numerical integration of ordinary differential
equations.
K. Nickel, Germany
Error bounds and computer arithmetic.
I. Babuska, U.S.S.R.
Numerical stability in mathematical analysis
Lowell Schoenfeld, U.S.A.
Rigorous computation and the zeros of the Riemann
zeta-function.
V. N. Faddeeva, U.S.S.R.
Stability in linear algebra problems.
Max Engeli, U.S.A.
Achievements and problems in formula manipulation.
S. V. Yablonskiy, U.S.S.R.
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A survey of some results in the field of discrete mathe
matics.
S. Michaelson, U.K.
How to succeed in software.
S. S. Lavrov, U.S.S.R.
Representation of geometrical notions in programming
languages.
W. L. Van der Poel, Netherlands
Compiler building.
C. A. R. Hoare, U.K.
Data structures in two level storage.
K. Nygaard and O. J. Dahl, Norway.
Introduction of real-time concepts in simulation langu
ages.
F. J. Corbato and J. H. Saltzer, U.S.A.
Some considerations in supervisor program design for
multiplexed computer systems.
T. Kilburn, U.K.
Trends in computer system organisation.
E. Bloch and R. A. Henle, U.S.A.
Advances in circuit technology and their impact on
computing systems.
G. A. Rose, Australia
Computer graphics communication systems.
E. Goto, Japan.
>■
Memory systems.
W. J. Karplus, U.S.A.
The changing role of analog and hybrid computer
systems.
D. W. Davies, U.K.
Communication networks to serve rapid-response com
puters.
G. T. Artamonov, U.S.S.R.
Development automation.
E. A. Feigenbaum, U.S.A.
Artificial intelligence: themes in the second decade.
B. Vauquois, France
A survey of formal grammars and algorithms for recog
nition and transformation in mechanical translation.
H. Kazmierczak, Germany
Automatic picture processing for pattern recognition.
S. Waligorski, Poland
On formula manipulation connected with computer
design.
G. Salton, U.S.A.
Search and retrieval experiments in real-time informa
tion retrieval.
A. D. Smirnov, U.S.S.R.
Experimental data processing systems.
/. A. Robinson, U.S.A.
New directions in mechanical theorem proving.
A. A. Borsei and A. C. Bos, U.S.A.
Real-time computer systems.
G. E. Forsythe, U.S.A.
Computer science and education.
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E. Horwood, U.S.A.
Computer applications to urban planning and analysis
examples and prospects.
P. Suppes, U.S.A.
Computer assisted education.
H. Le Boulanger, France
j
Operations research and computers: which should be
servant of which?
A. Q. Morton, U.K.
The computer in literary studies.
J. J. Baruch, U.S.A.
A generalised medical information facility.
P. Bagge, Switzerland
On the analysis and design of a management data pro
cessing system based on information system theory.
Papers will be pre-printed and will be issued to the
delegates at the beginning of the Congress. The pro

ceedings of the discussion sessions will be published
and circulated after the Congress.
IFIP Exhibition 68—
At IFIP Exhibition 68 will be displayed the latest
products of the international computer industry.
Approximately sixty manufacturers, representing all the
world’s major suppliers of computing equipment will be
exhibiting.
IFIP Congress 68—
Information
Enquiries should be addressed to:
IFIP Congress 68 Office,
23 Dorset Square,
London, N.W.l,
England.

Book Reviews
The Accountant and Computers, by A. J. Thomas. Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, London, 1967, 164 pp. SA5.1-5.
From the title of this book readers could have rightly
expected a treatise on the impact of computers on the tradi
tional responsibilities of the accountant, the opportunities com
puters offer for application of such modern techniques as
marginal or direct costing, the importance of including a sub
stantial element on computers, systems analysis and program
ming on the curriculum of accountancy courses, the need for
accountants to look deeply into their future role in commerce
and government and the like. These topics are hardly touched
on and where mentioned the treatment has been somewhat
uninspired.
The author, in his preface, however, quickly disabuses the
reader of any false notions as to the objectives and content
of this book by stating:—
“The aim of this book throughout has been to explain
computers and their uses as simply as possible, using the
minimum amount of technical terminology, and also to
examine briefly the impact of computers on the responsibili
ties and work of the accountant.”
In attempting to achieve this aim, many points have been over
simplified or generalised to an unacceptable degree.
A major criticism of the text is that all facets discussed
tend to be given the same weighting and there seems to be a
lack of appreciation of the effort and cost involved in pro
cedures the author presents as being normal practice. The
reader is left with the impression that introduction of
computer-based systems are largely straightforward, neat and
tidy exercises; little indication is given that in real life many
technical problems are encountered, schedules slip, emergen
cies arise, staff are lost, equipment fails, significant organisa
tion strains can arise and that pertinacity, to a high degree,
is essential to the successful introduction of computer-based
systems.
Little that is said adds to the existing pool of knowledge
either in the computer or accounting fields and though the
author, in his preface, claims that the “information given
should be invaluable to anyone undertaking” the United King
dom degree to certificate courses he lists there are earlier
American and British texts which could well be recommended
before this book.
•
J. Shaw
m

Computer Programming for Science and Engineering, by
B. A. M. Moon. Butterworth. London, 1966. 237 pp. SA5.00.
In his preface, the author states that this volume is for
science and engineering graduates who have had under
graduate courses in the principles of programming, and who
are subsequently required to use computers effectively (sic).
A method of communication (with computers) is the theme
of the book, and for this the Fortran language is the means.
The course is well planned, starting with a block diagram
of a computer, dealing with basic computational and I/O
units and showing the use of machine code, in Chapter 1.
The need for language of a higher level than assembly level
follows logically, and the remainder of the book is a descrip
tion, with examples and exercises, of the use of Fortran.
This is a useful tutor, or a text book for a two-week
course. However, except for one chapter at the end, the
Fortran and overall programming concepts are designed for
an IBM 1620, and users of more recent hardware, the model
360 illustrated on the frontispiece for instance, will find the
course out of date. For example, the prospective user is
instructed so to code his program for input of a data check
that a PAUSE will occur if a data check fails, whereupon
the operator is to extract the errant card, correct it manually,
and continue. After pages of similar methods a footnote isfound, stating that such procedures are inadmissable on
“fast time-sharing computers”. An allied but lesser criticism
is of the insistence on the semantic constraints of older
Fortrans: for instance, mixed mode in arithmetic expressions
is precluded.
Chapter 10, ‘Developments of the Fortran Language’ is the
final chapter on coding, and here the concept of Fortran
sub-programs is introduced briefly. The final chapter, ‘Test
ing and Documentation’, stresses the need for thorough
testing of the completed program. The documentation aspect,
however, fails to emphasise the need for extensive comment
throughout the program; a sine qua non in. the reviewer’s
opinion, while that old favourite, the block diagram, is
advocated.
This is an admirable work for 1620 users, and a further
edition is required to keep it up to date. The structure of
the course is excellent, and the author’s style is attractive
—there are one or two fetching analogies, so it is hoped that
the content may soon be revised.
J. A. B. Palmer
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The Standards Association Of Australia
STANDARDS SUB-COMMITTEE MS/20—
COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION
PROCESSING
GENERAL
The formation of this committee and various Expert
Groups was reported in the November, 1967, issue of
the Journal. Each Expert Group is responsible for
reviewing and abstracting information received on the
activity of an ISO/TC97 sub-committee. The Secretary
to MS/20 reported, in October, the difficulty in form
ing Expert Groups for activity SC3—Character Recog
nition, and SC8 — Numerical Control of Machine
Tools. He had issued invitations to appropriate
parties without success. However, he now reports
that the formation of all Expert Groups is completed.
Dr. F. Hirst has retired from the Chairmanship of
MS/20 and his place has been taken by M. H. J. Kidd
of Qantas.
The Expert Group watching the work of ISO/
TC97/SC4 has been quite active and has presented a
report to MS/20. This is available from the Secretary
under Reference Document ISO/TC97/SC4/WG4
(Seer—7)12.
A draft ISO recommendation No. 1052 for 6 and 7
bit Coded Character Sets for Information Processing
Interchange has been published. Expert Group SC2
of MS/20 has recommended that the ISO Draft
Recommendation be endorsed as an Australian
Standard. National selections must be decided for
eleven of the graphic symbols in the character table
before the draft could be endorsed as an Australian
Standard. Expert Group SC2 has recommended the
following:—
Position
National Options
4/0
5/11
5/12
5/13
7/11
7/12
7/13
Diacritical signs
5/14
6/0
7/14
Undefined
2/3

Symbol
@
[
\
]
{
|
1

Description
Commercial at
Opening bracket
Reverse slant
Closing bracket
Opening brace
Vertical line
Closing brace

£

Circumflex
Pound sign
Overline (tilde)

#

Number sign

A

Expert Group SC2 requests opinions on:
1. Does Australia still require the £ graphic?
2. Do we need the # graphic?
3. How well do the (recommended) graphics satisfy
the programming community?
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4. Is there a special collating sequence for £ and #?
5. Does Australia need the H graphic?
The ISO document will now be passed to public
review, subject to the approval of MS/20, together
with the proposed National options and the queries
raised by Expert Group SC2.
Expert Group SC7 has reviewed the Draft ISO
Recommendation No. 1299 on “Flowchart Symbols
for Information Processing” (see abstract below). It
has deferred recommending on the type of vote that
should be forwarded to ISO until interested organisa
tions and individuals have had a chance to comment
on the draft.
ABSTRACTS
The following abstracts have been received covering
documents issued by the noted ISO sub-committee.
Copies of the original documents are obtainable from:
Mr. C. McGuinness,
Engineering Secretary, Committee MS/20,
Standards Association of Australia,
Temple Court,
422 Collins Street,
Melbourne,
VICTORIA. 3000.
Expert Group SC2
ISO/TC97/(Sec.-109) 175E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1320 for Implementa
tion of the 6- and 7-bit Coded Character Sets on 7-track
i-inch (12.7mm) Magnetic Tape.
Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 6.
Abstract: This document emanates from SC2 and covers
the implementation of ISO 6- and 7-bit coded character
sets as defined in Draft ISO Recommendation N1052
(identical to USASC11 7-bit code) on 7-track magnetic
tape (physical specifications in preparation by ISO/
TC97/SC4).
Characters will have an odd parity bit in Track No.
7 with a longitudinal check row at the end of the data
block for even parity of each track.
Block size shall be not less than 18 and not more than
2048 data rows.
The 6-bit implementation is direct bit to track.
The 7-bit implementation omits bit 6 (i.e., track 6
contains bit 7) and requires only one data row if bits
b6 and b7 are unalike. If b6 and b7 are alike (note that
this condition covers the “less used” characters), two
data rows are used with all l’s in the first and b6
omitted in the second. To prevent ambiguity with this
arrangement, 1011111 (i.e., “underline”) breaks the rule
and 1111111 (i.e., DEL character is not represented.
Index: 6-bit, 7-bit, 7-track, magnetic tape, character code.
SAA Action: Comment or opinion is solicited from interested
parties.
ISO/TC97/(SC-lll) 177E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1321 for Implementa
tion of 7-bit Coded Character Set on 9-track I-inch
(12.7mm) Magnetic Tape.
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Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 6.
Abstract: This document emanates from SC2 and covers the
implementation of ISO 7-bit coded character set as
defined in Draft ISO Recommendation N1052 (identical
to USASC11 7-bit code) on ,,9-track magnetic tape
(physical specifications being defined by ISO/TC97/SC4).
Characters shall have an odd parity bit in track 4 and
* longitudinal check row at the end of the data block
for even parity of each track.
Block size shall be not less than 18 and not more
than 2048 data rows.
Assignment is:—
Bit No.
7 6 5 4 3 2 1.
Track No. 6 5 3 9 1 8 2.
Track 7 (environment position 8) is always binary
0 and track 4 is parity.
Index: 7-bit, 9-track, magnetic tape, character code.
SAA Action: Comment or opinion is solicited from interested
parties.
ISO/TC97/(Sec-113) 179E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1322. Guide for the
Definition of 4-bit Character Sets Derived from ISO
7-bit Coded Character Set for Information Processing
Interchange.
Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 13.
Abstract: The guide emanating from SC2 provides for the
10 decimal digits and 6 further characters selected from
the 7-bit code table as defined in Draft ISO Recom
mendation N1052 (same as USASC11 7-bit code).
Rules for the selection of the 6 characters are given
with the preferred aim of using one but no more than
one character from each of rows 10 to 15 of the 7-bit
code table.
Index: 4-bit, character-code. 7-bit.
ISO/TC97(Sec-115) 181E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1323 Magnetic Tape
Labelling and File Structure for Information Interchange.
Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 22.
Abstract: This is a slightly amended version of Document
ISO/TC97/SC2(Sec-73) 238E which was abstracted earlier.
Index: Magnetic tape, labels, volume, file.
ISO/TC97/8C2(Sec-79) 268F/E
Title: List of documents issued by ISO/TC97/SC2 since
May, 1966.
Date: July,. 1967.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: List of documents in general number sequence—
useful for checking completeness of files.
Index: Index ISO/TC97/SC2.
ISO/TC97/SC2(Sec-80) 270F/E
Title: Table of National Use Position of the ISO 7-bit
Coded Character Set.
Date: August, 1967.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: ISO Draft Recommendation N1052 provides for
7 code-table positions to be assigned special graphics
by national standardisation bodies in various countries.
An additional three positions are available for those
countries having an extraordinary requirement. Some
doubt exists over one further position (£ or #).
This document summarises the selections of Germany,
U.S.A., France and Japan. Three of them have sub
mitted 2 options.
Index: 7-bit, character-code, national-, selection.
SAA Action: Comment or opinion is solicited from interested
parties.
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ISO/TC97/SC2(Sec-78) 267E
Title: Implementation of ISO 7-bit Coded Character Set on
12-row Punched Cards.
Date: May, 1967.
Pages: 7.
Abstract: This document appears from an accompanying
circular to be intended as or to be the basis of a
draft proposal number 97/2 N267 of the same title.
Following the earlier negative vote on the “Decimal
ISCII” card code proposed in 97/2 N216, this docu
ment proposes a card encoding of the 7-bit ISO
character set based on Hollerith punchings. It appears
identical to a U.S.A. proposal in ISO/TC97/SC2(USA38) 249. stemming from the X3 committee of the
U.S.A.S.I., save that the encodings of four character
positions, numbers 5/12, 5/13, 7/12 and 7/13 are given
two possibilities by doc. 267E, one of them being that
adopted by doc. 249. Further, doc. 267E suggests that
the card encoding of the six positions 2/3, 2/4, 4/0, 5/12.
5/11 and 5/13 be left subject to permutation according
to rational usage. Advice is requested on the choice of
the alternative encodings for the first set of four, and
opinions as to whether permutations of the second set of
six should be permitted by the standard. The proposed
differs in several details from the Netherland proposal
appended to ISO/TC97/SC2(Sec-70) 226E.
A partial extension to an 8-bit environment is
described, showing the 124 determined punchings of the
7-bit set, and requesting suggestions for the 128 punch
ings not covered by the 7-bit set.
Index Terms: Card code. Hollerith. 7-bit, 8-bit.

Expert Groups SC3 and SC4
ISO/TC97/SC3/WG-1 (Secr.-44) 110
Title: First ISO Draft Proposal for Printing Specifications
for Optical Character Recognition
Abstract: This draft proposal deals with the basis for
industrial standards of the paper and printing to be used in
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems. Three major
parameters of a printed document for OCR media are
covered: (1) the optical properties of the paper; (2) the optical
and dimensional properties of the ink patterns forming OCR
characters; (3) position of OCR characters on the paper.
(1) includes reflectance, opacity and the spectral composi
tion of reflected light; (2) includes contrast between the
character and its background, strokewidth, voids within the
ink pattern, extraneous ink lying outside the character, mean
shape centreline of the ink pattern; (3) involves the specifi
cation of areas from which non-OCR characters are excluded.
areas which will contain OCR characters. Lines and fields
of OCR characters. Separations between lines and between
characters. Misalignment of adjacent characters or of
characters within a field or a line.
An Appendix discusses the background to these standards
in terms of the methods employed in OCR devices. It also
suggests measurement techniques which may be employed in
assessing conformity of a product with the standards laid
down here.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the draft proposal be indexed under the following terms:—
Optical Character Recognition, Print Quality, Paper
Quality.
ISO DRAFT RECOMMENDATION No. 996
ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTER SETS FOR OPTICAL
RECOGNITION
This document has three distinct sections, the first of which
specifies the standard sizes and repertoire of two compre
hensive character sets, referred to as OCR-A and OCR-B,
for optical character recognition. It includes illustrations of
each character in the two sets in three different sizes.
The second part specifies the nominal printed image of
each character in set OCR-B. Two sizes are specified with
variable strokewidth for letterpress printing and constant
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strokewidth for any type of printing. A third size is
specified with constant strokewidth only. This section of
the document also includes all the drawings and numerical
dimensions necessary for establishing the nominal printed
images of each character in set OCR-B.
The last part specifies the nominal printed image of each
character in set OCR-A. Four sizes are specified with con
stant strokewidth. The section also includes all the drawings
and numerical dimensions necessary for establishing the
nominal printed images of each character in set OCR-A.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of the document be indexed under the following terms:—
Character Sets—Optical Recognition.
Optical Recognition—Character Sets.
Input—Optical Recognition.
ISO/TC94/SC4/WC1 (GENEVA ’67—3) 115
This document is a working paper on a standard for
unrecorded magnetic tapes for reel-to-reel instrumentation
applications. It proposes physical dimensions for tapes.
The Standards Association suggests that the subject matter
of this document be indexed under the following terms:—
Magnetic Tape, Instrumentation.
Instrumentation Tape.
ISO/TC94/SC4/WG1 (GENEVA ’67—4) 116
ISO/TC94/SC4/WG1 (GENEVA ’67—5) 117
These documents are working papers on a standard for
reels for magnetic tape used in interchange instrumentation
applications. They propose physical dimensions for hubs,
flanges, reels, etc.
The Standards Association suggest that the subject matter
of these documents be indexed under the following terms:—
Magnetic Tape, Instrumentation.
Instrumentation Tape.
Tape Reels, Instrumentation.

Expert Group SC5
ISO/TC97/SC5(ECMA-12) 187:
FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE SYNTAX OF COBOL
This document was prepared by the ECMA technical com
mittee on COBOL (TC6) at the request of the CODASYL
COBOL publication sub-committee, and is an ECMA work
ing paper.
The document comprises four parts:—
1. The notation used.
2. The formal definition of the COBOL syntax.
3. Explanatory notes expanding complex region of 2 above.
4. Index.
Part (2) is further subdivided into three sections contain
ing general syntactic definitions, level 1 syntax defining the
COBOL text and level 2 syntax defining the COBOL pro
gram. Backus normal form has been employed as extensively
as possible as a metalanguage.
With certain listed exceptions this formal definition reflects
the COBOL edition 1965, including changes approved by the
CODASYL COBOL language sub-committee through Decem
ber. 1966.
Secretary’s Note: This document is quite bulky and so
attention is drawn to the fact that free copies are available
from:—
ECMA (European Computers Manufacturers’ Associa
tion),
114. Rue du Rhone.
1204 GENEVA, SWITZERLAND.

Expert Group SC7
ISO/TC97/(Sec-55) 90E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No.
Symbols for Information Processing.
Date: April. 1967.
Pages: 8.

1299—Flowchart
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Abstract: This Draft Recommendation emanates from SC7
and has been submitted as a result of unanimous
approval of the second draft proposal by ISO/TC97 in
Tokyo in October, 1965. It defines 30 graphical symbols
for use in flowcharts for information processing systems,
including automatic data processing systems. It does not
cover any conventions for use of the symbols except
for the general direction of flow and the use of flow
lines.
Index: Flowchart, symbols, flow diagrams.
SAA Action: Comment or opinion is solicited from interested
parties.

Expert Group SC8
ISO/TC97(Sec-106) 162E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1314. ‘Code for
Numerical Control of Machines’.
Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 8.
Abstract: This document describes a 7-bit coded character
set for the numerical control of machines and associated
equipment; it is to be implemented on 8-track punched
tape.
The recommended character set is based upon, and
compatible with, the ISO 7-bit coded character set
described in ISO Draft 1052 of June, 1966, which set
(identical to the USAS X 3.4 7-bit code) was developed
by Sub-committee 2 of Technical Committee ISO/TC97,
in association with the International Telegraph and
Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT).
The character set described is to be used with a
parity check (even parity); the parity bit is on track
No. 8.
Although based on a 1248 BCD coding, it differs
greatly from the EIA standard RS244 character code set,
at present widely used for the numerical control of
machine tools.
Its adoption will involve reworking of tape reading
and tape preparation equipment, but it will facilitate
transmission of control tape by normal telegraphic
equipment.
SAA Action: Comments or opinions be invited from interested
parties.
ISO/TC97(Sec-108) 164E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1315 ‘Axis and Motion
Nomenclature for Numerically Controlled Machines’.
Date: June, 1967.
Pages: 33.
Abstract: This recommendation for axis and motion nomen
clature for numerically controlled machines is intended
to simplify programming, and to facilitate the inter
change of recorded data. It describes a standard co
ordinate system (a right-handed cartesian system) related
to a workpiece mounted in a machine and aligned with
the principal linear slideways of that machine. Positive
direction of movement of a component of the machine
causes an increasing positive dimension on the workpiece.
The Z axis of motion is generally the axis of rota
tion (of spindle or workpiece) which imparts cutting
power. The X axis of motion is generally horizontal
and parallel to the work holding surface.
The Y axis of motion is selected to complete, with
the X and Z axes, a right-hand cartesian co-ordinate
system.
Rotary motions A, B, and C are defined as motions
about axes respectively parallel to X, Y and Z.
Provision is made for secondary and tertiary motions
to be nominated if they exist.
The draft recommendation includes 25 figures detail
ing the application of these principals.
SAA Action: Comment or opinion is solicited from interested
parties.
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ISO/TC97(See-117) 183E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1316. Punched Tape
Block Formats for the Numerical Control of Machines.
Coding of Preparatory Functions G and Miscellaneous
Functions M.
Date: July, 1967.
fi
Pages: 7.
Abstract: _ This document lists the coding of preparatory
functions G and miscellaneous functions M as used in
the various formats proposed for positioning and straight
cut numerically controlled machines.
The recommendations generally follow those defined
in the (U.S.A.) National Aerospace Standard NAS 955.
However, preparatory functions available for cutter
compensation have been fully detailed, and a series of
functions calling for linear shift in one or two axes
introduced.
In the miscellaneous functions, previously unassigned
codes have been assigned to linear shifts of the tool, or
to linear or angular shifts of the workpiece, and to
associated clamping and unclamping operations.
It is stressed in the draft recommendation that the
coding applies to straight cut and positioning systems
only, and that the current study on contouring will
require the addition of some functions to the list given
in this recommendation.
ISO/TC97(Sec-119) 185E
(Sec-121) 187E
(Sec-123) 189E
Titles:
(1) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1317. Interchange
able Punch Tape Variable Block Format for Position

ing and Straight Cut Numerically Controlled
Machines.
(2) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1318. Punched Tape
Variable Block Format for Positioning and Straight
Cut Numerically Controlled Machines.
(3) Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1319. Punched Tape
Fixed Block Format for Positioning and Straight
Cut Numerically Controlled Machines.
Date: luly, 1967.
Abstract: In the introduction to D.R. No. 1317, it is noted
that the preparation of that recommendation revealed
the availability of a wide range of formats, and that
the provision of full interchangeability would lead, in
many instances, to unwarranted and expensive equip
ment.
Accordingly, D.R. No. 1317 provides for interchangeability of input media for machines with compatible
characteristics, whilst D.R. No. 1318, consistent with
D.R. 1317, specifies the rules providing a minimum of
uniformity in the manufacture of input media, and
machine tool builders are asked to follow D.R. 1318 as
much as possible.
In each recommendation, the format make up is
detailed, together with the sequence of ‘dimension’ words.
Recommendations are included for feed and spindle
speed coding, the first preference being for a three-digit
code (arithmetic progression). A shorthand is included
and recommended for describing the format specifica
tion, and an example is given, in each draft recom
mendation, of the eight-channel tape required, and
punched according to ISO Draft Recommendation No.
1314.

Book Reviews
Electronic Computers, by I. C. Cluley. Oliver and Boyd.
Edinburgh and London, 1967. 189 pp. SA1.15.
This book is one of a series of Contemporary Science
Paperbacks, and it is a review of current computer usage
and design principles. The author is a Senior Lecturer in
Electronic and Electrical Engineering at the University of
Birmingham, and his professional interest is evident.
First, there is an admirable introduction for the layman.
The characteristics of analogue and digital computation are
explained, features of large modern installations are
described, and the recent history of the subject is expounded.
The next sixth of the book concerns analogue computers.
From here on a modicum of familiarity with electronics is
presumed: for instance, the characteristics of analogue com
ponents are stated but are not explained. This is a minor
criticism of the whole book, for although there must be a
limit to condescension in style, here it is not uniform. As
an instance, the description at a basic level of binary nota
tion, with which few current readers can be unfamiliar,
contrasts with the assumed comprehension of circuit diagrams
for NAND and NOR functions.
These slight obstacles surmounted, a description of the
elements of analogue elements and their use in constructing
various models follows.
The remainder of the book is devoted to digital com
puters. Boolean algebra is introduced and its use in circuit
design is clearly demonstrated. The design of an adder and
a core store driver complete the section on basic hardware
logic.
Several programming languages are briefly described and
the requirement for an operating system is explained. The
chapter on applications covers a wide spectrum interestingly,
and the book concludes with Future Developments. Here are
briefly mentioned trends in hardware and I/O. which in
no

some cases may be conjectural. (“. . . a ‘light-pen’ . . .
is a small torch . . .” suggests lack of first-hand acquaintance.)
The slant imparted to the work by its being the author's
personal view of the field lends an added interest, and many
computer users could improve their knowledge by reading
this book.
I. A. B. Palmer
Systematic Analogue Computer Programming, by I. Shaw,
A. S. Charlesworth and I. R. Fletcher. Sir Isaac Pitman and
Sons, London, 1967.
The authors set themselves the difficult task of explaining
how to program and use an analogue computer without requir
ing the reader to understand what goes on inside. Whilst this
approach of clearly distinguishing the needs of the designer
and the user of the computer is well established in the digital
field, in most of the now quite numerous analogue textbooks
programming is closely interwoven with circuit theory. The
authors have come reasonably near to meeting their objective
so that the reader need be familiar with only a few very
elementary ideas about circuits in order to understand most of
the book. However, some of the more advanced topics are
not dealt with, but a list of 20 books is given as a guide to
those wishing to study the subject further.
A second feature of the book is that it presents a standard
systematic procedure for analogue programming designed to
forestall mistakes and difficulties and quickly enable students,
who have limited time in which to acquire practical experience,
to gain confidence in the analogue computer as a tool for
solving problems which arise in their own technological disci
pline. There are numerous fully worked examples together
with an interesting collection of 39 practice problems for the
reader.
P. R. Benyon.
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Branch Notes
CANBERRA
The Canberra Branch held its Annual General
Meeting on 7th March, 1968, and the following mem
bers were elected to the Branch Executive Committee:
Mr. D. L. Overheu, E.D.P. Division, Department of
Defence—Chairman.
Mr. B. W. Smith, Computer Centre, Australian
National University—Vice-Chairman.
Mr. E. H. Gibbs, E.D.P. Division, Department of
Defence—Hon. Secretary.
Mr. J. S. Drabble, Division of Computing Research,
C.S.I.R.O.—Asst. Hon. Secretary.
Mr. M. P. Mangin, Auditor-General’s Office—Hon.
Treasurer.
Program
So far, during 1968, the following talks have been
given at General Meetings of the Branch:
February: The Impact
on

of Mass Random Access Stores
Computer Software and Applications—Panel dis

cussion by—Mr. T. McCarthy, Honeywell Pty. Ltd.; Mr.
G. Karoly, Control Data Australia Pty. Ltd.; Mr. P. J.
Benjamin, I.B.M. Australia Ltd.
March: What is System Analysis—Mr. D. L. Overheu,
Department of Defence.
April: The Role of Computers in Meteorological
Research—Mr. C. E. Wallington, C.S.I.R.O.
May: Computer Science Education—Professor T. E. Hull,
University of Toronto, Canada.

The Branch was also fortunate to receive a visit
from Dr. J. Presper Eckert of the UNIVAC Division
of Sperry Rand, U.S.A., who addressed members at
a special meeting in May on the subject of E.D.P.
THE INDUSTRY OF CHANGE.
May, a month of great Branch activity, also saw the
culmination of plans to hold a one-day seminar on
LARGE SCALE DATA PROCESSING IN AUS
TRALIA. This seminar, in which interstate as well
as local speakers participated, was most successful
and well attended and augurs well for the further
events of this kind which the Branch Executive Com
mittee hopes to arrange. An interesting and varied
program of talks will continue throughout the rest
of the year at the General Meetings of the Branch on
the first Thursday of each month.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Membership
As at date of publication, it is anticipated that
Branch Membership will be 1,000. This figure consists
of 85% Ordinary and 15% Associate Members.
Program
The current meeting program was designed as the
result of a sample survey taken of members’ require
ments.
The following meetings have been held since the
beginning of the year:—
Work Study in the Computer Room—Mr. L. G. Gerrand

of P.A. Management Consultants.
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President’s Address:
The Functions of a Computer Society—Mr. T. Pearcey,

President of A.C.S.
Integrated Material Control at Philips, Hendon, S.A.—

Mr. Max Shertock of Philips Electrical Pty. Ltd.
Computers in the High School Curriculum—Professor

T. E. Hull of University of Toronto, Canada.

A calendar of future meetings has been prepared
and issued to members:—
June 11: “Control

and Development of a Co-operative
International Computer System” — Mr. R. Bishton

of Caltex Oil Pty. Ltd.
July 9: “Systems Considerations in a Banking En
vironment”
— Mr. J. Matthews of the Bank of New
South Wales.
August 13: Film Evening—a special program of films. Dis
cussion time will be provided for each film.
September 10: “Practical Automation” — Mr. D. White of
Plessey Pacific Pty. Ltd.

Residential Conference
As in past years, the annual residential conference
will be held at the Hotel Florida, Terrigal, N.S.W.
The theme for this year is “Man and Machine —
the Challenge of the Computer Age”, and the con
ference will take place from Friday 15th to Sunday
17th November, 1968.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Program
The following series of meetings were held during
1967.
r-"'
February

22: .“Interconnected Computer Complexes
Implications for Australia”—Prof. J. M. Bennett, Uni

versity of Sydney.
March 22: Annual General Meeting.
April 26: “Simulation of Continuous Systems”—Mr.
P. R. Benyon, Weapons Research Establishment.
May 24: “Computers and E.D.P. in Engineering. A
review”—Mr.

R. Culver, University of Adelaide.
use of Computers in Transportation
Planning”—Mr. P. G. Pak-Poy, Pak-Poy and

June 21: “Some
and

Associates.
July 26: Films.
August 23: “Automation in Libraries”-—Mr. D. W. Simmonds, University of Adelaide.
September 27: “Computer Education in South Australia”
—Mr. A. E. Norman, S.A. Institute of Technology.
October 25: “Profit—-the Organisation and the Com
puter”—Mr. G. Gooch, W. D. Scott & Co.
November 27: “Interactive Computing”—Mr. D. G. Moore,
University of Western Australia.

The formats of the meetings for 1968 have been
altered to make them more attractive to members.
Some of the changes proposed are:—
(1) To hold the meetings in the same room where
supper is served after meetings, or a meal served
before meetings.
(2) To meet socially, either at a meal or over cocktails
before meetings.
(3) To provide commentators for papers delivered.
(4) To hold group meetings at which two or more
speakers will be invited to speak briefly on not
necessarily related topics.
The Committee hope that the innovations will result
in an increased interest in Branch activities.
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The lecture program for 1967 and early 1968 was:—
Feb., ’67: "Use of Computers in the Totalisator Agency
Board”—Mr. H. H. Jarman of the W.A. T.A.B.
Mar., ’67: Talks on three different subjects — Mr. J.
Maxwell, Mr. A. Saulitis,. and Mr. P. Sefton of IBM.
Apr., ’67: "Implications of Data Preparation on Com
puter Configurations”— Mr. L. Butler of I.C.T.
May, ’67: “PL/I Programming Language”—Mr. B. W.
Smith of A.N.U., Canberra.
July, '67: “The State Government Computer Service”
—Mr. D. W. McCarthy, Executive Officer, A.D.P., in
W.A. State Government.
Aug., ’67: “Cathode Ray Tube Displays”—Mr. R. L.
McMillan of the University of W.A. Computing Centre.
Sept., '67: “Data Transmission”—Mr. J. M. Hobley, of
the Post Office Engineering Division.
Oct., ’67: “Te;hniques for File Security”—Mr. P. Sefton
of IBM.
Nov., ’67: “Interactive Computing” (with demonstrations),
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—Mr. D. G. Moore of the University of W.A. Computing
Centre.
Dec., '67: Annual Dinner.
Mar., ’68: General discussion on “Impact of Computers on
our Economic Life”, chaired by Mr. I. Nicholls and
with Messrs. D. McCarthy, C. Jarvis, D. Carpenter and
J. Hobley as keynote speakers.
Apr., ’68: “Unusual Experiences in E.D.P.” (chiefly in
Scotland)—Mr. C. Kerr, newly arrived State Manager for
I.C.T.

During 1967 the Branch set up a Committee to
report on Computer and Data Processing Education
requirements. The report was duly prepared and sub
mitted to a special Committee set up by the W.A.
State Government to investigate and report on
Tertiary Education in Western Australia.
Membership now stands at 136 total (127 ordinary
members, 7 associate members and 2 student members).
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Lets win
the paper
war with
Friden
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Today’s office and factory paper work is getting more complex,
more varied. There’s more of it. Friden has the office equipment and
technical know-how to make a major offensive against your paper
problems.
The 5610 Computyper Data Processor controlled by one operator can
handle billing, payroll, government reports, commission distribution,
accounts payable and receivable, sales and profit analysis and many other
important tasks.
You programme the 5610 in English and it “talks back” in English. It is
ideal for small or large businesses. It employs the latest technology
including micro-integrated circuits. The price will surprise you too!
Want to hear more about the 5610?
Arrange to see a Friden man — you can buy or lease.

Friden

For calculators and paperwork automation

A division of the Singer Company
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Head Office:
636 St. Kilda Rd„ Melbourne. 51 6905
Sydney 298731, Canberra 46162,
Brisbane 5 4486, Adelaide 23 5177,
Perth 218731, Hobart 342673
,3,
xm

You’ve already met our other
automation systems . . .
• Series 200 for business.data processing
• Series 16 for small scale scientific and control
• Controls and switches for all purposes

applications

Now meet our latest—
Honeywell Series 32
msm
ini

•SfcWRjH

HESill
mu

■•■SSSSSj?.:

-am

High speed, high performance 32 bit l/C multi-processor computer systems for
low-cost, time-sharing scientific and control applications.

For all of your automation problems, think

Honeywell
AUTOMATION

xiv

Sydney

Melbourne

Canberra

Adelaide

Brisbane

Perth

Hobart

27-7451

26-3351

49-7966

51-6203

51-5248

28-3722
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The Applied Dynamics Four is
totally new; in hybrid
organisational concept,
performance characteristics,
speed, reliability, and
flexibility.
□ A totally new approach to
man-machine communications
simplifies programming by

users more expert in their own
fields than in computer
technology.
□ A totally new approach to
components, wiring and
mounting techniques really
gets to grips with the problem
of field expansion—and the
practicalities of available space.

□ The A D-4 Hybrid is ready
and able to cope with your
existing problem load alone,
or linked to a general purpose
digital computer. As a
genuinely minimum initial
console that can be expanded
smoothly and economically, it
makes obsolescence obsolete.

'This new hybrid makes computer obsolescence obsolete'

*** I
*** *4

Scientific & Industrial Equipment

PHILIPS

AS YOU KNOW,
SALES ANALYSIS IS EASY
MJ7 NOT OUICK

Take one of your accounts. Cloi
the month.
Now you’know what sales have
been.
Year to date?
You can figure that too.
Well, how about this month last
year?
And a percentage. Increase
decrease?
’
How about the year, last year? To
Lots of figuring.
How about accounts receivable? Is the
money people owe you, 30 days, 60 days, 90%.:
days old? How much of your cash are they using?
I-ree? Oh yes, how about telling them? Showing
them on the statement the past due amounts.
Lots and lots of figuring. That’s all.
All you need are some clerks and cal
culators.
And maybe two'weeks.
Or IBM computers. In IBM's Data
Centre Services.
And maybe an hour, or two or less.
Can IBM help you? There's a way to find
out quickly. Your telephone book.
There we are. Or mail this coupon.
There you are:

M

\

IBM Data Centre Service Headquan
Box 3318, G.P.O., ’
Sydney. N.S.W. 2001.
! want more information.on Data Centre Services.

city

18079'

xvi

post code

IBM113.
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Support....
with BASF service and know-how
Usually, when you buy a reel of precision magnetic
recording tape from somebody, they thank you
very much and wish you lots of iuck.
When it comes to using it, you're on your own.
Not so with BASF Computer Tape.
We have a selfish interest in making sure that BASF
MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPE gives you maximum
performance in every application. That's why we have
specialists available to give practical, technical
advice to all BASF users.
BASF manufacture a complete range of
Computer Tapes to the exacting specifications and
requirements of all major computer manufacturers.

we support BASF users all the way.
There's a lot more we'd like to tell you about BASF
Computer Tape, and the support you get with it,
including the fact that
BASF OUTPERFORMS ALL OTHER COMPUTER TAPES
AT ALL BIT DENSITIES INCLUDING 1600 bpi (3,200 fci).

® Registered Trade Mark of Badische-Anilin & Soda-Fabrik AG.

West Germany.

Write or 'phone the sole
Australian distributors:

COMPUTER

TAPES

MAURICE CHAPMAN & CO. PTY. LTD.
210 Clarence Street, SYDNEY, 2000. ’Phone —29 1704.
146 Burwood Road, HAWTHORN, Vic., 3122. ’Phone - -81 0574.
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CAREERS IN E.D.P. CONSULTING

BECKINGSALE & COMPANY
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

We are continually seeking men of the
highest calibre, aged around 28 to 35, with
sound tertiary education and an appreciation
of how E.D.P. can be used to optimise a
Company’s profits in relation to funds
employed.

CONTINUOUS
STATIONERY?

Salary requirements will present no difficulty
to the right men.

Applications addressed “Private & Confiden
tial” to one of the following will be handled
in the strictest confidence.
PARTNERS

G. BECKINGSALE
M.C., B.E.E., A.M.I.E.Aust., F.A.I.M., F.lnst.D.

A. I. BUNBURY
^B.C.E., A.M I.E.Aust., F.A.I.M.

H. EISEN
B.Com., Dip.Soc.Stud. A.F.A.I.M.
Manager for New South Wales and Queensland

R. G. NEWTON
A.A.S.A., A.C.A.A., A.F.A.I.M.
Director of Personnel

Air Vice-Marshal F. S. STAPLETON
C.B., D.S.O., D.F.C., B.A.(Cantab.), F.A.I.M.

Beckingsale & Company commenced opera
tions in 1955, and has provided assistance in
all areas of management to over 150 orga
nisations, from small businesses to leading
companies in commerce and industry. E.D.P.
forms a continually increasing part of our
consulting work.
Overseas affiliates of high standing assist
us to continually improve our competence
in management and technology, and enable
us to provide efficient international services
on marketing, licensing, acquisitions, mer
gers and joint ventures.

BECKINGSALE & COMPANY
33 Queens Rd., Melbourne
Victoria, 3004
Tel.: 26-4211, 26-4209

xviii

M.L.C. Building
105 Miller St.,
Nth. Sydney, N.S W. 2060
Tel.: 929-7917, 929-6724

Of course!
SANDS & McDOUGALL!
They specialize in continuous stationery for
high speed printers and all paper require
ments for computers.

For QUALITY and SERVICE:

SANDS & McDOUGALL
PTY. LTD.
108 REGENT ST., PRESTON, VIC. 3072
Telephone 47 2181
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RCA COMPUTER
TAPE IS
DEFECT-FREE
ERROR-FREE
We have the toughest tests in the industry to
make sure it stays that way. At our Test Centre,
at Indianapolis, every reel of tape we make is
tested from end to end, and some the full width
as well.
Our tapes are good. After all, who could make
tape better than the people who make the com
puters? As we do.
We are also in continuous research, developing
tomorrow's tapes.
But what’s most important, is that these tapes
we make in the U.S. are now generally available
from our Australian offices through our new
Magnetic Products Department; which has been
established for your benefit and service.
The following tapes are now available:
RCA Heavy-duty,
Industry-compatible Tapes
RCA 5258 LONGLIFE, Engineered and manufactured
for maximum performance in computer installations
utilising 800 BPI Industry-compatible 7 channel tape
drives.
RCA 5458 LONGLIFE. For maximum performance in
installations utilising 556 or 200 BPI Industry-com
patible 7 channel tape drives.
RCA 5858 LONGLIFE. This tape is the culmination
of years of research. Full width tested, it is designed to
give error-free performance on RCA, IBM and other
Industry-compatible tape drives that utilise 800 BPI 7
or 9 channel configurations.
RCA 6258 LONGLIFE -Heavy duty high density
1600 BPI (3200 FCI) Certified total surface. This tape
is designed to provide error-free performance on RCA,
IBM and other Industry-Compatible tape drives that
utilize 3200 FCI/1600 BPI 9 Channel configuration.
RCA LONGLIFE TAPE features a unique oxide formu
lation which wears for tens of thousands of error-free
passes, while maintaining minimum head wear, with no
oxide build-up.
Full specifications and details are available from all RCA
State offices.

The most trusted name in magnetic products

RCA OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
An Associate Company of the Radio Corporation of America

SYDNEY: 219 Elizabeth St. 2000. 61 8541.
MELBOURNE: 2 Stephenson St., Richmond 3121. 42 4586.
ADELAIDE: 99 Currie St. 5000. 51 7870.
BRISBANE: 143 Wharf St. 4000. 2 7884.
PERTH: 280 Stirling St. 6000. 28 5057.
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